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Abstract
The design and fabrication of nanometer-sized entities of defined structure on the
nanometer scale is a challenge hardly achievable by large-scale top-down procedures.
In particular, alternative techniques are needed to structure surfaces at very small
length scales. In nanotechnology the process of self-assembly has become a potent
method which allows to vanquish these difficulties. Self-assembly is a mechanism by
which randomly distributed small units arrange into large, ordered structures under
equilibrium conditions. Information about the final morphology of the self-assembled
structure is encoded at least partially in the basic building units. The environment
constitutes an additional parameter which influences the self-assembly process, impair-
ing both its thermodynamics and kinetics. Thus, any assembly has to be interpreted
in view of the boundary conditions which the environment inflicts.
In the following, self-assembly of molecules is elucidated based on experimental results.
The formation of molecular monolayers at surfaces, under ambient conditions as well
as in vacuum, is discussed in the light of the parameters that govern self-assembly.
Thermodynamic and kinetic considerations are employed to gain deeper insight into
the growth mechanisms of the monolayers. The primary instrument applied is the
scanning tunneling microscope, a device which facilitates the real-space observation
of surface-bound molecular structures with submolecular resolution. The assembly
of various organic molecules is studied at the liquid/solid interface under ambient
conditions. Especially the effects of molecular structure and molecular interactions,
type of solvent, concentration, and temperature on the self-assembly process are in-
vestigated. Additionally, monolayer formation under ultra-high vacuum conditions
is explored. Particularly the influence of temperature and of the type and crystal-
lographic orientation of the crystal surface that serves as substrate for monolayer
growth is studied. Both cases, liquid/solid and ultra-high vacuum, are fundamentally
different with respect to the environment in which molecular self-assembly takes place.
Hence they allow for comparative and complementary conclusions when adequately
analyzed. This knowledge provides a basis for the deliberate tuning of the morphol-
ogy of self-assembled monolayers, and eventually facilitates the defined manipulation
of surfaces at the molecular level. Although much research has been done on self-
assembled molecular monolayers, the delicate interplay between building blocks and
environment in molecular self-assembly is still far from being fully understood. Only
if fundamental principles and interactions in self-assembly are well comprehended, a
controlled approach to deliberate surface patterning and functionalization becomes
feasible.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Self-Assembly in Nanotechnology
A great part of current advances in nanoscience and nanotechnology is based on a
process termed self-assembly, a mechanism by which disordered small building units
spontaneously arrange into large, ordered phases. For example, self-assembly steers
the growth of molecular crystals [1] and molecular monolayers, [2] is responsible for the
folding of proteins, [3,4] and affects the morphology of lipid bilayers [5] and colloidal par-
ticles. [6] The importance of self-assembly thus manifests itself not only in the advances
in material science, but also through its role in biology, life science, and the physics
and chemistry of soft matter. Further examples for the successful use of self-assembly
as a bottom-up approach for engineering at very small dimensions include the fabri-
cation of nanoscopic structures like quantum dots, [7] photonic-bandgap materials, [8]
and the design of hybrid organic-inorganic materials. [9] Supramolecular chemistry at
surfaces, i.e., the association of molecules through rather weak non-covalent bonds, is
yet another case where molecular self-assembly is decisive. [10–14] In this work the for-
mation of molecular monolayers will be discussed in some detail, and the importance
of self-assembly for this process will be elucidated.
Understanding how molecular crystals emerge in self-assembly from a disordered state
requires more than just knowledge about the forces between two molecules. Rather
rarely it is appreciated that kinetic and entropic considerations are equally important.
Owing to the fact that material synthesis through self-assembly is still mostly a trial-
and-error process, a profound understanding of its underlying concepts is desirable,
and will eventually lead to more educated approaches to various problems in nan-
otechnology. Particularly supramolecular crystal engineering in two-dimensions (2D)
is the principal objective for structuring and functionalizing surfaces. At the molecular
level, self-assembly is responsible for the formation of ordered molecular monolayers
at the liquid/solid interface as well as at the vacuum/solid interface. A prominent
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example is the formation of self-assembled monolayers (SAM) on gold surfaces from
thiol-functionalized molecules. [2] These layers permit to alter the surface termination,
and thus to change the surface’s physical and chemical properties. Studies on molecu-
lar thin films are naturally conducted with surface sensitive techniques like low-energy
electron diffraction (LEED), atomic force microscopy (AFM), and scanning tunneling
microscopy (STM). They cover a whole variety of research interests like the identi-
fication of exact epitaxial relations of adsorbate to substrate lattice, [15,16] dewetting
of organic molecular layers on insulators, [17] molecular transport on surfaces, [18] or
probing properties like molecular orbital distributions. [19–21] Especially the STM has
proven to be a beneficial tool for probing molecules with high spatial resolution. Its
use is not limited to imaging single molecules, islands of molecular aggregates, and
monolayers in real space, but furthermore allows to acquire information about the lo-
cal electronic structure of a molecule by scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS). [22,23]
This work continues with a brief convenient definition of self-assembly and its detailed
description for molecular systems at surfaces. The next section gives a short descrip-
tion of scanning tunneling microscopy of molecular monolayers, since it was the pri-
mary technique used in this work. This includes a description of the low-temperature
ultra-high vacuum STM which was set up as a complementary instrument to an am-
bient liquid/solid STM. Following, kinetics and thermodynamics are discussed, and
their impact on molecular self-assembly is elucidated. The parameters that influence
molecular self-assembly are examined and can be classified in two categories. Inter-
nal parameters, as for example structure and functionalization of the building blocks,
i.e., the molecules, and external parameters, the background or environment in which
the self-assembly takes place, e.g., temperature, substrate, solvent, and the like. A
detailed analysis of internal and external parameters is illustrated by experimental
results. This includes a distinction between liquid/solid and vacuum/solid interface,
as well as the effects of substrate, concentration, and temperature on molecular self-
assembly. Likewise, molecular properties like size, chemical structure, and molecular
interactions are considered. A summary of this first part of the work finally leads to
a compendium of published articles including the experimental results described.
2
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1.2 Self-Assembly, a Brief Definition
As already stated, self-assembly is an autonomous process by which independent build-
ing units form ordered structures from a previously disordered state. These building
units are separate fundamental entities in which relevant information about the out-
come of the self-assembly process is encoded. The environment in which self-assembly
takes place is likewise a relevant factor, and crucially influences its outcome. Vari-
ous definitions of self-assembly are presented in literature which differ in some minor
or major details as reviewed by Halley and Winkler. [24] From their text the follow-
ing definition is adopted, which seems to be adequate for the case of molecular self-
assembly:
Self-assembly is a nondissipative structural order on a macroscopic level,
because of collective interactions between multiple (usually microscopic)
components that do not change their character upon integration into the
self-assembled structure. This process is spontaneous because the energy
of unassembled components is higher than the self-assembled structure,
which is in static equilibrium, persisting without the need for energy input.
In the case of supramolecular structures, molecules take the part of the fundamental
building units (components). The resulting crystalline structure is formed by nondis-
sipative mechanisms, which means that no external energy input is required to form
the structure. The intrinsic morphology, i.e., unit cell parameters and arrangement
of molecules within the unit cell, is dominantly governed by molecular interactions as
for example van der Waals forces, hydrogen bonds, aromatic interactions, and metal-
organic bonds. These interactions encode how molecules collocate with respect to
each other, and thus define the local microscopic structure within a 2D crystal. The
environment in which the molecules self-assemble comprises parameters like temper-
ature, type of solvent and concentration, or vacuum and vapor pressure. Certainly
also the surface is of importance, as its interaction with the molecules can define the
self-assembly and the commensurability of the molecular monolayer. Furthermore,
Halley and Winkler explicitly point out that an element of reversibility has to be
present in the bond formation. The reversibility of an intermolecular bond implies a
self-healing mechanism, which allows defects in the structure to be repaired and to re-
lax the system into thermodynamic equilibrium. If this reversibility was not present,
the resulting structure would not show the long range order which is common to
self-assembled monolayers, and disordered glassy states would be observed.
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Scanning Tunneling Microscopy
2.1 Contrast Formation in Molecular Adsorbates
The Scanning Tunneling Microscope is a powerful instrument to image molecular
monolayers at surfaces. A sharp metallic STM tip allows to obtain topographs with
submolecular resolution, and thus enables one to elucidate relative positions and ori-
entations of molecules within the monolayer. In contrast to other surface sensitive
techniques which rely on diffraction of incident waves, like the diffraction of low-energy
electrons, the STM can image structures which do not possess translational symmetry.
This includes resolving single isolated molecules and disordered monolayers. Although
limited by a major drawback, the restriction to electrically conductive surfaces, the
STM has proven to be a potent device for surface science. [10,12,13,22,23,25–29]
The contrast in STM images is not merely defined by the topography of the sample,
but also represents its electronic structure, i.e., the electronic states accessible to the
tunneling electrons. A simplistic model for conduction through single energy levels
is given by Datta. [30] This model is easily extended to the case of tunneling through
molecules, and explains the dependence of the image on the electronic structure. It
is described at first in general for a molecule connected to two electrodes, and is later
adopted to the case for asymmetric coupling of the molecule to surface and tip, as
encountered in the case of STM. Two metallic electrodes, the surface and the tip, sand-
wich a one-level system, idealizing the molecule (Figure 2.1). In the equilibrium state,
when the two electrodes are short-circuited, the Fermi levels align as do consequently
the filled and empty states of each electrode (Figure 2.1 a). The average occupation
of each energy level of the electrodes is given by the Fermi distribution
f(E) = 1
exp
(
E−µ0
kBT
)
+ 1
, (2.1)
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Figure 2.1 – Schematic model for the conduction through a one-level molecule.
(a) Zero bias between the two short-circuited electrodes with aligned Fermi
levels µ0. The molecular level with energy  lies somewhere fixed relative to
the Fermi energy. (b) With a voltage applied, the Fermi levels shift with respect
to each other by Ubias with µL = µR + eUbias, enforcing different occupancies
n on the molecular level.
where µ0 is the Fermi level, kB Boltzmann’s constant and T the temperature.
This function is 0 for energies E far above µ0, and 1 for energies far below µ0. A
positive voltage Ubias applied to the right electrode lowers its Fermi level and raises
the Fermi level of the left electrode (Figure 2.1 b). The energetic difference between
both electrodes is µL − µR = eUbias, with e being the fundamental charge, giving rise
to two different Fermi distributions:
fL(E) =
1
exp
(
E−µL
kBT
)
+ 1
(2.2)
fR(E) =
1
exp
(
E−µR
kBT
)
+ 1
. (2.3)
In the case of Figure 2.1 a, the molecular level with an energy  has the same
occupancy as the respective Fermi function of the electrodes f(). Conduction is not
possible since the molecule is in equilibrium with both electrodes. On the other hand,
both electrodes attempt to impose different occupancies on the molecular level due
to the different Fermi distributions when a voltage is applied (Figure 2.1 b). In this
non-equilibrium state, each electrode intends to equilibrate the molecular level with
its respective value of the Fermi distribution at energy . Electrons are injected from
the left electrode, which enforces an occupancy of the molecular level of fL(). At the
same time the level is depleted from charge by the right electrode, which would be in
equilibrium with the molecular level if it had an occupancy of fR(). Thus, when the
molecular level is an empty state, like for example the lowest unoccupied molecular
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orbital (LUMO), electrons enter from the left electrode and leave to the right electrode,
resulting in a net current through the molecule. If, on the other hand, the state is an
occupied level, like the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO), charge is drawn
away from the level from the right before it is refilled from the left, and the same
current arises. The effective occupancy n of the molecular level at steady state lies
then somewhere in between fL() and fR(). The direction of the current through
the molecule does not depend on whether the molecular level is already filled with
electrons or whether it is empty at a given potential Ubias. Nevertheless, the magnitude
of the current depends on the occupancy of the molecular level with charge carriers.
This model points out that without the presence of a molecular energy level in between
µL and µR, no conduction takes place through the molecule, since no allowed states for
charge carriers exist in between the electrodes. Tunneling would then occur directly
from tip to substrate (or vice versa). It also shows that only electrons with an energy
below µL and above µR (within some kBT ) contribute to the current. Far above µL
all states in the left electrodes are empty, and no electrons are available that can
contribute to the current. In the right electrode, all level with an energy much lower
than µR are fully occupied, and no states are accessible for additional electrons. If
two or more molecular levels lie in between the electrodes, all levels which possess an
energy i within the range µR + eUbias contribute to conduction.
The current of charge carriers q through the molecule can be calculated from the
charge flux IL across the left junction, which is proportional to [fL() − n] (with n
being the occupancy of the molecular energy level), and the flux IR across the right
junction, proportional to [fR()− n]:
IL = −qγL
h¯
[fL()− n] (2.4)
IR = −qγR
h¯
[fR()− n] . (2.5)
The somewhat artificially introduced parameter γi can be interpreted as the cou-
pling strength (interaction energy) between the respective electrode and the molecule.
A large (small) γi then results in a high (low) current. The ratio γi/h¯ is a rate constant
at which an electron present in the molecular level will be transferred to the left or
right electrode. In equilibrium, the net current is zero, i.e., IL + IR = 0, which results
in
n = γLfL(E) + γRfR(E)
γL + γR
. (2.6)
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Substituting this expression for the occupancy n of the molecular level into either
Equation 2.4 or Equation 2.5 yields
I = IL = −IR = 2 q
h¯
γLγR
γL + γR
[fL()− fR()] . (2.7)
The newly introduced factor 2 accounts for the spin degeneracy of each energy
level. This rather simple equation provides insight into the conduction of a molecule
contacted by two electrodes. It permits to estimate the current once the coupling
parameters γi are known. For the case when more than one molecular level exists in
the respective energy interval, and thus more than one level contributes to the current,
Equation 2.7 can be extended to
I =
∑
i
2 q
h¯
γLγR
γL + γR
[fL(i)− fR(i)] (2.8)
with i corresponding to the energy of each molecular level (Figure 2.2 a). Here
it is assumed that the coupling parameter γR is the same for all energy levels, as
is the parameter γL. Although in general this is not necessarily true, the following
derivation can be adapted to the more generic case. The conclusions drawn below are
thus equally valid.
Figure 2.2 – Schematic model for conduction through a multi-level molecule.
(a) Weak interaction between molecule and surface. Molecular levels are unal-
tered by the presence of the surface. (b) Strong interaction between molecule
and substrate. An effective density of states comprised of hybridized molecule
and substrate levels is formed, which consequently yields new conduction chan-
nels.
The above model explains conduction through a molecule in between two elec-
trodes. In typical situations where STM is applied, the molecule is rather strongly
bound to the substrate by either physisorption or chemisorption, in contrast to rather
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weak coupling to the tip. Here the substrate is identified with the left electrode and
the tip with the right electrode. In this scenario it is convenient to consider a super-
position of states of the molecule with the surface (left electrode), in which molecular
levels and surface states hybridize to an effective electronic structure. This can be ex-
pressed by a common effective density of states Deff(E) (DOS) of the strongly coupled
molecule-substrate system. The integral over all energies of Deff(E) replaces the sum
in Equation 2.8 (∑i → ∫ dEDeff(E)) (see also Figure 2.2 b). Furthermore, the cou-
pling constant γL representing the molecule-substrate interaction is much larger than
γR, the interaction between molecule and tip, therefore γL  γR and γL + γR ≈ γL.
With these assumptions, Equation 2.8 reduces to
I = 2 q
h¯
∫ ∞
−∞
dEDeff(E)γR [fL(E)− fR(E)] . (2.9)
Conduction is thus not limited to molecular levels, but the effective DOS of
substrate-molecule opens a continuous distribution of charge transport channels.
To account for the tunneling in STM, one needs to replace γR by an appropriate phys-
ical coupling property. The interaction between molecule and tip for large tip-sample
distances is quite weak, and the only channel available for charge carrier transfer is
tunneling from an electronic quantum state in the tip to a state of the molecule or
vice versa. At large electrode separations, the only way an electron can be transferred
from the tip (molecule) into the molecule (tip) is by means of a suitable overlap of
their wavefunctions. Only if their wavefunctions overlap, an electron has a nonzero
probability to pass through the region separating both electrodes, thus establishing a
tunneling current under applied bias. The wave function, and consequently the den-
sity of states of bare metal surfaces and likewise of molecules, decays exponentially
perpendicular to the surface into vacuum. Wavefunction overlap, and thus charge
transition probability, should thus also decay exponentially with electrode separation.
The square of the tunneling matrix elements |M |2 introduced by Bardeen, [31] and eval-
uated in more detail by Tersoff and Hamann [32] for the case of scanning tunneling mi-
croscopy, describes such a weak coupling between the wavefunctions of two electrodes.
The tunneling process is adequately specified by the tunneling matrix whose elements
are basically the tunneling (transition) probabilities from a tip state to a molecule
state. Since the wavefunctions decay exponentially, it is not surprising that tunneling
is extremely sensitive to the distance between tip and molecule. Effectively, Tersoff
and Hamann showed that the tunneling probability falls off exponentially with the
distance d between tip and sample, so that |M |2 ∝ exp (−2κd) with κ = h¯−1(2mφ)1/2.
Here, m is the electron mass, φ is a function of the work function of the tip and of the
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substrate, and d is the separation between the two electrodes. Postulating γR to be
proportional to the tunneling matrix elements |M |2, the tunneling current becomes
I ∝ 2 q
h¯
e−2κd
∫ ∞
−∞
dEDeff(E) [fL(E)− fR(E)] . (2.10)
This equation highlights the main features of contrast formation in STM images of
molecular monolayers. A large signal, i.e., high brightness in either constant current
or constant height STM images, can usually be attributed to a large density of states
of the molecule-substrate system. The integral over the DOS and the difference in
Fermi distributions indicates that only those peaks of the DOS contribute to the cur-
rent which lie within the energy interval µL−µR = eUbias, or close (within a few kBT )
above µR or below µL. Only in this region the term [fL(E)− fR(E)] is nonzero. The
exponential distance dependence of the tunneling current is owed to the tunneling
matrix elements, and leads to a dependence on (physical) topography of the sample.
Consequently, elevated features on a surface lead to larger signals, and hence higher
brightness in STM topographs.
A short note is mandatory on the alignment of the molecular levels with respect to
the surface Fermi level. The HOMO aligns just below the Fermi level, and thus the
LUMO lies above the Fermi level (also compare Figure 2.2 a). Usually the vacuum
level is used as a common reference point. In this picture, an electron from the surface
electrode needs an energy equal to the electrode’s work function in order to escape
to the vacuum. Accordingly, the ionization potential is the analogue for the molecule,
which is the minimum energy necessary to remove one electron from the HOMO. In
general, the ionization potential of molecules is larger than the work functions of met-
als, therefore the HOMO lies below the Fermi level of the surface. The importance
of this becomes clear when referring again to Figure 2.2 a, where a positive voltage is
applied to the tip. The HOMO thus shifts right between the region where the Fermi
distributions of both electrodes are between 0 and 1, and thus tunneling becomes pos-
sible if the gap eUbias is large enough. In this case the HOMO is the only conduction
channel where charge carriers can propagate from the surface through the molecule to
the tip. All other molecular levels lie outside of this region. If one changed the polar-
ity, the LUMO would be the molecular level inside the region where tunneling occurs.
This is based on the assumption that the interaction between surface and molecule
is strong enough that applying a voltage between the two electrodes does not change
relative energetic positions of substrate and molecular energy levels. On the other
hand, the interaction is assumed to be weak enough to allow for the description in
terms of single molecular energy levels rather than hybridized states. In the case of
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opposite polarity, the LUMO becomes the charge conducting channel from the tip to
the surface. The relevance of these theoretical considerations was demonstrated for
the case of a pentacene molecule adsorbed on weakly interacting surfaces like insulat-
ing NaCl layers on top of Cu(111) or a clean Au(111) surface. [20,21] In these studies,
single molecular orbitals like LUMO, HOMO, and HOMO-1 could be imaged, depend-
ing on the voltage between tip and molecule-substrate. Contrary, imaging the same
molecule directly adsorbed on Cu(111) did not reveal the internal structure of molecu-
lar orbitals, which is probably due to a strong pentacene-Cu(111) interaction. [33] Thin
insulating layers like NaCl decouple the electronic structure of the adsorbant from the
surface electronic structure, and facilitate imaging of discrete molecular orbitals via
STM.
The model presented above is a simple sketch on how tunneling through molecules
can be described. Obviously, a thorough description requires the use of much more
complex physics and mathematics and is beyond the scope of this overview. Never-
theless, the model describes most of the important features which are necessary to
understand contrast formation in scanning tunneling microscopy at molecule-metal
interfaces.
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2.2 The Low-Temperature Ultra-High Vacuum
Scanning Tunneling Microscope
All experiments of the present work were carried out either at the liquid-solid interface
with an ambient STM or at the vacuum-solid interface with a variable-temperature
STM. The ambient STM is a home-built set-up controlled by commercial electronics.
It allows to image self-assembled molecular monolayers by immersing the tip into a
drop of solution previously applied to the substrate. While the ambient STM was pre-
existing inventory of the laboratory, the UHV chamber and the low-temperature STM
were built prior to conducting experiments. The design of the variable-temperature
UHV STM is described elsewhere in detail [34] and was taken over with additional
modifications.
In the UHV chamber, molecular deposition via organic molecular beam epitaxy
(OMBE) is possible with the sample mounted in the STM, either at room temper-
ature or cooled down to cryogenic temperatures. The design of the Knudsen cell is
discussed in more detail below. Sample preparation by electron beam annealing and
sputtering through neon ion bombardment is possible in a separate stage. This stage
furthermore allows for electron beam heating of tunneling tips. Sample and tip ma-
nipulation from the storage carousel to preparation stage and STM is done with a
wobble stick. The ultrahigh vacuum with a base pressure of ∼ 1× 10−10 mbar is gen-
erated and maintained by turbomolecular and ion getter pumps. An additional titan
sublimation pump integrated into a cooling shroud (LN2 cooled) improves the base
pressure after bake out. In order to reduce vibrational coupling to the floor, the whole
chamber is mounted on an air floated optical table. The STM itself is suspended from
the top of a copper housing by three springs made from cold drawn Inconel 718 wire.
These assure further vibrational isolation from the surrounding over a wide temper-
ature range. The copper housing consists of a small box which is mounted inside a
larger one. Its main purpose is that of a thermal radiation shield while operating at
cryogenic temperatures. The material used is oxygen-free high conductivity copper
(OFHC), which facilitates good heat transport when cooling down from room tem-
perature to cryogenic temperatures. Both copper boxes are aureated on their outside
and blackened on the inside to improve their effectivity as heat shields, reflecting ra-
diation from the outside and absorbing radiation from the inside, thus keeping the
STM at constant temperature. The reduction of the heat load from the environment
results in lower equilibrium temperatures of the STM while working at low tempera-
tures. The housing is attached to a flow cryostat which facilitates cooling of the STM,
including the sample, with liquid helium or nitrogen. The STM itself is a beetle-type
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design, where three outer piezoelectric tubes support the sample and are responsible
for coarse approach of the sample to the tip and lateral scanning. [35] A center piezo
tube serves as tip holder and facilitates z-scan motion. Coarse approach is realized
through a stick-slip motion of the sample holder supported on top of tungsten balls,
which are glued to the top of the three outer piezos. All four piezos are glued to a
molybdenum base plate, which also includes connectors for the wiring. Underneath
the base plate, an OFHC cross permits the clamping of the STM to the inner copper
box, thus allowing both manipulation of the tip and sample, and rapid heat transfer
from the STM to the copper housing. On the lateral and bottom end of the cross,
cobalt-samarium magnets additionally reduce vibrational motion of the STM by eddy
current damping. Most UHV data shown below were obtained with this instrument.
Figure 2.3 – Beetle type scanning tunneling microscope in copper housing.
1) Tungsten balls on which the sample holder rests while scanning. Balls are
glued to three piezos which facilitate coarse approach and scanning in x and y
direction. 2) Molybdenum base plate. 3) Cobalt-samarium magnets for eddy
current damping. 4) Springs made from Inconel 718 wire attached to top of
copper housing and STM base plate. 5) Inner piezo which functions as tip
holder and moves tip in z direction. 6) Copper cross for rapid heat transfer
and clamping of the STM.
The Knudsen cells used for molecular beam epitaxy were constructed with minor
modifications according to a design presented in publication number 3 (cf. chapter 6).
The custom-designed molecular evaporators offer the possibility to measure effusion
rates with the help of a quartz crystal microbalance (QCMB) integrated into their
beam shutter. These Knudsen cells facilitate the controlled deposition of molecular
12
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monolayers of defined coverage. From the temperature dependence of the molecular
deposition rate, measured using the QCMB, it is possible to calculate the sublima-
tion enthalpy of the evaporant using the Clausius-Clapeyron equation. The combined
Knudsen cell microbalance assembly has proven to be suitable both for monitoring
molecular effusion rates with the QCMB, as well as for the deposition of organic
compounds onto single crystals for subsequent STM experiments.
13
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Interfacial Self-Assembly,
Thermodynamics, and Kinetics
The primary mechanisms in surface-confined self-assembly of molecules are the depo-
sition of the adsorbate onto the substrate and its lateral transport on the surface. At
the vacuum/solid interface, the adsorbate is usually deposited by organic molecular
beam epitaxy, and once deposited molecules reside on the surface over large time
scales. The long residence time, i.e., low desorption rate, is due to a high desorp-
tion energy compared to thermal energy. No further molecules are adsorbed once
the molecular beam is shut off. On the other hand, adsorption from solution, as is
common in liquid/solid experiments, allows for continuous deposition of molecules. A
small droplet of solution applied to a surface can contain a supply of molecules much
larger than required to cover the surface with a monolayer, and the droplet acts as
a nearly unlimited reservoir of adsorbants. At the liquid/solid interface, a constant
flux of adsorbing particles is compensated for by a constant flux of desorbing particles,
resulting in a dynamic equilibrium between solution and interface in the steady state.
The number of adsorbed molecules is thus constant. However, once a molecule desorbs
from a surface under vacuum conditions, it is usually lost and cannot be replaced by
another molecule from a reservoir. Nevertheless, desorption rates under vacuum con-
ditions are relatively low for many molecules, and stable monolayers can be observed.
In both cases, lateral transport on the surface is important for self-assembly of the
molecules. A low diffusivity of the adsorbates on the surface would result in non-
equilibrium structures, and only if thermally activated diffusion is present, ordered
layers can grow. An assembly of a few molecules which associate on the surface can
act as a nucleus for the growth of large-scale structures. Figure 3.1 shows an idealized
scheme of self-assembly from the solution phase. In a first step, a molecule adsorbs
from solution and diffuses on the surface. Eventually, the molecule either desorbs or
binds to another molecule which is diffusing on the surface, thereby initiating growth
of domains. Later, further molecules interact with the nucleus leading to larger do-
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mains. After equilibration to the steady state when monolayer coverage is reached,
molecules are still desorbing into solution, but can easily be replaced by molecules
adsorbing from solution, resulting in a dynamic equilibrium. The adaptation of this
picture to the vacuum/solid interface is straightforward by neglecting desorption and
considering a time-limited flux of adsorbing molecules.
Two factors are important for molecular self-assembly: the relative thermodynamic
stability of different polymorphs which can form on the surface, and the kinetic bar-
riers associated with the formation of each polymorph. Adsorption/desorption rates
thus influence the growth of the monolayers just as surface diffusion rates do. The
endeavor of the system to settle into a global minimum of Gibbs free energy, i.e.,
reaching the thermodynamic equilibrium, will be discussed in the following section.
Adsorption/desorption kinetics is the topic of the second section.
Figure 3.1 – Schematic model of molecular self-assembly at the liquid/solid
interface. Molecules adsorb onto the surface (substrate) from solution and
diffuse until desorbing or until encountering another molecule (dimerization).
Attachment of further molecules to the nucleus result in growth of molecu-
lar domains, which subsequently coalesce into self-assembled monolayers. In
equilibrium, the number of adsorbing molecules is balanced by the number of
desorbing molecules.
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3.1 Thermodynamics
Molecular self-assembly is usually a thermodynamically driven process. This means
that under isobaric and isothermal conditions the system evolves towards a minimum
in Gibbs free energy. A change in free energy ∆G can be decomposed into two
contributions: change in enthalpy ∆H and change in entropy ∆S:
∆G = ∆H − T∆S. (3.1)
Here, T is the temperature of the system. Equation 3.1 provides a reasonable
description of self-assembling systems, where a (local) minimum in Gibbs free en-
ergy corresponds to a (meta) stable state of the overall system. While changes in
enthalpy can be computed more or less directly, entropy changes are not assessable in
a straightforward manner. The following paragraphs describe one possible approach
to a calculation of entropy change upon molecular self-assembly. When molecules
self-assemble, entropy of the overall system decreases. This is due to a reduction of
degrees of freedom for each assembled molecule, such as translational, rotational, vi-
brational, and conformational degrees of freedom. Nevertheless, although a decrease
in entropy is not favorable in terms of Gibbs free energy, self-assembly still occurs
as a spontaneous process. The diminishing entropy has to be compensated for by a
reduction in enthalpy, mainly via the formation of molecular bonds due to intermolec-
ular and molecule-substrate interactions. At the liquid/solid interface, an adsorbed
but freely diffusing molecule on the surface looses part of its translational entropy
upon aggregation. The same holds true for its rotational entropy. When fixed in a
monolayer, the molecule looses all its translational and rotational entropy. On the
other hand, the assembled molecules reduce the overall enthalpy of the system by
optimizing molecular interactions with their neighbors and with the surface. These
interactions stabilize the system energetically, and eventually lead to a reduction of
Gibbs free energy. At the same time, the molecules which remain in solution are part
of the whole system, too, and need to be considered in a complete thermodynamic
descriptions. This implies that solvation enthalpy and entropy in the dissolved state
also have to be accounted for. Likewise, solvent molecules might coadsorb on the sur-
face, for example inside cavities of open-pore structures, and thus must be included
into entropy and enthalpy calculations. For molecule-substrate systems under UHV
conditions the situation is slightly simpler: as a good approximation, only adsorbed
molecules need to be considered as the thermodynamic system, since no reservoir of
molecules comparable to the dissolved molecules in solution is present. Adsorbed
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molecules loose the same contributions to entropy as discussed for the liquid/solid
interface, and similar bonding schemes contribute to the stabilization of the system
via a decreasing enthalpy.
Changes in enthalpy in molecular self-assembly on surfaces, primarily due to adsorbate-
adsorbate and adsorbate-substrate interactions, can be addressed for example by quan-
tum chemical calculations. Although the effect of entropy on self-assembly cannot be
neglected, as has been shown before, [36] no direct model is available to calculate it.
However, a set of equations has been proposed which allows to estimate entropy losses
upon self-assembly. [37,38] These equations were derived for molecular self-assembly in
solution, but should be equally correct for self-assembly at interfaces. The overall
entropy reduction is partitioned into translational, rotational, vibrational, and confor-
mational entropy:
∆Stotal = ∆Stranslation + ∆Srotation + ∆Svibration + ∆Sconformation (3.2)
Statistical mechanics text books help to derive equations for the different contribu-
tions from the partition function of a system of non-interacting particles. This leads
to
∆Stranslation = R ln
e5/2
c
(√
2pimkBT
h
)3 (3.3)
for translational entropy, which is the Sackur-Tetrode equation. Here, h is Planck’s
constant, kB the Boltzmann constant, R the gas constant, and T the absolute tem-
perature. Euler’s number is denoted by e , m is the solute’s mass, and c is the solute
concentration. As it turns out, the concentration of the solute in solution as measured
in molecules/volume is not an adequate measure, since translational entropy is sys-
tematically overestimated. Whitesides and coworkers propose a free-volume model,
in which the actual volume of the solution is reduced by an amount proportional to
the volume which the solvent molecules occupy. [37] The resulting effective concentra-
tion is thus much higher, and translational entropy respectively lower. This approach
seems to yield reasonable accordance of calculated translational entropy values with
experimental data. For particles with finite dimension, i.e., non point-like particles,
rotational entropy is likewise derived in textbooks and reads
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∆Srotation = R ln
8pi2e3/2
γ
(√
2pikBT
h
)3√
I1I2I3
 . (3.4)
γ considers the symmetry of the molecule, and I1, I2, and I3 are its principle mo-
ments of inertia. The fact that molecules can also vibrate is considered in ∆Svibration.
The associated entropy loss is given by
∆Svibration = R
∑
α
hνα/kBT
e
hνα
kBT − 1
− ln
(
1− e− hναkBT
) (3.5)
as a sum over all vibrational modes α with frequency να. Most molecular vibra-
tional modes like bond stretches are likely not affected by self-assembly. Furthermore,
the majority of intramolecular vibrations are of high frequency as compared to ther-
mal energy, and thus contribute only negligible to entropy, especially in comparison
to translational and rotational entropy. The effect of ∆Svibration can hence be consid-
ered to be rather small. Most molecules studied by STM are small and rigid so that
they do not posses the ability to significantly change their conformation. This results
in ∆Sconformation being equal to zero. The two major contributions to entropy which
change upon self-assembly are thus translational entropy ∆Stranslation and rotational
entropy ∆Srotation, and Equation 3.2 reduces to
∆Stotal = ∆Stranslation + ∆Srotation. (3.6)
The above equations help to estimate the entropy loss of the overall system when
molecules adsorb from solution into a monolayer. In order to reach a minimum in
Gibbs free energy, this loss has to be compensated for by a decreasing enthalpy, that
is, favorable contributions from molecular interactions at the surface.
A different formalism which models the thermodynamics at the liquid/solid interface
is offered by the groups of Lackinger, de Feyter, and Samorì. [39–41] The chemical
potentials of the adsorbant in solution as well as in the monolayer are compared, and
its difference related to Gibbs free energy. Self-assembly is a spontaneous process if the
chemical potential in solution µsolution is initially higher than the chemical potential
in the monolayer µmonolayer. The change in free energy then reads
∆G = (µmonolayer − µsolution)∆n, (3.7)
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where ∆n is the number of molecules adsorbed from solution into the mono-
layer. In equilibrium ∆G = 0, which means that µmonolayer = µsolution. The chem-
ical potentials depend on the number of molecules in the respective phase (i.e.,
µmonolayer = µmonolayer(n) and µsolution = µsolution(N − n) with N being the total num-
ber of dissolved molecules). For a given volume V of solution the number of solute
molecule N yields the concentration c = N/V , and for an ideal solution the chemical
potential can be written as
µ = µ0 +RT ln
N
V
= µ0 +RT ln c = µ(c). (3.8)
Concentration dependencies of the monolayer morphology can usually be described
along these lines. It is noteworthy that translational entropy Stranslation likewise de-
pends on concentration and that a higher concentration results in a lower entropy
penalty. This favors adsorption from solutions with high concentration. Higher con-
centrations also indicate higher chemical potential, which consequently facilitates the
adsorption of a molecule from solution into the monolayer. The two descriptions
in terms of entropy and chemical potential thus yield the same qualitative behavior.
Thermodynamic equilibrium is reached once enough molecules are adsorbed from so-
lution to equalize µsolution and µmonolayer, so that ∆G = 0.
For the adsorption of two different types of molecules 1 and 2 from solution in order
to form binary monolayers, Equation 3.7 has to be rewritten as
∆G = [µmonolayer,1 − µsolution(c1)]n1 + [µmonolayer,2 − µsolution(c2)]n2 (3.9)
with n1 and n2 being the number of adsorbed molecules of type 1 and 2, respectively.
This approach has proven to describe adequately the relation between monolayer
morphology (stochiometry) and relative concentrations c1/c2 [39]. A large value of
c1/c2 favors monolayers with a large number of molecules of type 1, while a small value
induces the adsorption of more molecules of type 2. The ratio of concentrations c1/c2
is thus reflected in the relative number of adsorbed molecules 1 and 2 in the monolayer.
De Feyter and coworkers propose a set of equations which allows to calculate relative
coverages of two competing monolayer polymorphs formed by the same adsorbant. [40]
In equilibrium, the chemical potentials are related as (also compare Equation 3.9 for
∆G = 0)
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lµl = hµh + (l − h)µsolution. (3.10)
The indices h and l denote each one type of polymorph, and the factors h and
l are the number of molecules adsorbed in the respective polymorph. In addition
to Equation 3.10, they postulate that the chemical potentials of molecules in one
polymorph can be calculated using
µl = µ0,l +RT ln Yl and µh = µ0,h +RT ln Yh, (3.11)
where Yl and Yh are the fractions of the monolayer area occupied by the respective
polymorph. After some calculus, this leads to
Yh
Y
(l/h)
l
= exp
[
(µsolution − µ0,h)− lh(µsolution − µ0,l)
kBT
]
c(1−
l
h
), (3.12)
which describes the relative coverage of both polymorphs as a function of concen-
tration and temperature. Equation 3.12 points out the importance of temperature on
the self-assembly and polymorph selection process: at higher temperatures, that poly-
morph is favored which has the higher chemical potential. A control of temperature
allows to tune relative coverages in systems where two or more different polymorphs
are similar in free energy. The observation of coexistence of two polymorphs over
a wide range of concentrations is actually related to similar free energies of both
polymorphs. [40] If one polymorph was energetically much more stable at a given con-
centration than the other, solely the former structure would be observable at the
surface. Similar free energies, on the other hand, allow for coexistence of polymorphs.
Despite various theoretical attempts to predict the morphology of a self-assembled
monolayer for a given molecule in a specific solvent, no exact model is available.
Many crucial factors contribute to the self-assembly process which complicate a sim-
ple description. However, thermodynamic descriptions are getting more and more
sophisticated and in general provide the right trends in polymorph selection at least
for special cases of molecular self-assembly.
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3.2 Kinetics
Interfacial self-assembly of molecules is a time dependent process which does not occur
instantaneously. [42] It takes a certain amount of time before surface-coverage reaches
its equilibrium state. This equilibration time is governed by a variety of parameters
like adsorption and desorption rates. At the liquid/solid interface, for example, the
adsorption of molecules is limited by diffusion of molecules in the bulk solution to-
wards the surface. Also, not all molecules in the proximity of the surface possess an
energy high enough to surmount a possible adsorption barrier. Finally, the on-surface
diffusion rate plays an important role in reaching an equilibrium state of the mono-
layer. A balance between adsorption rate A and diffusion rate of molecules on the
surface D is thus responsible for the formation of different structures. [12,26] For small
ratios A/D, molecules are free to explore the energy landscape of the surface before
eventually binding in the most favorable geometry/arrangement to another molecule.
Nucleation is slow, and the resulting structure is thermodynamically controlled since
sufficient time enables molecules to relax into their energetically preferable state. In
the inverse situation, for large ratios A/D, nucleation of thermodynamically not op-
timal structures may result due to the high rate by which new molecules are added
to the structure. In vacuum, this means that sublimation rate and substrate temper-
ature are the two predominant experimental parameters. High fluxes of molecules
result in high adsorption rates, just as a low surface temperature does. Surface dif-
fusion, and thus the mobility of the molecules, strongly depends on temperature. At
the liquid/solid interface, on the other hand, the amount of molecules impinging onto
a surface depends on the concentration of solute in solution and on the solute’s mo-
bility.
At the vacuum/solid interface the adsorption rate is defined as the product of the
flux of molecules from the deposition source and the sticking coefficient of molecules
on the surface. Molecules once adsorbed on the surface stay there until they desorb
with a typical desorption rate, meaning that they are lost into the vastness of vacuum.
The desorption rate, which depends on the size of the molecule, temperature, and
desorption barriers, seems to be rather small for sufficiently large molecules. This
circumstance permits the imaging of monolayers under vacuum conditions. At the liq-
uid/solid interface the situation is more complicated: adsorption is governed by the
amount of molecules in the proximity of the surface, and is thus directly dependent
on the concentration in solution. Adsorption induces a decrease in local concentration
in a layer close to the surface (interfacial layer), followed by diffusion from the bulk
solution into this layer in order to equilibrate concentration. Subsequent adsorption
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on the surface is thus limited by the rate at which molecules are supplied to the in-
terfacial layer. In general, the time evolution of the surface coverage θ of interacting
particles reads as follows: [43]
∂θ
∂t
= kacint(1− θ)− kd,0θ exp U(x)
kBT
+ ∂
∂x
[
D
kBT
∂U(x)
∂x
θ(1− θ) +D∂θ
∂x
]
. (3.13)
Here, cint is the solute concentration in the interfacial layer, ka the adsorption
constant, kD = kd,0 exp [U(x)/kBT ] the desorption constant, and U(x) the interaction
potential of the molecules at the surface, with x representing the spatial coordinates
describing the plane of the surface. The existence of the spatially varying potential
induces a force F = −∂U(x)/∂x, which results in a flow of adsorbed particles on
the surface. In addition, a difference in local coverage produces a diffusional flow.
These two flows account for the term in square brackets in Equation 3.13. Assuming
non-interacting particles, U(x) = 0, and uniform (spatially homogeneous) coverage,
∂θ/∂x = 0, Equation 3.13 reduces to
∂θ
∂t
= kacint(1− θ)− kd,0θ, (3.14)
which yields as a solution in equilibrium with ∂θ/∂t = 0 the Langmuir adsorption
isotherm
θ = 1
1 + ( kd,0
kacint
)
. (3.15)
It is clear from the above equations that the concentration close to the interface
cint is a coverage determining parameter, and that the rate by which molecules from
the bulk solution far away from the interface are delivered to the interfacial layer is of
great importance. Furthermore, not necessarily all molecules which imping onto the
surface are adsorbed when an adsorption activation barrier acts against adsorption.
For physisorption, i.e., weak adsorption, no activation barrier is present. Chemisorbed
molecules, on the other hand, might have to overcome such an activation barrier.
A potential adsorption barrier can be included as a parameter into the adsorption
constant ka. The higher the barrier, the lower ka and vice versa. In consequence,
only those molecules adsorb whose energy (kinetic and internal degrees of freedom)
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is sufficient to surpass the barrier, and hence are able to form a nucleus for further
growth of the monolayer. Physisorption will be characterized by rather large ka as
compared to activated chemisorption.
In the early stages of monolayer formation, the concentration close to the interface cint
is smaller than the bulk concentration c. As stated above, the concentration of solvent
in the interfacial layer is reduced due to adsorption. The balance of the concentration
with solute molecules from the bulk is given by Fick’s law of diffusion:
∂c(z)
∂t
= d∂
2c(z)
∂z2
, (3.16)
where d is the diffusivity constant of the solute molecule in the bulk solvent, and
the coordinate z points along the surface normal. The resulting flux F towards the
surface is given by [44]
F = −d∂c(z)
∂z
, (3.17)
and depends on the concentration gradient perpendicular to the surface. The
evolution of the local concentration in the interfacial layer is therefore limited by
the flux of particles towards the surface, which itself depends on the diffusivity in
solution. Solving Equation 3.8 for c, differentiating with respect to z and inserting in
Equation 3.17 yields
F = − dc
RT
∂µ
∂z
. (3.18)
The flux F of molecules delivered to the interfacial layer is driven by a gradient
in the chemical potential perpendicular to the surface. This gradient is built up by
a difference in chemical potential of the interfacial layer with respect to the bulk
solution, and it is non-zero until the monolayer growth has been completed. This
formula allows to take into account the effect of solvent viscosity η on self-assembly
by considering the Stokes-Einstein equation for the diffusivity d
d = kBT6pirη , (3.19)
where the solute molecule is approximated by a sphere of radius r. Consequently,
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F ∝ c
η
∂µ
∂z
. (3.20)
High bulk concentrations and low solvent viscosities result in a high flux of adsor-
bant molecules towards the surface. A low flux, as a consequence of a low diffusivity
and high solvent viscosity, may hamper the formation of a particular polymorph in
favor of another. In this case, the resulting polymorph would be kinetically controlled
and would not necessarily correspond to the thermodynamically most stable state. For
example, Matzger and coworkers report on the formation of a self-assembled mono-
layer at the liquid/solid interface, which given sufficient equilibration time transforms
into a different polymorph. [45] The quickly forming polymorph seems to have a larger
nucleation/growth rate, but is not necessarily the thermodynamically stable one. Af-
ter some time, the slower growing and energetically more stable polymorph forms,
and eventually covers the whole surface. This finding underlines the importance of
kinetics in monolayer growth and exemplifies that an interpretation of self-assembly in
terms of thermodynamics is not always sufficient. Equation 3.20 together with Equa-
tion 3.19 also points out that the adsorbant’s size might be important in molecular
self-assembly from solution. The larger the molecule, the slower it moves in solution,
and the lower is its adsorption rate. This might be of importance in coassembly of
two molecules of different sizes from the same solution.
Many kinetic parameters like on-surface diffusivity constants of the adsorbant, bulk
solution mobility of the solute, and adsorption and desorption rates are of significance
in molecular self-assembly. It is therefore important to understand in which way and
to what extend each of the above described parameters influences a given system, and
not to restrict the interpretation of experimental results merely to thermodynamic
considerations.
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Self-assembly of molecules depends on various parameters. These can be separated
into two different sets: internal and external parameters. Geometry∗ and function-
alization† of a molecule can be attributed to the internal parameters since they are
inherent to the building block constituting the final self-assembled structure. Addi-
tional characteristics and properties of a single molecule can be added to this category.
The environment in which self-assembly takes place defines the external parameters.
These include temperature, deposition mechanism (OMBE in vacuum or adsorption
from solution), deposition rate, the type of surface, type of solvent, and solute concen-
tration. Further external parameters can contribute to this list, like external electric
or magnetic fields, which will not be discussed here. However, in many cases the
division into two separate types of parameters appears too strict, and interferences
can occur, i.e., the importance of an internal parameter can depend on an external
parameter. The promotion or hindering of certain molecular interactions by a certain
choice of solvent is an example for the interaction of external and internal parameters.
The following sections describe parameters which were found to decisively influence
self-assembly of molecules on surfaces.
∗Here, the geometry of a molecule refers to the arrangement of its atoms in space. The geometry of
a molecule thus implies its point group. This is intentionally separated from the term "(chemical)
structure", which presumes special functions (interactions) of atoms or groups of atoms.
†Functionalization includes all chemical properties of a molecule which are not represented by its
geometry.
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4.1 Molecular Building Blocks
Molecules are the basic building units of the self-assembled monolayers presented in
this work, and encode an important part of information about the morphology of
the monolayer. The information is primarily present in their geometry and in their
functional groups facilitating molecular interactions. Therefore, altering these parame-
ters of a molecule allows to tune the monolayer morphology (see for example [41,46–49]).
Crystal engineering in two dimensions is hence not much different to the engineer-
ing of three dimensional bulk crystals of organic molecules, where the properties of
the molecules dictate their arrangement, symmetry, and unit cell parameters of the
crystal. However, 2D crystals show a reduced number of possible arrangements of
molecules within unit cells as compared to 3D crystals. This is due to the reduced
dimensionality and related to the fact that the number of space groups in 2D (17) is
greatly reduced as compared to 3D (230).
A series of experiments has shown that supramolecular open-pore networks can be
synthesized by self-assembly of tricarboxylic acids with threefold symmetry. [29] The
pore size of the network is closely related to the lateral extension of the molecule and
increases with the size of the molecule. As depicted in Figure 4.1, molecules with identi-
cal symmetry and functionalization but increasing size assemble in isostructural mono-
layers with increasing pore size. Trimesic acid (TMA), as the smallest of the molecules,
forms hexagonal networks with a lattice parameter of 1.7 nm (Figure 4.1 a), while
the homologous molecules 1,3,5-benzenetribenzoic acid (BTB) and 4-{2-{3,5-bis[2-(4-
carboxyphenyl)-1-ethynyl]-2,4,6-trimethyl-phenyl}-1-ethynyl} (MeCPEBA) form net-
works with lattice parameters of 3.2 nm (Figure 4.1 b) and 4.1 nm (Figure 4.1 c). All
three molecules adsorb planar on the graphite surface, facilitating hydrogen bonds
with neighboring molecules through their carboxylic groups. Each vertex of the hexag-
onal network is formed by one molecule, so that six molecules complete one hexagonal
unit. The information about the monolayer encoded in the molecule is its size, and
changing this characteristic of the molecule while keeping its functionalization con-
stant means programming it to form a different monolayer. However, competing
molecular interactions can hamper the formation of a monolayer of anticipated and
desired morphology, and careful design of the molecular building block is necessary.
This illustrates that information is encoded not only in the geometry of a molecule,
but also in its functionalization. An example of how the balance between hydrogen
bonds and aromatic interactions of a molecule influences self-assembly is described in
the next section.
All three molecules, TMA, BTB, and MeCPEBA were used in different studies prob-
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ing different parameters of molecular self-assembly. TMA dissolved in phenyloctane as
solvent was used to show that depending on the preparation of the solution a structure
with unusual high packing inside the 2D crystal can be created (cf. List of Publica-
tions, publication number 4). The hexagonal structure of BTB was observed at the
liquid/solid interface in experiments which were mainly concerned with the effect of
temperature on self-assembly (publication number 5). It was shown that one can
reversibly switch between two different polymorphs of the monolayer by changing the
temperature. The molecule MeCPEBA was used as a reference to a similar molecule,
investigating relative strengths of different molecular interactions. The results are
presented in publication number 1 (see also the following section).
Figure 4.1 – Molecular models (upper row), and STM topographs of hexago-
nal open-pore networks with overlayed models. (a) TMA with a lattice param-
eter of 1.7 nm , topograph 13 × 13 nm2 (b) BTB with a lattice parameter of
3.2 nm , topograph 13 × 13 nm2 (c) MeCPEBA with a lattice parameter of
4.1 nm , topograph 12 × 12 nm2 All images were acquired at the nonanoic
acid/graphite interface.
4.2 Intermolecular Bonds
Similarly important as the geometry of the molecule are mutual molecular interac-
tions. Supramolecular self-assemblies are usually stabilized by relatively weak bonds,
which include van der Waals bonds [47,50,51], hydrogen bonds [29,52–55], and aromatic in-
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teractions. [56–60] Likewise, metal-organic bonds [11,61], electrostatic [62], and substrate
mediated interactions [63,64] can be the stabilizing forces in the formation of monolay-
ers.
The competition between hydrogen bonds and aromatic interactions can be ex-
emplified by two similar molecules: MeCPEBA, which forms hexagonal net-
works (see Figure 4.2 c), and 4-{2-{3,5-bis[2-(4-carboxyphenyl)-1-ethynyl]phenyl}-1-
ethynyl}benzoic acid (CPEBA, Figure 4.2 a). The only difference between these two
molecules are three methyl groups on the 2,4, and 6 positions of the inner phenyl
ring of MeCPEBA, whereas CPEBA is saturated at these positions with hydrogen.
Adsorption of CPEBA from the same solvent (nonanoic acid), under the same condi-
tions which favor the formation of the hexagonal network from MeCPEBA, yields a
completely different structure in STM topographs (Figure 4.2 b). The emerging row
structure of CPEBA can be explained by a stacking of molecules along the rows in a
non-planar manner, i.e., with their molecular planes not aligned parallel to the surface.
Each molecule adsorbs in a tilted edge-on arrangement on the graphite forming an
angle of roughly 35◦with the surface. The extended electronic pi-systems of the planar
molecules are stabilizing the row structure via aromatic interactions. Lateral interrow
stabilization by two O−H· · ·O hydrogen bonds is feasible. In contrast, the aromatic
stacking interaction is sterically hampered by the bulky methyl groups in MeCPEBA,
which do not allow the pi-orbitals to interact in a favorable way. Face-to-Face inter-
actions of MeCPEBA molecules is diminished due to the methyl groups, and planar
adsorption of MeCPEBA on the surface is enforced by suppression of aromatic inter-
actions. It is interesting to observe that a slight structural modification not affecting
the functional groups of a molecule can lead to a drastic change in morphology of the
corresponding monolayer.
Figure 4.2 – STM topographs of two akin molecules assembling into two
morphologically completely different monolayers: CPEBA (model in (a))
self-assembles into a row structure with non-planar adsorption (b). In (c),
MeCPEBA (see Figure 4.1 c) forms a hexagonal network. While the row struc-
ture is stabilized by aromatic interactions, hydrogen bonds interlink molecules
in the hexagonal structure.
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Yet another parameter which influences the self-assembly of CPEBA is the type of
solvent, as detailed in publication number 1 and section 4.5. The comparative study
of MeCPEBA and CPEBA in publication 1 also shows that pi-stacked molecular ag-
gregates of CPEBA are likely to form already in solution, not just at the surface.
4.3 Reversibility of Bonds
All molecular networks at the liquid/solid or the vacuum/solid interface are stabilized
by some kind of intermolecular bond, and in many cases, especially in supramolecular
chemistry, these bonds are rather weak. Networks crosslinked by weak interactions
can be stable at room temperature, but a rupture of intermolecular bonds might be
achievable if the binding energy is not too large. This results in reversibility of the
intermolecular bonds, which in consequence leads to the possibility of detachment of
molecules from the network. As a result, a route is opened for error-correction within
the network: a defect in the monolayer can easily be healed by detachment of mis-
placed molecules, the rearrangement of the network into an energetic minimum, and
a subsequent reattachment of additional molecules in the correct topology. Usually,
energetic minima correspond to ordered structures. The long-range order commonly
observed in self-assembled molecular networks can be attributed to the intrinsic pos-
sibility of error-correction based on the reversibility of the molecular bonds. On the
other hand, when intermolecular bonds become too strong, the error-correcting mecha-
nism is not operational anymore. This happens for example in the covalent coupling of
on-surface generated radicals of molecules, where the covalent bond is much stronger
than the above cited interactions. Once covalent bonds in a network of molecules are
formed, thermal energy is not sufficient to cleave these bonds, and a disordered net-
work remains disordered. Error-correction of covalent bonds requires temperatures
at which organic molecules are no longer stable. Temperature is thus a parameter
that allows to control the error-correction mechanism, which can be suppressed at
low temperature.
An example which illustrates the necessity of bond reversibility in order to
form networks with long-range order are the molecules BTB and 1,3,5-tris(4-
bromophenyl)benzene (TBB, Figure 4.3 c). TBB is isostructural to BTB with the
outer carboxylic groups replaced by three bromine atoms. When BTB is evaporated
onto a graphite surface at room temperature, a hexagonal network with long range
order is formed with few defects (Figure 4.3 a). This situation is completely altered
when TBB is evaporated under the same conditions onto a Cu(111) surface (Fig-
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ure 4.3 b). Due to the catalytic properties of the surface, the bromine atoms are
cleaved homolytically from the molecule, leaving the triple radicals free to form metal-
organic bonds with accessible copper adatoms provided by the surface. The resulting
metal-organic network, where two radicals share one metal atom, shows an open-pore
structure, but without long range order. Pores can be constituted by as little as four
molecules up to eight molecules, while long range order would require uniformly four
or six molecules per pore. A reorganization of the adsorbed molecules is inhibited
by the strength of the phenyl radical-copper atom bond, which is mainly covalent in
nature. A comparison of these room temperature experiments exemplifies how im-
portant a self-repair mechanism in molecular self-assembly is: molecular interactions
whose energetic strength is large compared to thermal energy are not reversible and
hinder the formation of ordered structures.
However, random and glassy networks without long range order can also assembly
when bond-reversibility is present. [65–69]
TBB was used in a study on on-surface polymerization of organic molecules. While
Figure 4.3 b stems from this study, Figure 4.3 a is an unpublished topograph (courtesy
of Hermann Walch). The influence of substrate type and temperature on polymeriza-
tion reactions on surfaces is presented in publications number 2 and 6.
Figure 4.3 – STM topographs of (a) BTB and (b) TBB. Weak molecular
bonds like hydrogen bonds allow for the formation of ordered monolayers like
those of BTB (cf. Figure 4.1 b) on graphite in UHV (a). TBB (model in
(c)) after dehalogenation on Cu(111) assembles into disordered structures (b),
which are stabilized by much stronger metal-organic bonds.
4.4 Temperature
Temperature is one of the most important, yet one of the least studied parameters in
self-assembly at the liquid/solid interface. Its significance becomes clear from Equa-
tion 3.2 and Equation 3.8, which both depend on temperature. High temperatures
favor states of a system with high entropy and can shift the relative chemical po-
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tentials of molecules in different phases. Likewise, it influences the reaction kinetics.
Examples for temperature dependence include annealing effects in thiol-based mono-
layers [70–73], sample preparation and measurement at elevated temperatures, [41,74–76]
and irreversible phase transitions in supramolecular self-assembly. [77,78] At the liq-
uid/solid interface, the above discussed molecule BTB shows a reversible phase transi-
tion between two polymorphs when assembling from solutions of three different types
of carboxylic acids (heptanoic, octanoic, and nonanoic acid). At low temperatures
(25◦C ) in heptanoic acid, the smallest of the three solvent molecules, a polymorph
with row-like appearance is observed in STM topographs (similar to Figure 4.4, right
image). In octanoic acid, the row polymorph coexists with the hexagonal structure
(cf. left image Figure 4.4). In nonanoic acid, only the hexagonal structure exists.
Heating the system results in a transition from the row to the hexagonal structure in
octanoic acid at about 43◦C , whereas the same transition occurs in nonanoic acid at
about 52◦C The transition can be explained be a detailed analysis of both contribu-
tors to free energy of the respective phase, namely enthalpy and entropy. Adsorbed
BTB molecules and coadsorbed solvent molecules increase the overall entropy of the
system while decreasing its enthalpy. It is plausible that desorbing coadsorbed sol-
vent molecules at elevated temperatures destabilize the hexagonal phase and favor a
transition to the row structure.
Figure 4.4 – STM topographs of BTB at the nonanoic acid/graphite interface
acquired at room temperature (left) and at 55◦C (right). The phase transition
from the hexagonal phase to the row structure is reversible.
Temperature dependent phenomena can also be observed under UHV condi-
tions. [79–83] In many cases, sublimation of molecules onto a cooled surface results
in the formation of monolayers with different morphology than those which form at
room temperature. These low-temperature phases are usually kinetically trapped in
metastable states. A certain amount of energy input is required to surmount the
kinetic barrier to induce a phase transition to a more stable phase. Post-deposition
annealing or evaporation onto heated surfaces are suitable methods to induce phase
transitions. The molecule TBB sublimed onto Ag(111) held at 80K assembles into a
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network with hexagonal unit cell. Annealing the sample to room temperature results
in a phase transition which is not reversible, so that imaging the annealed surface
shows an altered morphology of the monolayer (cf. Figure 4.5 (topograph (b) was
recorded at 80K to ensure higher drift stability of the STM)). Since the number of
molecules on the surface does not change upon annealing, the difference in entropy
between both phases is presumably small, although the less ordered high temperature
phase is likely to have a higher entropy. The phase transition can also be explained
by a decrease in enthalpy, i.e., by an optimization of molecular interactions. The high
temperature phase is thermodynamically more stable as indicated by the irreversibil-
ity of the transition. The preferred formation of the low-temperature phase might be
due to kinetic barriers which hinder the assembly into the thermodynamically stable
phase, possibly a result of low on-surface diffusivity.
The importance of temperature on molecular self-assembly at the liquid/solid interface
is exemplified for BTB in publication number 5. This study also includes a discus-
sion of the influence of solvent and concentration. The UHV results on temperature
dependence depicted in Figure 4.5 constitute part of the studies of polymerization on
surfaces (number 2 and 6).
Figure 4.5 – STM topographs of TBB imaged (a) as deposited onto a cooled
Ag(111) surface (80K ), and (b) after annealing to room temperature. The
phase transition from an ordered hexagonal to a less ordered polymorph is not
reversible, and the high temperature phase prevails upon cooling.
4.5 Solvent
Solvent effects have been widely studied in solution based molecular self-assembly, and
it is commonly reported that different solvents can induce the formation of different
polymorphs (see for example [47,84–90] and [28] for a review). Solubility of the solute in
a particular solvent plays an important role, but also other parameters like viscosity
influence self-assembly. Up to now, no conclusive theory exists which explains the sol-
vent’s influence. It is likely that it can be broken down to thermodynamic parameters
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like solvation enthalpy, hydrophobic forces, affinity of solvent molecules to the sub-
strate, or kinetic parameters like viscosity and thus mobility of the solute in solution.
Again, BTB can serve as an illustrative example: when adsorption takes place from
heptanoic acid, the above discussed row structure is formed (Figure 4.6 a). Nonanoic
acid as solvent, on the other hand, yields the hexagonal network (Figure 4.6 c). As
an intermediate case, self-assembly from octanoic acid results in the coexistence of
both polymorphs (Figure 4.6 b). Although the structural difference in the homologues
heptanoic, octanoic, and nonanoic acid seems rather small and only consists in one
additional methylene group (chemical formulas read C6H13COOH, C7H15COOH, and
C8H17COOH, respectively; see Figure 4.7 a for a model of nonanoic acid), the impact
on the characteristics of the solvents, and consequently on self-assembly, cannot be
neglected.
Figure 4.6 – STM topographs of BTB dissolved in carboxylic acids: (a)
Saturated heptanoic acid solution favors assembly of the row structure. (b) A
hexagonal structure coassembles from octanoic acid solution. (c) In nonanoic
acid, only the hexagonal structure is observable.
Depending on the solvent, CPEBA likewise assembles either in a row structure or in
a hexagonal structure. Nonanoic acid and 3-phenylbutyric acid (Figure 4.7 a and b)
promote assembly into the row structure (Figure 4.7 e), while 1,3-dibromobenzene
and 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene (Figure 4.7 c and d) yield the hexagonal phase (Figure 4.7
f). Solute-solvent interactions are likely responsible for this behavior: the first two sol-
vents interact mainly by hydrogen bonding with CPEBA, which allows for aromatic
stacking of the solute in solution and a non-planar adsorption on the surface. The re-
sulting stacks are stabilized by an interaction of the extended electronic pi-systems of
the molecules. The latter two solvents do not posses the necessary functional groups,
and thus the ability, to interact via hydrogen bonds. Instead, an interaction of the
solvent’s and solute’s pi-electrons is favored. As a result, the stacking of CPEBA is
inhibited, and the molecules adsorb in a planar manner on the surface, affording the
hexagonal network stabilized by hydrogen bonds.
Yet a last example is MeCPEBA when adsorbing from carboxylic acids as solvents.
Heptanoic, octanoic, as well as nonanoic acid favor the formation of the same oblique
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Figure 4.7 – Schema of solvents: (a) nonanoic acid, (b) 3-phenylbutyric acid,
(c) 1,3-dibromobenzene, and (d) 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene. STM topographs of
(e) CPEBA in nonanoic acid showing the monolayer comprised of molecular
rows and (d) CPEBA in 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene with a hexagonal arrangement
of molecules.
structure (cf. Figure 4.8 a for an STM topograph recorded in nonanoic acid). Here,
nonanoic acid solutions represent a special case: various polymorphs can be observed
in coexistence at the same interface. The formation of the previously described hexag-
onal network (Figure 4.8 c) is accompanied by the formation of the oblique structure
and another densely packed structure (Figure 4.8 b). Thus, one and the same solvent
can lead to self-assembly of molecules into different polymoporphs, which can also be
observed for BTB upon dilution of a heptanoic acid solution (vide infra). Although
the reasons for this finding are not fully understood, concentration effects, viscosity, or
solvent coadsorption may be held responsible for the solvent induced polymorphism.
The first of the discussed cases of BTB at the carboxylic acid/graphite interface is
part of publication 5. The second example, CPEBA vs. MeCPEBA, is one of the main
findings which led to publication 1. Both solute/solute and solute/solvent molecular
interactions are found to be important, not just the interplay of the adsorbed species
at the interface (cf. section 4.2). Topographs (a) and (b) of Figure 4.8 are unpublished
and were acquired during the experiments leading to publication 1.
Figure 4.8 – STM topographs of self-assembled monolayers of MeCPEBA
in nonanoic acid. (a) Oblique structure with rectangular pores. The same
polymorph of MeCPEBA can be observed with heptanoic acid and octanoic
acid solutions. (b) Close-packed structure without pores. (c) Hexagonal open-
pore network.
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4.6 Concentration
As a general trend it is reported that high solute concentrations yield more densely
packed structures during self-assembly on a surface than low concentrations. [40,49,91]
The solute’s concentration in solution is therefore reflected in the interface concentra-
tion of the adsorbate. Observations of the BTB in heptanoic acid/graphite interface
are in accord with these findings: saturated solutions favor the adsorption in the
row structure, thereby maximizing the number of molecules adsorbed on the surface.
Lowering the concentration to 50% saturation results in the coexistence of the row
structure with the hexagonal structure. Upon further dilution to 10% saturation the
hexagonal structure is observed predominantly (Figure 4.9). Detailed models describ-
ing the concentration dependence are given in chapter 3.
The observations described above on concentration dependence are part of publica-
tion number 5. This publication also covers how polymorph selection by changing
concentration is related to the influence of the type of solvent (cf. section 4.5). The
main topic of the publication is the influence of temperature, which allows to switch
between one polymorph and the other. Thus, three parameters (solvent, concentra-
tion, and temperature) can be used to influence the morphology of the monolayer,
which underlines the complex interplay between external influences on molecular self-
assembly.
Figure 4.9 – (a) STM topograph of BTB monolayer on graphite assembled
from saturated heptanoic acid solution. Exclusively the row structure is ob-
served. (b) 50% saturated solution. Row and hexagonal structure coexist. (c)
10% saturated solution. Almost solely the hexagonal network is formed.
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4.7 Vacuum/Solid Interface
The primary reason why experimentally challenging ultra-high vacuum studies can-
not be neglected as a complementary method to experimentally simpler solution/solid
studies is the feasibility of samples which cannot be prepared and treated under am-
bient conditions. This includes the preparation of a great variety of clean and atom-
ically flat metal surfaces in UHV, whereas ambient studies are mostly performed on
rather inert substrates like graphite(001), Au(111), or MoS2(001). Further advan-
tages of UHV experiments are variable temperature studies over a wide temperature
interval (from ∼ 1000K down to mK ), which includes the possibility to image single
molecules and probe surfaces/interfaces/single molecules by STS. However, the exten-
sion of the accessible number of substrates is accompanied by further experimental
modifications: molecular self-assembly on surfaces in vacuum by means of molecular
beam deposition is substantially different from its analogue in solution. While in the
latter case a dynamic equilibrium between adsorbed and soluted molecules crucially
influences the structure formation and dynamics at the surface, deposited molecules
at the vacuum/solid interface usually remain at the surface, especially if stabilized by
incorporation into a supramolecular structure. No adsorption/desorption equilibrium
dynamically stabilizes the structure, and also self-healing mechanisms are restricted.
Although both environments are completely different, the morphology of many mono-
layers seems to be similar in vacuum and in solution. This points towards a substantial
influence of the building block’s intrinsic parameters on self-assembly. An example
is the molecule BTB, which at the nonanoic acid/graphite interface assembles into
the hexagonal open-pore structure (Figure 4.10 a), just like at the vacuum/graphite
interface (Figure 4.10 b). BTB molecules adsorb planar onto the surface and two
neighboring molecules interact with their carboxylic groups stabilizing the structure
via hydrogen bonds. These observations underline the importance of the internal pa-
rameters like molecular geometry and intermolecular interactions, which allow for the
self-assembly into the same structures in completely different environments. Never-
theless, it cannot be generalized that both preparation methods for molecular mono-
layers must always show the same morphology. TMA at the liquid/graphite interface
assembling from carboxylic acids as solvents usually forms one of two different poly-
morphs. [84] This is in contrast to UHV experiments on Au(111), where sublimed TMA
molecules assemble in a multitude of different polymorphs. These include those poly-
morphs observed at the liquid/solid interface, and are shown to depend on the surface
concentration of molecules (although the influence of the substrate might also be
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relevant). [92] Yet other studies with different molecules discuss similarities between
deposition from solution or under UHV conditions. [93]
Figure 4.10 – (a) STM topograph of BTB assembled from diluted heptanoic
acid solution onto graphite. (b) The same hexagonal structure can also be
observed in vacuum, when sublimed onto graphite via OMBE
4.8 Substrate
The influence of the substrate is best probed at the vacuum/solid interface, for the
number of available clean and easily prepared substrates under ambient conditions
is quite limited (dominantly graphite, rather seldom Au(111) or MoS2). Variations
in adsorbate-substrate interactions and anisotropic diffusion account for a different
assembly behavior on different surfaces. Also, electronic interactions between sur-
face states and molecular orbitals might govern molecule-substrate interactions and
thus self-assembly. An extreme case of substrate-dependent self-assembly is given
for surface-induced chemical reactions in the adsorbate, which change the molecular
structure and enhance or hinder certain molecular interactions. TBB adsorbed on
inert graphite surfaces self-assembles into well-ordered domains of 2D molecular crys-
tals (Figure 4.11 a). This is explained by an adsorption of intact TBB molecules
on graphite and subsequent assembly, where molecule-molecule interactions dominate
and stabilize the structure by weak halogen-halogen or halogen-hydrogen interactions.
Similar experimental conditions but exchanging graphite for Ag(110) results in the
assembly of porous networks with no long-range order (Figure 4.11 b). On Ag(110),
the bromine-phenyl bond is cleaved so that split-off bromine atoms and the molecular
cores adsorb separately. The observed networks are molecular triradicals linked by
adatoms (freely diffusing substrate atoms loosely bound to the crystalline surface)
or surface atoms of the respective substrate. The strong phenyl-metal interaction
hinders self-assembly into an ordered structure, which explains the occurrence of a
glassy network. In contrast, the adsorption of TBB on Ag(111) favors assembly of in-
tact molecules into different polymorphs, leaving the molecule chemically unchanged
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(Figure 4.11 c). Although being comprised of the same element, the Ag(110) surface
promotes a different kind of adsorption behavior than the Ag(111) surface.
Exemplifying the decisive role of crystallographic surface orientation for surface chem-
istry is included in publications 2 and 6. Both publications describe how the sub-
strate’s ability to induce homolytic scission of a covalent bond in a molecule can lead
to the formation of metal-organic complexes. The metal-organic complexes can be
converted into covalently bonded structures upon annealing, thereby releasing the co-
ordinating metal atom from in between two radicals (publication 2). The suppression
of the bond breaking at low temperatures is discussed in publication 6.
Figure 4.11 – STM topographs of TBB monolayers on (a) graphite, (b)
Ag(110), and (c) Ag(111). Sublimation parameters were similar in all three
cases. The substrate greately influences the morphology of the monolayer.
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Conclusion
Understanding surface-bound molecular self-assembly is an important requirement for
the rational structuring and functionalization of surfaces. Molecular monolayers can
be designed to create open-pore networks which allow for selective coadsorption of
specific guest molecules, or permit changing the affinity of a surface via the adsorp-
tion of functionalized molecules. This work’s primary focus is to elucidate different
parameters which influence self-assembly of molecules. These parameters include
amongst others temperature, solvent, concentration, substrate (both material and
crystallographic orientation), and molecular interactions. Various examples of molec-
ular self-assembly investigated by STM are presented and explained.
A first short part discusses the concept of self-assembly in the context of molecular
adsorption on surfaces, for which the STM has proven to be a suitable instrument for
imaging and characterization. A brief introduction on the mechanisms of tunneling
through molecular interfaces is given in the following part of this work, enlightening
some of the important features of STM and helping to interpret the contrast of STM
images. It is shown that molecular orbitals which lie within an energy interval defined
by an applied bias between tip and sample contribute to the tunneling current. Two
different cases are discussed. One of strong adsorption of the molecule on the surface,
resulting in an hybridized density of states of surface bands and molecular orbitals,
and one of weak adsorption, in which case isolated and almost unperturbed molecular
orbitals can be imaged.
Self-assembled monolayers in their thermodynamic equilibrium state correspond to
a minimum in Gibbs free energy. They are thus mainly driven by thermodynamics,
although kinetic factors like adsorption and desorption rates are non-negligible. The
importance of thermodynamics and kinetics is considered in the third part of this
work. Detailed calculations on enthalpy and entropy changes upon self-assembly have
to be conducted in order to decipher the thermodynamic driving forces. While en-
thalpy can partially be accessed by quantum chemical calculations, entropy changes
can be estimated using established formulas. From these two quantities, a change in
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free energy, and thus the relative stability of different polymorphs, can be calculated
when molecules assemble on a surface. The kinetics of adsorption, i.e., adsorption
and desorption rates and lateral surface diffusion of the adsorbate, are equally im-
portant in defining the outcome of the self-assembly process. Higher fluxes seem to
stabilize densely-packed polymorphs, while lower fluxes nucleate less dense structures
like open-pore networks. Accordingly, a delicate balance between thermodynamics
and kinetics is driving the self-assembly, and only by understanding these factors a
systematic approach to the engineering of molecular interfaces becomes feasible.
Parameters which influence self-assembly are divided into two categories: internal and
external. The internal parameters are encoded into the molecular building blocks and
include inter- and intramolecular interactions and the geometry of the molecules. The
environment in which the molecules assemble is defined by the external parameters
and include solvent or vacuum, surface, temperature, and concentration in solution.
All of these parameters can be used to steer the final structure of the self-assembled
monolayer. For example, by an adequate choice of molecular building blocks, a molec-
ular network with cavities can be created. Tuning intermolecular interactions can
modify the morphology of the monolayer, and also temperature can be used to re-
versibly switch between different polymorphs. Reversibility of the bonds linking the
fundamental building blocks of the self-assembled structure is of paramount impor-
tance for the generation of ordered monolayers. This is accented by the observation
of strongly bonded metal-organic systems. Once the intermolecular bond is formed,
mediated by a metal atom or cluster, the non-reversibility of the covalent bond leads
to the formation of disordered layers. Non-reversibility is a major problem in the
synthesis of surface-bound two dimensional polymers, since it inhibits the formation
of polymers with long range order.
The controlled engineering of surfaces at the very small scale using molecules is still
not accomplished, since a detailed understanding of the involved processes in molec-
ular self-assembly is missing. The present work is an attempt to unravel some of its
influencing parameters and factors. However, further work has to be done before con-
clusive knowledge permits the specific design and fabrication of molecular monolayers.
One of the next prominent steps in supramolecular chemistry is to find conditions
under which ordered covalent networks can be formed at surfaces. This would pave
the way towards the synthesis of two-dimensional polymers, reticulating the unique
properties of common organic polymers into a new class of materials.
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Interfacial self-assembly of specific monolayer structures from
solution on a graphite surface can be steered by tuning the
interplay between solute–solute and solute–solvent interactions.
Molecular self-assembly on surfaces is a promising route for the
efficient production of functional nanostructures. Non-covalent
interactions such as dispersion forces,1 hydrogen bonds,2
coordination bonds,3 and aromatic interactions4 routinely drive
self-assembly processes on surfaces. Therefore, carboxylic
groups are prominent synthons, facilitating, for instance, self-
assembly of trimesic acid and 1,3,5-benzenetribenzoic acid.5–9
Nevertheless, weaker aromatic interactions can also play a
major role for supramolecular arrangements.10,11 Since in many
important systems, most prominent in DNA,12 the interplay
between H-bonds and aromatic interactions determines the
structure, it is of particular interest to study competition and
cooperation.
Solvent effects on molecular self-assembly have been inves-
tigated in various studies.6,8,13,14 Here, we demonstrate that
not only solute–solvent interactions can catalyze the forma-
tion of a particular structure but also solute–solute interac-
tions. In the system presented, defining supramolecular units
of the monolayer structure are already preformed in solution
and not exclusively in the adsorbed state.
Self-assembly of two compounds at the liquid–solid interface
is investigated by STM with the tip immersed into solu-
tion. Molecule I (4-{2-{3,5-bis[2-(4-carboxyphenyl)-1-ethynyl]
phenyl}-1-ethynyl}benzoic acid) is synthesized by the reported
method,15 synthesis of II (4-{2-{3,5-bis[2-(4-carboxyphenyl)-
1-ethynyl]-2,4,6-trimethyl-phenyl}-1-ethynyl} benzoic acid) is
described in the ESI.w Interfacial monolayers of compound
I (cf. Fig. 1(a), R = H) are studied on graphite in four different
solvents: nonanoic acid (NA), 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene (TCB),
3-phenylbutyric acid (PBA) and 1,3-dibromobenzene (DBB)
(cf. Fig. 1(b)–(e)). In NA molecule I forms a row structure as
depicted in Fig. 2(a), with two molecules per unit cell. Due to
different adsorption sites on the graphite substrate every other
row appears higher (brighter). Lattice parameters account to
3.8  0.8 nm2 and 841 with a row spacing of 1.9 nm. The
observed rows can be explained by p–p stacking of molecules
along an axis parallel to the surface. The same stacking was
found in the bulk crystal structure of sym-triphenethynyl
benzene (=I without carboxylic groups).16
Both cases exemplify the importance of p–p interactions for
the crystallization of molecules with a fairly extended aromatic
system, both in the bulk structure and on a surface. Yet, the
situation at the liquid–solid interface is completely altered just
by utilizing a different solvent.
Both with TCB and DBB as solvents, an entirely different
monolayer structure with a hexagonal unit cell and a lattice
parameter of 4.1 nm emerges (cf. Fig. 2(b) and Fig. S2, ESIw).
This structure is consistent with planar adsorption of I and
intermolecular bonding through twofold H-bonds between
carboxylic groups. Similar chickenwire networks have
previously been observed for smaller tricarboxylic acids.5–9
Based on this analogy, a nanoporous network with a periodic
arrangement of cavities was expected. Instead, a hexagonal
arrangement of B3.3 nm wide protrusions is observed. This
contrast, however, is in accordance with formation of the
chickenwire structure and co-adsorption of 19 solvent mole-
cules within the cavities where the pristine substrate is exposed
to solution (see Fig. 2(b) and Fig. S10, ESIw for a model).
In the following, we offer evidence that the formation of
dissimilar monolayer structures of I in different solvents
originates from pre-aggregation in hydrogen bonding solvents.
Thus, in NA compound I forms molecular stacks already
in solution which adsorb and seed the row structure, whereas
in TCB and DBBmonomers of I adsorb in a planar manner on
Fig. 1 Chemical structures of molecules and solvents: (a) I: R = H,
II: R = CH3, (b) nonanoic acid (NA), (c) 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene
(TCB), (d) 3-phenylbutyric acid (PBA), (e) 1,3-dibromobenzene
(DBB).
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the surface resulting in a hexagonal structure stabilized by
intermolecular H-bonding.
Non-protic aromatic solvents without functional groups for
H-bonds, such as TCB and DBB, are well suited to inhibit any
p–p stacking of solute molecules in solution, thus facilitating
planar adsorption. In contrast, a protic, non-aromatic solvent
such as NA does not efficiently solvate individual molecules of I.
Its main interaction with finite stacks of I, which are
stabilized by intermolecular p–p interactions, is via H-bonding
to the peripheral carboxylic groups. Thus, although not
incorporated into the structure, the solvent plays a crucial
role in defining the outcome of the self-assembly process.
PBA as solvent, exhibiting both aromatic character and
H-bond capabilities, represents an interesting case to evaluate
the relative importance of both contributors. Self-assembly of I
in PBA resulted exclusively in the row structure, demonstrating
the energetic supremacy of the solvent’s H-bonding to stabilize
the stack structure.
The rather high defect density in the row structure, mainly a
single or a few missing molecules, provides further indirect
evidence for our model. Formation of the ordered row struc-
ture should be driven by preformation of molecular stacks in
solution and adsorption of the stacks is controlled by inter-
row cross-linking via H-bonds. However, the stacks are
immobile along the rows, which inhibits dense packing and
causes the observed gaps. Since most aggregates in solution are
too large to fit into the resulting gaps within the rows and
the monomer concentration in protic solvents is negligible,
these defects cannot be healed out efficiently.
Interestingly, the hexagonal structure can also be enforced
in NA by means of a minor chemical modification of I not
even affecting the functional groups. Compound II differs
from I by methylation of the inner benzene ring (R = CH3).
Experimentally observed STM images are presented in
Fig. 2(c). The monolayer is non-densely packed and represents
a periodic arrangement of B3.3 nm wide cavities with
hexagonal symmetry and a lattice parameter of 4.1 nm. In
contrast to Fig. 2(b) the cavities appear lower (darker) than
the supramolecular network because solute or solvent mole-
cules which are likely to adsorb within the cavities are too
mobile to be imaged with the STM. Since I and II are identical
with regard to outer dimensions and functionalization, the
lattice parameters of their hexagonal structures are equal
within experimental accuracy. Owing to the bulkiness of
the methyl group the aromatic interaction is considerably
weakened and inhibits stacking of II, even in solvents without
aromatic interaction as NA. The methyl groups are also
expected to weaken the interaction of the molecule with the
graphite substrate, however, intermolecular H-bonds stabilize
the interfacial monolayer. Likewise, STM experiments with
compound II in TCB reveal solvent co-adsorption within the
cavities of a hexagonal network, though molecular resolution
could not be obtained (cf. Fig. S5, ESIw).
Further experimental evidence for aggregation of compound
I in NA has been acquired by concentration dependent UV/Vis
spectroscopy. The spectra exhibit two distinct peaks whose
relative intensities are concentration dependent (cf. Fig. 3(a)).
The peak at lmonomer = 323 nm is assigned to monomers,
whereas the hypsochromically shifted absorbance peak at
laggregate = 304 nm results from aggregates. Hypsochromic
shifts have previously been observed for p-stacked aromatic
molecules17,18 and are theoretically grounded on a molecular
exciton model.19 Lowering the concentration of I in NA results
in a diminishing intensity of the aggregate related peak relative
to the monomeric peak in agreement with the law of mass
action. In contrast, for compound II in NA the relative
intensities of the two absorption peaks at l1 = 320 nm and
l2 = 334 nm (Fig. 3(b)) are independent of concentration. This
finding is in accordance with the absence of aggregation of
II in NA.
STM experiments with diluted solutions down to 1% with
respect to saturation always resulted in the row structure,
Fig. 2 Simulated structures superimposed on STM topographs and scaled accordingly (unit cells are indicated by blue lines): (a) row structure of
nearly upright standing molecules I in NA (1.2 V; 20 pA); molecules in adjacent rows are tilted by 361 with respect to the substrate in opposite
directions as indicated by the arrows. (b) Hexagonal structure of I in TCB (1.1 V; 70 pA). Within one cavity, 19 TCB molecules are co-adsorbed in
a hexagonal arrangement. (c) Hexagonal structure of II in NA (1.1 V; 66 pA). The basic unit is an H-bonded dimer as seen in the indicated unit cell
(same as in (b)). The color scale corresponds to a height difference of 0.60, 0.75, and 1.00 (arb. units) for (a), (b), and (c), respectively.
Fig. 3 UV/Vis spectra of I in NA (a) and II in NA (b) normalized to
the intensity of the absorption maxima at larger wavelength. Con-
centration was varied from 75% saturation to 5% saturation in (a) and
100% to 25% saturation in (b). The arrow on the left hand side
indicates the direction of increasing concentration.
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thereby demonstrating the predominance of aggregates. No
interfacial solute monolayers could be observed any more for
even lower concentrations.
Experiments with mixtures of protic and non-protic solvents
further support the hypothesis of solvent dependent aggrega-
tion. When 1 mL of a clear 1 molar solution of I in a 1 : 1
mixture of benzene and CF3COOH was treated with extra acid
(addition of 0.2 mL of neat CF3COOH) the solution became
turbid as observed by the naked eye, a clear indication for
aggregate formation.
It is imperative to note that an aged solution of II in NA
(stored for nine months at room temperature) yielded the row
structure. However, sonication of the solution at 50 1C for
15 min restored the commonly observed hexagonal structure.
Thus, although sterically disfavored by the methyl group, the
row structure is caused by the presence of weakly bound stacks
of compound II in solution that formed in a slow process over
months. Yet, compared to compound I, steric hindrance
considerably weakens the p–p stacking; consequently aggre-
gates can easily be broken up by sonication, which was not
possible for compound I.
In order to support the experimental findings, force-field and
DFT calculations were performed. Experimental unit cell para-
meters were used as a constraint for force-field calculations;
results are overlaid in Fig. 2(a)–(c). Geometry optimized struc-
tures of isolated molecules were obtained by DFT/B3LYP
calculations. The distance between two carbon atoms in
adjacent carboxylic groups of I was found to be B1.7 nm, a
value quite close to the inter-row spacing ofB1.9 nm. For the
row structure, a herringbone like arrangement is proposed
which facilitates H-bonds between neighboring molecules in
adjacent rows. These H-bonds also account for the 0.2 nm
difference between molecular size and row spacing.20 According
to the proposed model, bright spots at the center of the rows
originate from carboxylic groups pointing off the surface.
Within the rows, molecules are tilted by B361 with respect to
the substrate such that the upper phenyl ring is close to the C–C
triple bond of the intra-row neighbor, similarly observed in the
solid state.16 The measured distance between the phenyl ring
and the triple bond of 3.7 A˚ corresponds to the expected
distance for p–p stacks.21 The basic unit of the hexagonal
structure is an H-bonded dimer. Interconnecting those dimers
through H-bonds in an energetically favorable 1801 geometry
yields the chickenwire network. The bond length and size of the
calculated dimer of both molecules I and II exactly match the
STM data.
Aromatic bonding is to a large part responsible for the
planar adsorption of aromatic molecules on graphite.5 Here
we demonstrate that p–p stacking can also dominate interac-
tions between adsorbates. Since the structure defining mole-
cular aggregates are already preformed in solution, the
outcome of the self-assembly process can be steered by choice
of solvent. Moreover, minor chemical substitutions can
considerably alter the competition between H-bonding and
p–p interaction. Methylation of an otherwise planar aromatic
molecule imposes sterical hindrance for aromatic stacking,
leading to a predominance of H-bonding and formation of
the associated interfacial monolayer. For self-assembly
processes from solution, a detailed understanding of solute–
solvent interaction is desirable in order to eventually control
the result.
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I. Synthesis of Chemical Compound II 
 
4-{2-{3,5-Bis[2-(4-carboxyphenyl)-1-ethynyl]-2,4,6-trimethylphenyl}-1-ethynyl}benzoic 
acid 
 
Scheme 1 
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Preparation of C: To a solution of ethyl 4-iodobenzoate (A, 1.15 g, 4.16 mmol) in 
triethylamine (20 mL) and DMF (20 mL), triethynylmesitylene (B, 200 mg, 1.04 mmol) and 
Pd(PPh3)4 (120 mg, 104 µmol) were added under N2. The resulting mixture was stirred at 
room temperature for 20 h. The reaction mixture was dissolved in CH2Cl2 (100 mL) and 
washed with water (2 × 100 mL). The organic phase was dried over MgSO4 and filtered. 
After removal of the solvents the crude product was purified by column chromatography 
(silica, ethylacetate:hexane, 1:4) to afford the product as a white solid (490 mg, 77%). MP: 
162 °C. IR (KBr): ν~  = 3424 (w), 2980 (w), 2203 (w), 17186 (s), 1605 (s), 1506 (w), 1404 
(w), 1366 (w), 1271 (s), 1174 (m), 1105 (s), 1019 (m), 854 (m), 767 (s), 694 (w), 526 (w). 
1H-NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ = 1.41 (t, J = 7.1 Hz, 9H, 5-H), 2.73 (s, 9H, 1-H), 4.40 (q, J 
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= 7.1 Hz, 6H, 4-H), 7.58 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 6H, 2-H), 8.02 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 6H, 3-H). 13C-NMR 
(100 MHz, CDCl3): δ = 14.4, 20.5, 61.3, 89.6, 97.1, 121.2, 128.0, 129.7, 130.0, 131.4, 143.0, 
166.1. Anal calcd for C42H36O6: C, 79.22; H, 5.70; found: C, 79.81; H, 5.69. 
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1H-NMR spectrum of compound C 
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13C-NMR spectrum of compound C 
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Scheme 2 
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Preparation of D: Ester C (430 mg, 675 µmol) was dissolved in a mixture of THF (12 ml) 
and H2O (1.8 mL). Then, LiOH monohydrate (568 mg, 13.5 mmol) was added and the 
mixture was stirred at room temperature while H2O (6 mL) was added over a period of 1 
hour. After the mixture had been stirred at room temperature overnight, 30 mL of THF was 
added. Then 100 mL of 1 M HCl was added to this solution and the precipitate was filtered 
by suction. The solid was washed with 100 mL of 1 M HCl and 100mL of acetone to afford 
product D as a white powder (340 mg, 0.615 mmol, 91%). MP: >300 °C. IR (KBr): ν~  = 3445 
(w), 2850 (w), 2525 (w), 2361 (w), 2200 (w), 1686 (s), 1604 (s), 1558 (m), 1417 (s), 1311 
(m), 1275 (s), 1172 (m), 1106 (w), 1015 (w), 854 (m), 768 (s), 690 (w), 551 (w), 510 (w). 
1H-NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ = 2.74 (s, 9H, 1-H), 7.72 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 6H, 2-H), 7.99 
(d, J = 8.3 Hz, 6H, 3-H), 13.22 (br s, 3H, 4-H). 13C-NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ = 20.2, 
88.6, 97.1, 120.6, 126.5, 129.6, 130.8, 131.4, 142.6, 166.7. Anal calcd for 
C36H24O6*1.25H2O: C, 75.19; H, 4.64; found: C, 75.15; H, 4.40. 
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1H-NMR spectrum of compound D 
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13C-NMR spectrum of compound D 
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 II. Experimental details and additional STM topographs 
 
STM experiments were performed with a home-built instrument at ambient temperature (20-
25 °C). Solvents were purchased from Aldrich and used as received. STM tips were cut 
mechanically from platinum/irdium wire (80% Pt / 20% Ir, diameter = 0.25 mm). Molecules 
I and II were dissolved in all solvents until saturation. Prior to imaging, a drop (~2.5 µL) of 
saturated solution was applied to a freshly cleaved (0001) surface of HOPG (Highly Oriented 
Pyrolytic Graphite). STM experiments were carried out at the liquid-solid interface with the 
tip immersed into solution in constant-current mode. Atomically resolved graphite images 
were used for lateral calibration. 
UV/vis absorption spectra were recorded with the USB4000 spectrometer from Ocean Optics 
and a deuterium tungsten lamp as excitation source. Due to high absorbance of the solute 
molecules a quartz glass cuvette with an optical path length of 1 mm was used. Absorption 
spectra of pure nonanoic acid were used as a reference.  
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Figure S1. STM topograph of self-assembled monolayers of molecule I dissolved in NA (1.2 
V; 20 pA). Interrow spacing is 1.9 nm. A high number of defects can be observed and is 
typical for this self-assembled monolayer. 
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Figure S2. STM topograph of self-assembled monolayers of molecule I dissolved in DBB 
(1.2 V; 100 pA). The lattice parameter of this hexagonal structure accounts to 4.1 nm and is 
equal to the value of the hexagonal structure of compound I in TCB. This class of aromatic 
nonprotic solvents interacts with the solute through aromatic interactions and is able to break 
up preformed solute aggregations in solution. Consequently, monomeric adsorption results 
and the H-bonded chickenwire structure can form. 
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Figure S3. STM topograph of self-assembled monolayers of molecule I dissolved in PBA 
(1.3 V; 23 pA). The same row structure with a row spacing of 1.9 nm is observed in NA. 
Although the phenyl ring of the solvent might interact with the aromatic system of the solute, 
the interaction is too weak to cause monomeric dissolution and consequently precipitation of 
the H-bonded chickenwire structure.  
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Figure S4. High resolution STM image of self-assembled monolayers of molecule I in TCB. 
Within each cavity 19 bright spots can be identified as indicated by the white dots. The close 
packed arrangement of the dots exhibits hexagonal symmetry and the size of one dot 
corresponds to the size of a TCB molecule. This contrast can be explained by planar co-
adsorption of 19 solvent molecules within the cavity, thus each bright dot corresponds to one 
TCB molecule. 
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Figure S5. STM topograph of self-assembled monolayer of molecule II in TCB (1.1 V; 70 
pA). As in Fig. S4, the cavities of the hexagonal arrangement appear brighter than the 
surrounding molecules II themselves. This can be explained by co-adsorption of solvent 
molecules within the cavities of the open pore network. Molecular resolution of co-adsorbed 
solvent molecules could not be achieved.  
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III. Additional UV/vis absorption spectroscopy data 
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Figure S6. Lambert-Beer plot of molecule I dissolved in nonanoic acid. Black squares 
correspond to the absorbance at λ = 304 nm (aggregate related peak) and red triangles to the 
absorbance at λ = 323 nm (monomer related peak) (see also Fig. 3 main text). Absorbance is 
plotted as measured with a 1 mm cuvette.  
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IV. Theoretical Calculations 
 
The Consistent Valence Force Field (CVFF) was applied to model monolayers of adsorbed 
molecules on graphite using the Cerius2 (Version 4.5, MSI) software package. The use of the 
CVFF was motivated by previous works on structure optimization of organic monolayers on 
graphite.1 Here, periodic boundary conditions were employed with the experimental unit 
cells as a constraint. The graphite substrate was approximated by two layers and atomic 
positions in the second layer were fixed. Values for the unit cell parameters were deduced 
from split images, where one part of the image depicts the adsorbate layer and in the other 
part the graphite substrate was atomically resolved. Molecules were arranged on the surface 
without further constraints. An energy difference of < 2×10-5 kcal/mol between single steps 
served as a convergence criteria. 
The geometry of isolated molecules I and II was optimized using density functional theory 
(DFT) implemented in the Gaussian03 software package.2 For this purpose, the B3LYP 
functional was used with the 6-31G(d) basis set. Convergence RMS force criterion was set to 
3×10-4 Hartree/Bohr.  
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Figure S7. Schematic drawing indicating the distance between two carboxylic groups 
(carbon atoms were used as reference) of molecule I as calculated by DFT calculations. 
 
 
Figure S8. (a) Top view and (b) side view of a dimer of molecule I in the row structure on 
HOPG after geometry optimization by force-field calculation. Molecules in adjacent rows are 
tilted in opposite directions. The tilting angle of the molecule with respect to the substrate is 
~36°. The distance of the upper phenyl ring of a molecule to the C-C triple bond of its intra-
row neighbor accounts to ~3.7 Å which allows for aromatic interaction. Unit cell: 3.8 nm × 
0.8 nm, 84°.  
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Figure S9. Top view of a dimer of molecule II on HOPG after geometry optimization by 
force-field calculations. Three pairs of hydrogen bonds per molecule stabilize the hexagonal 
structure. Unit cell: 4.1 nm × 4.1 nm, 60°.  
 
 
Figure S10. Force field calculation of a model with 19 co-adsorbed TCB solvent molecules 
within the cavities of an H-bonded network of molecule I. Four unit cells (4.1 nm × 4.1 nm, 
60°). 
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Surface mediated synthesis of 2D covalent organic frameworks:
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The on surface synthesis of a two-dimensional (2D) covalent
organic framework from a halogenated aromatic monomer
under ultra-high vacuum conditions is shown to be dependent
on the choice of substrate.
The synthesis of 2D covalent organic frameworks (COF) on
surfaces has recently gained much attention.1 Commonly,
these novel polymers are built by sublimation of appropriate
monomers onto metallic substrates under ultra-high vacuum
(UHV) conditions and subsequent annealing.2–6 Many other
studies investigated the formation of covalent structures from
smaller building blocks and demonstrated the importance of
the substrate both for the confinement of molecular motion in
two dimensions and as a catalyst for activation.7–10
Here, we report on the reticular synthesis of 2D COFs built
up from conjugated subunits (phenyl rings) only. The halogen
substituted polyaromatic monomer is thermally sublimed onto
various substrates under UHV conditions at room tempera-
ture. Without providing additional activation energy, the
formation of radicals is observed on Cu(111) and Ag(110).
Deposition of the same compound on graphite(001) results in
non-covalent self-assembly of well ordered networks stabilized
by halogen–hydrogen bonds. These results demonstrate the
decisive role of the substrate for homolysis of covalent carbon–
halogen bonds at room temperature and subsequent association
of radicals.
Our strategy for the synthesis of 2D COFs consists of the
deposition of a suitable organic compound and its subsequent
substrate mediated homolysis. Intermolecular colligation
occurs through radical addition at elevated temperatures.
For formation of 2D open-pore networks from a single kind
of molecule the building block must at least be a triradical, i.e.
exhibit three potential binding sites. Comparatively weak
carbon–halogen bonds are well suited as predetermined break-
ing points and from solution chemistry Cu catalysts are known
to facilitate homolysis.11 The molecule of choice is 1,3,5-tris-
(4-bromophenyl)benzene (TBB, cf. Fig. 1a). TBB is an appro-
priate candidate because the homolytic bond dissociation
energy of its C–Br bonds (3.2 eV) is substantially lower than
that of the C–C link between phenyl rings (4.8 eV).12,13
Evaporation of a TBB monolayer on graphite(001) results
in an ordered structure (cf. Fig. 1b and c). Although no
submolecular resolution is achieved, the long range order
and the mutual arrangement of molecules within the mono-
layer indicate non-covalent self-assembly of intact TBB
molecules.
In agreement with molecular mechanics simulations, mole-
cules arrange in chains of dimers which are stabilized by
Br  H–C hydrogen bonds. Similar binding motifs have been
reported for comparable systems14–16 and also stabilize the
bulk structure of TBB.17 The contrast modulation, i.e. every
other row appears brighter, is caused by different adsorption
sites on the graphite lattice. Annealing of the graphite sample
to B320 1C for 10 min results in complete desorption of the
TBB monolayer, thereby demonstrating the inferior stability
of this non-covalent network.
Open-pore networks can clearly be identified in the STM
topographs obtained for submonolayer coverage of TBB on
Cu(111) (Fig. 2) and Ag(110) (cf. Fig. S1, ESIw). These
Fig. 1 (a) Structure of 1,3,5-tris(4-bromophenyl)benzene (TBB). (b) STM
topograph of a TBB monolayer on graphite (V = 1.9 V, I = 76 pA).
Unit cell is indicated by blue lines (a = 3.4 nm, b = 2.5 nm, a = 441)
and accommodates four molecules, symbolized by blue tripods.
(c) Mesh-averaged image (4.1  5.0 nm2) of (b).
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networks are composed of polygons, predominantly hexagons
and pentagons but also heptagons, octagons and other
polygons. The experimentally determined values for the center-
to-center distance between adjacent molecules for room
temperature deposition are 1.49 nm  0.10 nm for Cu(111)
and 1.57 nm  0.06 nm for Ag(110) and are equal for both
substrates within the error margin. These values are somewhat
larger than anticipated for a covalent C–C link between
adjacent molecules. In the topograph of the TBB net-
work on Cu(111) (Fig. 2), bright protrusions can clearly be
discerned between adjacent molecules. These spherical
features are attributed to single copper atoms which coordi-
nate two or occasionally three radicals. Similar systems based
on halogenated benzene derivatives were reported to assemble
in a first step into so-called protopolymers where two radicals
are linked via a metal atom.7,18 This preceding formation of a
metal coordination complex between on surface-generated
radicals and substrate atoms is also likely to be observed here.
Coordinating atoms could not be resolved on Ag(110), but the
spacing clearly indicates formation of protopolymers as well.
In this respect, no difference between the two metal substrates
was found, although (110) surfaces exhibit a pronounced
anisotropy. In most cases the network structures are attached
to step edges, hence it is probable that growth is initiated by
attachment of a free radical to a step edge (Fig. S1, ESIw).
In order to verify whether protopolymers can eventually be
converted into COFs, annealing experiments have been carried
out with the Cu(111) surface. Fig. 3a depicts an STM topo-
graph of a tempered sample. After annealing to 300 1C the
distance between two interconnected molecules is reduced to
1.24 nm  0.06 nm (Fig. 3a). Accordingly, the linescan in
Fig. 3b yields a size of 2.2 nm for each hexagon. The STM
contrast of the network after annealing at 300 1C (Fig. 3a) is
very different from the network before annealing (Fig. 2). The
bright features in between two molecules are absent in the
post-annealing topograph, indicating a physical change in the
monolayer. More importantly, the reduced size (both the
lattice constant and the spacing of adjacent molecules) upon
annealing indicates the transition from a protopolymer to a
2D COF. Lipton-Duffin et al. found for polymerization
experiments with p-diiodobenzene that the phenyl–phenyl
spacing is reduced by 0.12 nm upon transition from a proto-
polymer to an actual covalent linkage.7 This value is consistent
with our observations. The necessity of an additional anneal-
ing step to finally induce covalent linkage was also experienced
by other groups for comparable systems.7,19
The distance between two monomers in the post-annealing
network is also in accordance with both DFT and molecular
mechanics simulations of an infinite layer of TBB molecules
covalently linked at the 40-position (1.28 nm, experimental:
1.24 nm  0.06 nm). A hypothetical hexagonal network based
on intact TBB subunits pointing head-to-head with their
bromine atoms would necessarily result in a considerably
larger center-to-center distance of B1.75 nm as estimated by
molecular mechanics calculations and can thus be excluded.
The high defect density, that is the frequent occurrence of
polygons different from hexagons, can be explained by con-
sidering the energy necessary to bend one bond between two
phenyl groups: due to the threefold symmetry of TBB, a
hexagonal ring comprising six molecules would yield the
lowest-energy geometry because all newly formed links exhibited
an ideal bonding angle of 1801. All other polygons experience
slightly higher stress due to distortion of the bond angle.
Assuming regularity and rigid phenyl rings, each bond between
two phenyl rings in the polygon is distorted from its optimal
equilibrium angle on average by Da= 601(6 ÿ N)/(3N), where
N is the number of molecules in the ring (Fig. 3c). The change
Da is small and accounts to 41, 01, and ÿ2.91 for pentagon,
hexagon, and heptagon, respectively, yielding only a small
additional energy contribution. This small deviation from the
equilibrium geometry is responsible for the high number of
polygons different from hexagons. Since colligation of free
Fig. 2 TBB protopolymer on Cu(111) before annealing (V= ÿ1.85 V,
I = 248 pA). Spherical protrusions between radicals are clearly
observable.
Fig. 3 TBB covalent organic framework on Cu(111) (a) evaporation
temperature of 140 1C for 8 minutes (V = +3.2 V, I = 233 pA) and
subsequent annealing to 300 1C. A scaled hexagonal ring is overlaid.
(b) Linescan as indicated in (a) across three rings yielding a center-to-
center distance of 2.2 nm for a single ring. (c) Principally encountered
binding motifs: pentagon, hexagon and heptagon. Bonds between
phenyl rings are distorted by Da.
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radicals is virtually barrier free and only diffusion limited,
kinetic effects can result in suboptimal binding geometries
where the binding angle can deviate from 1801. This leads to
a reduced order and high defect densities.
Interestingly, the chemical activity of the substrate has a
major contribution to cleavage of the C–Br bond. The activa-
tion of TBB molecules, that is generation of triple radicals by
cleavage of all three covalent C–Br bonds, requires a metallic
substrate. In general, the binding energy of halides chemi-
sorbed to metal surfaces is particularly strong and was found
to be in the order of 1.5 eV. Thus, a low free energy of the final
state certainly promotes homolytic fission of C–Br bonds in
TBB. Physisorption of halides on graphite would render
homolysis strongly endothermic. In some STM topographs
on metal surfaces, circular features appear after deposition of
TBB and can be attributed to adsorbed Br atoms.
For the likewise covalently linked structures prepared from
Br substituted tetraphenyl porphyrins and dibromoterfluorene
on catalytically less active Au(111) surfaces, significantly
higher temperature thresholds of 315 1C and 250 1C for
thermal activation are reported.2,20 The first compound is
much heavier than TBB and the temperature for bond
cleavage is in the regime of the sublimation temperature, thus
activation can already occur in the crucible. In contrast, for
TBB thermal evaporation of non-activated species is easily
possible. The distinct substrate dependence clearly demon-
strates that homolysis takes place on the surface and not in
the crucible as observed for other systems.2,6 Furthermore,
UV/Vis spectroscopy independently confirms that the TBB
molecules are intact prior to sorption on the surface and do
not dissociate at the sublimation temperatures of 140–160 1C
(cf. ESIw).
Thermal stability of the COFs on Cu(111) has been verified
by further annealing experiments and subsequent STM charac-
terization. Annealing of the Cu(111) sample at 400 1C caused
degradation of the networks and STM images no longer
exhibit open-pore structures (see Fig. S2, ESIw, for a degraded
network). Thermogravimetric analysis of pure TBB reveals
an onset for decomposition at a temperature of around
250 1C (cf. ESIw), which is somewhat lower than for the
COF. Its higher thermal stability can be attributed to the
absence of comparatively weak C–Br bonds in the mono-
layer, strong intermolecular bonds, and interaction with the
substrate.
In this work, we demonstrate the formation of substrate
supported 2D COFs by addition of on surface-generated triple
radicals. Experiments on different surfaces unveil the impor-
tant role of the substrate for the main activation step, homo-
lytic fission of C–Br bonds. On metal substrates where the
split-off Br-atoms are stabilized by strong chemisorption,
homolysis takes place without providing additional activation
energy. Chemically inert graphite surfaces cannot promote
homolysis, thus cannot initiate formation of covalent bonds.
However, due to preceding formation of a protopolymer
through metal coordination of radicals, an additional thermal
activation is required to transfer the networks eventually into
COFs. In this respect it would be highly interesting to find
either a system, a method, or conditions where on one hand
the substrate is catalytically effective for homolysis but on the
other hand formation of protopolymers is suppressed. The
immediate formation of covalent bonds would definitely
change the association kinetics and will thus possibly also
influence the ordering.
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I. Experimental procedures 
All experiments are carried out under UHV conditions (base pressure <5.0 × 10
-10
 mbar) at 
room temperature with two different STMs. One instrument is a commercial STM from 
Omicron whereas the other one a home-built beetle type STM as described elsewhere.
1
 Both 
STMs are laterally calibrated by atomically resolved graphite images. 1,3,5-Tris(4-
bromophenyl)benzene (TBB) is supplied by Sigma-Aldrich with a purity of 97% and 
extensively (>48 h) outgassed in UHV at 140°C. TBB is deposited from Knudsen cells with 
a crucible temperature in the range from 140 °C to 160 °C. The graphite surface is cleaned 
prior to experiments by annealing up to 500 °C for 30 minutes. Ag(110) and Cu(111) 
surfaces are cleaned by repeated cycles of sputtering and annealing. Cleanliness of the 
substrate is checked prior to evaporation by STM. During deposition, the substrate is held at 
room temperature. Thermal stability of 2D COFs is verified by annealing of a previously 
characterized sample and subsequent repeated STM measurements. 
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II. Additional STM data 
 
Figure S1. TBB evaporated on Ag(110) at 140 °C for 10 min (a) V = 1.2 V, I = 110 pA (b) 
V = 1,2 V, I = 123 pA. Both topographs show open-pore structures with high defect density. 
The contrast within the cavities can be attributed to coadsorbed molecules or split-off 
bromine atoms. 
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Figure S2. TBB evaporated on Cu(111) and annealed to 400 °C for 20 min (V = 1.3 V, I = 
170 pA). The formerly covalent network is degraded and no ordered structure can be 
observed. 
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III. Forcefield and DFT calculations 
The geometry of covalent organic frameworks is optimized by means of molecular 
mechanics simulations, conducted with the Cerius
2
 (Version 4.5, MSI) software package and 
the Dreiding forcefield.
2
 Periodic boundary conditions are applied to a hexagonal lattice with 
p6 symmetry and the lattice parameter is varied in order to find the minimum energy 
configuration. Free standing monolayers, i.e. without substrate influence are simulated. An 
energy difference of < 2×10
-5
 kcal/mol between single steps serves as a convergence criteria 
in all calculations. 
The minimum energy is found for a lattice parameter of 2.21(2) nm (cf. Fig. S3) in 
agreement with the experimentally deduced value of 2.2 nm. Fig. S3 depicts the calculated 
values for the total energy as a function of lattice parameter. This lattice parameter 
corresponds to a distance of 1.28 nm between adjacent molecules. 
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Figure S3. Calculated energy per unit cell for the geometry optimized framework as a 
function of lattice parameter according to molecular mechanics simulations. The isolated 
monolayer is fixed to p6 symmetry. A lattice parameter of 2.21(2) nm yields the minimum 
energy. 
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The geometry of an ideal hexagonal 2D COF is also optimized by density functional theory 
(DFT) calculations implemented in the Gaussian03 software package.
3
 For this purpose, the 
B3LYP functional with 6-31G(d) basis set is used. Periodic boundary conditions are 
employed, the substrate is neglected. The input geometry is that of the previously force-field 
optimized geometry with p6 symmetry. Lattice parameter and angle are allowed to vary. 
Standardized convergence criteria as preset in Gaussian03 are used. The structure 
optimization yields lattice parameter of 2.245 nm and 2.243 nm and an angle of 120.02°. 
Adjacent phenyl rings are tilted by ~60° with respect to each other because of steric 
hindrance. Since the rotational barrier for a biphenyl is relatively low, interaction with the 
substrate is likely to cause planar adsorption as experimentally observed in the STM 
topographs. 
 
Figure S4. Model of an ideal hexagonal covalent organic framework. The geometry 
corresponds to the output of the DFT calculation with the above stated lattice parameters. 
Phenyl rings are tilted by about 60° with respect to each other. 
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IV. Thermogravimetric analysis 
In an inert atmosphere, approximately 50 mg of TBB are heated with a rate of 1 °C per 
minute and the weight loss recorded. Degradation sets in at about 250 °C and is largely 
completed at ~375 °C. A residual of 4% of the original weight of sample remains. The 
temperature range for deposition by means of vacuum sublimation is 140° - 160°C as 
indicated by the colored bar in Fig S5 and is significantly lower than the decomposition 
temperature. Thus, the conclusion that intact molecules arrive at the surface can be drawn. 
 
Figure S5. Thermogravimetric analysis of TBB. The colored area indicates the temperature 
range applied for thermal sublimation.  
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V. UV/Vis spectra 
In order to support the hypothesis that TBB molecules remain intact upon vacuum 
sublimation, UV/Vis spectroscopy is conducted with n-hexane as solvent. A quartz glass 
cuvette with an optical path length of 1 mm is used. Unsubstituted 1,3,5-triphenylbenzene 
(TPB) serves as a control substance. Because of its significantly higher solubility, TPB 
solutions are diluted by a factor 30, whereas for TBB saturated solutions are used. Three 
different TBB solutions are prepared and compared: TBB as provided, TBB sublimated once 
onto the shutter, TBB residuals from the crucible of the Knudsen cell. 
In the wavelength range from 200 nm to 500 nm, all absorption spectra exhibit two 
main peaks (see Fig. S6). For all three TBB solutions these two peaks are centered at the 
same wavelength, namely λ1=206 nm and λ2=260 nm. While for unsubstituted TPB the peak 
at longer wavelength is slightly blue-shifted and centered at λ2=250 nm, thereby 
demonstrating the influence of the Br substitution. Because for all three TBB solutions the 
shape of the spectra and the peak positions remain the same, we conclude that both thermally 
sublimed molecules and molecules from the crucible which were held at a temperature of 
140 °C - 160 °C for extended amounts of time remain intact. 
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Figure S6. UV/Vis absorption spectra of TBB (saturated solutions) and 1,3,5-
Triphenylbenzene (1:30 diluted solutions) in n-hexane 
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Combination of a Knudsen effusion cell with a quartz crystal microbalance:
In situ measurement of molecular evaporation rates with a fully
functional deposition source
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We describe a straightforward, reliable, and inexpensive design of a Knudsen type molecular
effusion cell capable of measuring molecular evaporation rates in situ. This is accomplished by
means of a quartz crystal microbalance integrated into the shutter of the effusion cell. The presented
layout facilitates both the measurement of effusion rates under ultrahigh vacuum conditions without
the need for a separate experimental setup and the growth of surface supported molecular layers and
nanostructures. As an important prerequisite for reproducible deposition of molecular films with
defined coverages ranging from submonolayers up to multilayers, the Knudsen cell features a stable
deposition rate for crucible temperatures between 50 and 500 °C. Experimental determination of
deposition rates for different crucible temperatures allows to approximate sublimation enthalpies
of the evaporant based on the Clausius–Clapeyron equation. © 2010 American Institute of
Physics. doi:10.1063/1.3292510
I. INTRODUCTION
In organic molecular beam epitaxy OMBE, the deposi-
tion rate of molecules is a crucial parameter for the defined
fabrication of molecular thin films.1 A widespread applica-
tion of OMBE in basic research is the deposition of organic
molecules on crystalline substrates for the subsequent inves-
tigation via surface sensitive techniques such as scanning
tunneling microscopy, atomic force microscopy, or low-
energy electron diffraction.2 Since the emergence of distinct
phases and possible phase transitions can depend on
coverage,3 both the precise coverage and deposition rate are
extremely important parameters for reproducible sample
preparation. Especially heteromeric molecular systems
which consist of more than one molecular species are com-
monly prepared by simultaneous deposition from indepen-
dent sources. In order to attain a defined stoichiometry, rela-
tive evaporation rates of the various single constituents have
to be known and adjusted precisely.4 Determining deposition
rates can be tedious and time consuming and methods to
make this procedure simpler and more efficient are greatly
demanded.
Various parameters determine the effusion and deposi-
tion rate respectively: Besides the mutual geometric arrange-
ment of source and sample, also the area of the crucible
aperture influences the effusion rate of sublimable molecules.
Furthermore, the effusion rate inherently depends on the sub-
limation enthalpy Hsub of the respective compound. This in
principle temperature-dependent material parameter is influ-
enced by the structure and size of the molecule as well as
intermolecular binding forces. For many novel synthesized
molecules, tailored according to the requirements of crystal
engineering, the sublimation enthalpy and thus the sublima-
tion temperature which yields the desired evaporation rate
are both unknown. Also, building blocks for supramolecular
self-assembly are becoming increasingly more complex and
consequently some molecules are already too large and frag-
ile to withstand the temperatures required for their thermal
sublimation. Decomposition sets in before the compound
sublimes. In order to save valuable instrument time it would
be very desirable to know beforehand whether the targeted
compound is sublimable at all. This question can in principle
also be economically addressed with our setup.
The design of the Knudsen cell presented here is thus
motivated by the requirement to measure evaporation rates in
a straightforward and inexpensive setup which readily allows
to estimate the sublimation temperature for further experi-
ments, but is also usable as fully functional deposition
source. In contrast to previous Knudsen cell assemblies,5 de-
termination of evaporation rates and molecular deposition is
now possible with the same setup. Additionally, sublimation
enthalpies can be approximated from evaporation rates mea-
sured at different temperatures by applying the Clausius–
Clapeyron equation.
The proposed Knudsen cell operates under ultrahigh
vacuum UHV conditions. Sublimated molecules adsorb
onto a quartz crystal microbalance QCMB which is inte-
grated into a rotatable shutter and read out by standard ex-
ternal electronic circuits. The Knudsen cell allows for the
measurement of molecular evaporation rates for crucible
temperatures ranging from 50 up to 500 °C as well as for the
deposition of molecules onto substrates. The whole setup is
realized on a common single conflat CF 35 flange and is
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thus ideally suited for implementation in UHV systems. The
performance is demonstrated by evaluation of estimated sub-
limation enthalpies for selected compounds.
II. CONSTRUCTION
The whole setup cf. Fig. 1 is mounted onto a single CF
35 flange which includes power feedthroughs for the fila-
ment current, type K thermocouple feedthroughs for an ac-
curate temperature measurement, and a grounded BNC
feedthrough for the high frequency signal driving the
QCMB. Centerpiece of the Knudsen cell is a molybdenum
crucible which is housed by a macor holder. This holder is
resistively heated by a 0.3 mm tantalum wire which is
wrapped around the macor holder with a defined coil density.
Macor, a machinable ceramic, is rated for operation tempera-
tures up to 600 °C and thus adequate for a molecular evapo-
rator. The thermocouple is pushed onto the bottom of the
crucible by means of a spring. Radiation heat loss is mini-
mized by two isolated stainless steel radiation shields sur-
rounding the crucible assembly. The base flange also in-
cludes a CF 16 half nipple in order to mount a standard
rotary feedthrough for shutter operation. The beam shutter
stainless steel is designed to hold a standard quartz mi-
crobalance crystal nominal eigenfrequency 6 MHz, diameter
1.4 cm and can be positioned directly above the aperture of
the crucible. The signal of the QCMB is transmitted to the
BNC feedthrough via an UHV compatible coaxial cable. The
quartz crystal is grounded via the stainless steal shutter and
rotary feedthrough. Independent grounding of both the
quartz crystal and the BNC feedthrough was not necessary
for stable operation. The close proximity of the quartz crystal
and its large size in comparison to the aperture size of the
Knudsen cell guarantees a high adsorption probability of ef-
fused molecules and hence a high sensitivity of the setup. In
contrast to other, more sophisticated assemblies with a
cooled QCMB, the proposed instrument does not require any
external means for temperature stabilization. For instance, a
dwell time of 10 min is sufficient to equilibrate the system
when the temperature is increased in steps of 5–10 °C. This
is owed to the good thermal isolation of the heating filament
and the low temperature coefficient of the AT cut quartz crys-
tals.
III. OPERATION
In order to verify the function of the QCMB, evaporation
rates were monitored at different sublimation temperatures
for commercially available compounds. The crucible tem-
perature was held constant at a user-defined set point tem-
perature within 0.5 °C by means of a temperature control-
ler Eurotherm 2416 and a downstream power supply. Two
different molecules were tested: 1,3,5-triphenylbenzene
TPB and 1,3,5-tris4-bromophenylbenzene TBB. Both
compounds were acquired from a commercial source
Sigma-Aldrich and used without further purification. Prior
to measurements, the crucible containing the molecules was
extensively outgassed.
The accumulation of TPB and TBB on the quartz crystal
as a function of deposition time is plotted in Figs. 2a and
2b, respectively, for a series of different crucible tempera-
tures from 80 to 100 °C for TPB and from 130 to 170 °C
for TBB. According to Sauerbrey’s equation,6 the accumu-
lated mass m was calculated from the eigenfrequency shift
of an excited shear mode. For thin layers of low density
organic material, this approximation remains valid even for
use over extended periods of time. For each temperature T,
the mass m deposited on the QCMB increases linearly with
deposition time t. This indicates a constant flux and thus
deposition rate of molecules from the crucible on the quartz
crystal, provided that the sticking coefficient remains con-
stant not necessarily unity. As anticipated, the deposition
rates increase monotonously with crucible temperature. From
these temperature-dependent measurements of deposition
rates the sublimation enthalpy of the evaporant can be ex-
tracted based on the well-established assumption that mea-
sured deposition rates are proportional to the vapor pressure
of the compound in the crucible. In this case, the vapor
pressure p in the Clausius–Clapeyron equation ln p
−Hsub /kBT can be expressed through the magnitude of the
deposition rate or the absolute value of the eigenfrequency
shift per time f /t, respectively. The sublimation enthalpy
Hsub can conveniently be extracted from the slope in
Arrhenius plots of experimentally determined pairs of f /t
and corresponding crucible temperature T. For TPB this
procedure results in a sublimation enthalpy of
FIG. 1. Color online Design of the molecular evaporator. 1 Rotatable
shutter with integrated QCMB. One electrode of the QCMB crystal is con-
nected to a coaxial cable and isolated by a macor plate. The whole shutter is
attached to a rotary feedthrough. 2 Knudsen cell. 3 Thermocouple
feedthrough type K, connected to 12. 4 Power feedthroughs for fila-
ment current, connected to 11. 5 BNC signal feedthrough grounded to
body connected to the quartz crystal via a coaxial cable. 6 Macor plate
clamping QCMB. 7 Copper plate connecting back electrode of QCMB to
coaxial cable. 8 Quartz crystal. 9 Stainless steel shutter with 10 mm
orifice. 10 Molybdenum crucible housed and stabilized by macor holders
and spacers. 11 Heating coil made from 0.3 mm tantalum wire. 12 Ther-
mocouple attached to a flat spring to assure good thermal connection to the
crucible. 13 Two stainless steel radiation shields to minimize heat loss to
the environment.
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1464 kJ mol−1 cf. Fig. 2c. Within the error margin
this value is equal to the recommended value in literature of
149.81.6 kJ mol−1.7 The latter value is stated for a tem-
perature of 25 °C and the difference might be owed to the
temperature dependence of the sublimation enthalpy. Higher
temperatures diminish the sublimation enthalpy by an
amount proportional to the heat capacity of the substance. In
the same way the sublimation enthalpy of TBB was esti-
mated to be 1773 kJ mol−1 cf. Fig. 2c, but for this
specific compound no literature value is available for com-
parison.
By means of the rotary feedthrough the QCMB can be
rotated away, thereby unblocking the molecular beam and
enabling deposition on substrates. Thus, the proposed setup
also offers the possibilities of a fully functional deposition
source for OMBE.
This combined apparatus also allows determining the
sublimation temperature which features the required molecu-
lar flux already during the mandatory outgassing procedure
of newly introduced compounds, thereby saving valuable
time. Also, provided the impurity molecule is sufficiently
large to stick to the QCMB, the outgassing and purification
procedure can be monitored quantitatively.
There are still further advantages to the proposed setup:
the deposition rate versus crucible temperature curves can
serve as a calibration standard for a specific compound
which enables to determine the required temperature when a
defined change in deposition rate is envisaged. Furthermore,
if experimentally determined deposition times are inconve-
niently short or long, the calibration curve allows to recalcu-
late more practical values for deposition parameters, i.e., cru-
cible temperature and deposition time. Moreover, the setup
enables one to check whether the sublimation rate for a given
temperature remains constant over extended periods of time
between different experimental runs. Fluctuations in the
deposition rate for constant temperature are a common
source for irreproducibility in OMBE experiments. The pos-
sibility to control the stability of the deposition rate is par-
ticularly interesting for chemically reactive compounds
which might already react in the crucible, thereby also af-
fecting the sublimation rate.4
IV. CONCLUSION
The simple and inexpensive setup presented here for a
Knudsen cell type molecular evaporator is capable of moni-
toring evaporation rates over a wide range of temperatures
from 50 to 500 °C by means of an integrated QCMB. It
works reliably under UHV conditions and allows deposition
of organic molecules in a precisely defined coverage onto
substrates at constant flux. The coverage of molecules on
surfaces can be fine tuned based on previously recorded
deposition versus crucible temperature calibration curves,
thus facilitating excellent control over important experimen-
tal parameters. Furthermore, evaporation rates measured for
different crucible temperatures can be used to estimate sub-
limation enthalpies of organic compounds. The performance
of the Knudsen cell is demonstrated by recording deposition
rates for selected compounds TPB and TBB and calculating
sublimation enthalpies which are in good agreement with
previously reported values.
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Influence of Solvophobic Effects on Self-Assembly of Trimesic Acid at the
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Despite the multitude of surface supported monolayer structures already reported for trimesic acid (TMA),
new self-assembled structures are still discovered, depending on conditions and environment. This exemplifies
the versatility of this archetypical supramolecular building block and justifies its role as a model system. At
the interface between 1-phenyloctane (PO), a highly nonpolar solvent, and graphite, a new densely packed
and partly hydrogen-bonded TMA structure is observed by means of scanning tunneling microscopy (STM).
Normally, the TMA solubility in PO is too low to allow for self-assembly of interfacial monolayers. However,
as verified by UV-vis spectroscopy, sonication of solutions with TMA sediment increases the amount of
dissolved solute molecules. Consequently, the self-assembly of interfacial monolayers can be observed with
these enriched solutions. In contrast to many other structures reported, the observed monolayers are densely
packed and composed of partly hydrogen-bonded TMA molecules that form zigzag chains. The proposed
structural model is derived from semiempirical quantum chemistry methods, which also provide the basis for
STM image simulations by means of a scattering formalism. Solvophobic effects are likely to account for
both, low TMA solubility in PO and the high packing density of the interfacial monolayer.
Introduction
Molecular self-assembly is the basic concept of supramo-
lecular chemistry where preexistent building blocks spontane-
ously assemble into ordered aggregates by means of noncovalent
interactions. In the design of supramolecular structures, chemists
take advantage of various interactions, such as electrostatic,
hydrogen bonding, π-π interaction, metal coordination, and
chelate effects.1–5 Because of their cooperativity, selectivity, and
directionality, hydrogen bonds are the most important interac-
tion.2 However, the finial supramolecular structure is not
exclusively encoded in the building block but can also depend
on the conditions under which self-assembly takes place. In
particular, at the liquid-solid interface, the solvent is more than
just a reservoir and transport medium for building blocks but
can influence self-assembly in several ways.6–9
Because of its versatility, trimesic acid (TMA) has advanced
to a model system for understanding the complex interactions
that drive self-assembly, both in three and two dimensions. For
the self-assembly of surface supported monolayers, various
different TMA structures are reported for the solid-liquid and
the solid-vacuum interfaces.10–13 Also, TMA has proven to be
a suitable building block for heteromeric self-assembly.14–16 In
homomeric TMA structures, two principally different adsorption
geometries can be distinguished: TMA molecules adsorb either
planar or (nearly) upright to the surface, although planar
adsorption prevails. On a graphite substrate, TMA adsorbs planar
and typically assembles into one of two commonly observed
nanoporous polymorphs, the low packing density “chicken wire”
and a higher packing density “flower” structure. Again, both
structures can be observed at the liquid-solid interface and for
vacuum deposited monolayers.10,11 At the solid-vacuum inter-
face, both polymorphs can coexist, whereas at the liquid-solid
interface, a particular solvent stabilizes an individual structure.
By means of vacuum deposited monolayers on Au(111) with
increasing coverage, Ye et al. demonstrated that these two
structures are special cases within a systematic series.17 For this
series, the highest packing density reported is 1.34 molecules/
nm2, a value that has never been reached or exceeded at the
solid-liquid interface, though it was predicted.10 Higher mono-
layer surface packing densities are only attained for perpen-
dicular adsorption of TMA due to the smaller footprint. Such
an arrangement is observed for electrochemically controlled
experiments at the liquid-solid interface, likewise on Au(111).18
Transitions from planar to perpendicular adsorption can be
induced by tuning the potential to positive values. In this case,
TMA adsorbs with one deprotonated carboxylic group chemi-
sorbed to the surface, while the other two carboxylic groups
remain protonated and point off the surface.18
Planar adsorption of TMA is advantageous for π-π interac-
tion between the aromatic systems of the graphite substrate and
the molecule but also facilitates intermolecular hydrogen bonds.
In most of the homomeric TMA structures reported, all three
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carboxylic groups of TMA are involved in either cyclic dimer
or cyclic trimer binding motifs. For instance, in the chicken
wire structure, all intermolecular hydrogen bonds are realized
through cyclic dimers, whereas in the flower structure, one-
third of the carboxylic groups take part in a cyclic trimer
arrangement. In the aforementioned series of nine TMA
structures on Au(111), the ratio between cyclic trimers and
dimers monotonously increases with surface coverage. In
contrast, the structure that we report on here is anomalous: TMA
molecules do adsorb planar, but only two-thirds of the carboxylic
groups take part in cyclic intermolecular hydrogen bonds. These
results give rise to interesting questions concerning the influence
of the solvent that is anomalous as well, not generally for STM
experiments at the liquid-solid interface, but for TMA. Phe-
nyloctane (PO) is a solvent widely used for STM experiments
at the liquid-solid interface because it combines various
advantages: low affinity to the graphite substrate, low vapor
pressure, no electrochemisty at moderate voltages, nonpolar as
evident from the low static dielectric constant of ε ) 2.26, and
is also a nonprotic solvent, that is, does not exhibit functional
groups for intermolecular hydrogen bonds. Because of the
nonprotic nature of PO, the formation of structures that
incorporate solvent molecules is not expected. Therefore, we
have opted for PO as solvent to study the self-assembly of
interfacial TMA monolayers on graphite.
Experiments
Due to the nonpolar and nonprotic nature of PO, a very low
solubility of TMA can be anticipated. Consequently, experi-
ments with saturated solutions do not yield self-assembled
monolayers at the liquid-solid interface. To enhance the amount
of TMA dissolved in PO, supersaturated solutions are prepared
by sonication for uncommonly extended amounts of time (∼5
h). This results in a colloidal (turbid) solution that is allowed
to settle for 2 weeks. Decantation yields a clear stock solution
for further experiments. Upon sonication, the amount of
dissolved TMA increases with time. This was experimentally
confirmed via UV-vis absorption spectroscopy of solutions that
have been sonicated for progressively increasing amounts of
time (Supporting Information, Figure S1). Comparison with a
reference solution of known concentration reveals that sonication
increases the TMA solubility in PO up to the order of 100 µM
for 5 h of sonication. On the basis of similar experiments with
fatty acid solvents, we can exclude that considerable fractions
of TMA molecules are being destroyed by the sonication
procedure: Sonication of TMA in octanoic acid for comparable
time spans yields the well-known more dense flower structure
instead of the commonly expected chicken wire structure (to
be published). Yet, the flower structure is only feasible with
intact TMA molecules, thereby proving that the energy density
achieved by a standard lab sonicator is insufficient to decompose
such small and stable molecules as TMA.
TMA and PO are purchased from Sigma Aldrich with purities
> 99% and have been used as received. STM experiments are
conducted with a home-built STM driven by a commercial SPM-
100 electronics from RHK. Electrochemically etched tungsten
tips are used as probes and have been checked on freshly cleaved
graphite surfaces before ∼5 µL of solution is applied by means
of a micropipet. The public domain program package WSxM
is used for data processing.19
Results and Discussion
Extensively sonicated TMA solutions in PO facilitate the self-
assembly of TMA monolayers with high packing density; a
typical constant current STM topograph is reproduced in Figure
1. The lower half depicts the data as measured, whereas the
upper half has been mesh-averaged.19 This procedure averages
a deliberately chosen cutout over equivalent parts of the
normally periodic original image. The precise locations of
equivalent parts are identified by means of local maxima in the
cross-correlation between the cutout and the original image and
weighted by their respective height. The monolayer is composed
of triangularly shaped protrusions aligned along rows running
from lower right to upper left. The brightness of those rows,
that is, the apparent height, is alternating, as indicated by thick
and thin arrows. According to size and symmetry, each bright
spot corresponds to a planar adsorbed single TMA molecule.
Interestingly, these rows are not equally spaced but alternately
exhibit a smaller (0.98 ( 0.03 nm) and larger (1.05 ( 0.03
nm) distance, even though the difference is hardly measurable.
As already evident from the STM image, TMA molecules in
adjacent rows that are separated by the smaller gap form dimers.
The two TMA molecules that constitute the dimer are azimuth-
ally rotated by 180° with respect to each other. Perpendicular
to the rows, the molecules run along zigzag chains, as marked
with a dashed line in Figure 1. Molecular zigzag chains have
previously been observed for isophthalic acid (IA, 1,3-dicar-
boxylic acid) monolayers.20 In this structure, IA molecules are
interconnected by 2-fold hydrogen bonds and the zigzag pattern
is owed to the structure of the building block, that is, the 120°
angle between the two carboxylic groups at the 1,3 positions.
The azimuthal orientation of individual TMA molecules can
be deduced from high-resolution topographs; an example is
Figure 1. STM constant current topograph of a TMA monolayer at
the graphite-phenyloctane interface. The lower half depicts the as-
measured data (Vsample ) +1.4 V, I ) 400 pA), whereas the upper half
represents mesh-averaged data, as explained in the text. TMA molecules
are interconnected along zigzag chains, as marked with a dashed line
in the image. Rows are indicated by the arrows running perpendicular
to the zigzag chains. The apparent height of those rows (brightness)
alternates; a higher and lower row is highlighted by a thick and thin
arrow, respectively. The overlay represents a scaled STM image
simulation (Vsample ) +1.6 V, I ) 100 pA), as further described in the
text. Hard sphere model depicts single TMA molecule.
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presented in Figure 2a. To guide the eye, TMA molecules are
symbolized by tripods. The difference in apparent height
between adjacent rows, as already evident in Figure 1, is further
illustrated by line profiles. The topographically higher row is
termed I, whereas the lower row is marked by II. Thus,
perpendicular to the rows, there is a I-II · · · I-II pattern, where
“-” symbolizes dimerization. As indicated by dashed ovals in
Figure 2a, TMA molecules dimerize between rows Ia-IIa and
Ib-IIb. Line profiles along the lines depicted in (a) are illustrated
in 2b. The TMA lobes (carboxylic groups) that point between
Ia and IIa along the dimer axis appear topographically low
compared with that between IIa and Ib. In addition to the slight
asymmetry between carboxylic groups, the overall difference
in height between rows I and II prevails.
To obtain precise values for lattice parameters, the split-image
technique was applied. Figure 3a depicts a split image of a TMA
monolayer, where, in the upper half, the adsorbate layer is
imaged with molecular resolution and, in the lower half, the
graphite substrate with atomic resolution. This contrast switching
is attained by rapidly lowering the sample bias by one order of
magnitude from +1.33 to +0.133 V during image acquisition.
The inset in the lower right corner of Figure 3a depicts an FFT
filtered image of the graphite lattice. By means of this split
image, the influence of thermal drift can be minimized and the
epitaxial relation between adsorbate and substrate lattice, as
presented in Figure 3b, can be determined. Because no further
contrast modulation like a Moire´ pattern is observed, com-
mensurate epitaxy is assumed. Experimental and calculated
lattice parameters from the deduced superstructure matrix are
opposed in Table 1. Precise unit cell parameters provide the
basis for an initial geometrical model and are an important
experimental input for further simulations.
To understand the origin of dimer formation and the STM
contrast modulation along the zigzag chains, we have carried
out a structure optimization based on the last parametric method
number 6 (PM6) implemented in the MOPAC2009 package.21
MOPAC2009 is a semiempirical quantum chemistry method
that treats hydrogen bonds better than molecular mechanics.22,23
Our calculations are based on experimental lattice parameters
with a periodic supercell containing two molecules adsorbed
on two slabs of graphite. In a first step, all geometries are
optimized with the atomic coordinates perpendicular to the
surface fixed. In a second step, no further constraints are applied
so that the final result represents fully relaxed atomic positions.
Because the effect of the substrate on molecular binding energies
is supposed to be small, the binding energies are calculated
between two molecules as optimized on a graphite substrate
but without including the molecule-graphite interaction in the
binding energies. STM images have been simulated with a
Green’s function based scattering formalism.24 This image
simulation is based on the geometry-optimized structure from
MOPAC calculations. The STM tip is approximated as a 3-fold
symmetric pyramid of 10 W atoms adsorbed on a W(111)
substrate. The electronic structure of the system as a prerequisite
for the scattering formalism is calculated by the extended Hu¨ckel
approximation. Results are presented in Figure 4, where (a)
depicts a model of the optimized structure and (b) the simulated
STM image.
The unit cell of this densely packed TMA monolayer
accommodates two TMA molecules that are different with
respect to their azimuthal orientation, adsorption site, and
intermolecular bonds. In both nonequivalent TMA molecules,
all carboxylic groups are involved in intermolecular hydrogen
bonds; however, the hydrogen-bonding pattern is different for
each of the three carboxylic groups in each nonequivalent TMA
molecule. The numbering in the following discussion refers to
the numbering of molecules in Figure 4a, where hydrogen bonds
Figure 2. (a) Typical STM constant current topograph (9 × 15 nm2, Vsample ) +1.46 V, I ) 450 pA) of TMA at the graphite-PO interface. The
upper half depicts measured and the lower half mesh-averaged data. To guide the eye, TMA molecules are symbolized by tripods. Along the zigzag
chains, TMA molecules dimerize, as indicated by dashed ovals. (b) Line profiles along the dashed and solid lines in (a), respectively; the line
profiles illustrate the difference in apparent height and the asymmetry of single molecules. The solid (dashed) line in (a) corresponds to the solid
(dashed) line in (b). Carboxylic groups that interlink rows Ia and IIa appear less bright.
Figure 3. (a) Split image of a TMA monolayer; the upper half depicts
the adsorbate layer with molecular resolution and the lower half the
graphite lattice with atomic resolution (Vsample ) +1.33/+0.133 V, I )
470 pA). The inset in the lower right corner is a Fourier filtered image
of the graphite part. (b) Geometrical model of the epitaxial relation
between TMA and graphite lattice. The monolayer structure is assumed
to be commensurate; the origin is random. The inset denotes the
superstructure matrix that relates the adsorbate to the substrate lattice
vectors.
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are indicated by blue arrows. Neighboring TMA molecules in
adjacent rows are interconnected by two equivalent O-H · · ·O
hydrogen bonds between their carboxylic groups in a typical
cyclic dimer motif. For the 2-fold hydrogen bond between
molecules 1-2, the H · · ·O distance amounts to 1.81 Å. Single
O-H · · ·O hydrogen bonds are also formed within the rows,
for instance, between molecules 6-1 and 5-2. Those intrarow
hydrogen bonds include the hydroxyl hydrogen atoms of
molecules 6(5) and the hydroxyl oxygen atoms of molecule 1(2)
with a slightly increased H · · ·O distance of 1.89 Å. As evident
from Table 2, the calculations reveal no significant difference
between the binding energies of intrarow hydrogen bonds in
the two nonequivalent rows I and II.
The hydrogen bonds between molecules 2-4 are also of the
cyclic dimer type and qualitatively similar to the bonds between
molecules 1-2. Yet, the H · · ·O distance for 2-4 is slightly
larger (1.83 Å) than that for 1-2, and accordingly, the binding
energy is slightly higher (cf. Table 2). This asymmetry is
attributed to the aforementioned symmetry breaking additional
intrarow hydrogen bonds that only affect the local environment
of hydroxyl oxygen atoms involved in the 2-fold hydrogen bond
between molecules 1-2. Additional weak C-H · · ·O interrow
hydrogen bonds between molecules 1-6 and 2-5 are conceiv-
able and might contribute to the stabilization. Yet, the H · · ·O
distance between the carboxy oxygen atoms of molecule 6(5)
and a hydrogen atom of the phenyl ring of molecule 1(2)
amounts to 2.53 Å and is rather large. This relatively large
distance is attributed to steric repulsion between the hydroxyl
hydrogen atom of molecule 6(5) and the hydrogen atom of the
phenyl ring of molecule 1(2). As another consequence, the
simulations indicate bending of the phenyl hydrogen, the
carboxylic hydrogen, and oxygen atoms out of the molecular
plane. Figure 4b illustrates the out-of-plane bending of the
oxygen and hydrogen atoms in carboxylic groups, as marked
by red and black arrows, respectively. The dotted line indicates
the plane of the phenyl rings.
Figure 4c depicts the simulated STM image along with a
mesh-averaged experimental STM image. The simulations nicely
reproduce the different apparent heights of rows I and II. Also,
the apparent heights of different carboxylic groups agree well
between experiment and simulation. For a better comparison
of the voids between molecular rows, black and white rectangles
are included. Typically, the STM contrast is determined by both
geometric and electronic effects, where hybridization of adsor-
bate and substrate electronic states can cause additional contrast
alteration and modulation. In this case, we cannot unequivocally
separate topographic from electronic effects. In addition to the
asymmetrical binding, the MOPAC simulations indicate that the
nonequivalent TMA molecules within the unit cell adsorb on
different graphite lattice sites. TMA molecules in row I adsorb
on R sites (C atom of the first layer with a next-nearest neighbor
in the second layer), whereas molecules in row II adsorb on â
sites (C atom of the first layer without a next-nearest neighbor
in the second layer) (cf. Figure 4a). Because a contrast
modulation as a consequence of different adsorption sites has
also been observed for adsorbates on graphite and analyzed in
great detail for aliphatic adsorbates, this epitaxial effect cannot
be neglected.25 To demonstrate the effect of different environ-
ments (i.e., in-plane binding arrangement and adsorption site
on the STM contrast), we simulated STM topographs of a
hypothetical superflower structure on graphite (Figure 5), where
all TMA molecules exhibit the same 3-fold symmetric hydrogen-
bonding pattern and are adsorbed on similar adsorption sites.
As anticipated, the symmetry of the monolayer is reflected in
the simulated STM image that exhibits ideal p3m1 symmetry.
As for the observed zigzag dimer motif, TMA molecules appear
with a triangular shape but do not show any internal asymmetry
between the carboxylic groups. Three main reasons, therefore,
account for the observed difference in apparent height between
rows I and II: (1) nonequivalent electronic structure of TMA
molecules in row I vs II, (2) out-of-plane bending of the
hydroxyl and hydrogen in the -COOH group (see Figure 4b),
and (3) different adsorption sites of molecules in row I vs II
(see Figure 4a). However, it is difficult to separate each of these
effects as they are closely linked. Most likely, a combination
of several effects accounts for the experimental results.
To the best of our knowledge, the zigzag dimer-chain
structure exhibits the highest packing density (1.29 ( 0.02
molecules/nm2) of planar adsorbed TMA molecules ever
observed at the graphite-liquid interface. Most abundant
structures of TMA in fatty acids are porous flower and chicken
wire structures.10,11 On the other hand, TMA dimer chains have
already been observed upon coadsorption with aliphatic
alcohols.16,26 For these structures, polar solvents are used for
better TMA solubility. Under vacuum conditions, a densely
packed TMA superflower structure has been observed on
Au(111) with a lattice parameter of 9.3 Å, resulting in the
highest packing density (1.34 molecules/nm2) of all planar TMA
monolayers.17 To explain the formation of the zigzag structure
at the graphite-PO interface, a hypothetical superflower
structure on graphite was simulated and is depicted in Figure
5. A hexagonal structure with a lattice parameter of 9.84 Å is
obtained, resulting in a molecular packing density of 1.19
molecules/nm2, which is lower than that of the zigzag dimer
chain (1.29 ( 0.02 molecules/nm2).
The structure and epitaxy of many supramolecular monolayers
at the liquid-solid interface are thermodynamically controlled
and thus represent a minimum of Gibbs’ free energy. This might
also provide the key to understanding the formation of a densely
packed TMA structure on the PO-graphite interface. Because
TABLE 1: Experimental Values for the Unit Cell Parameters, As Determined by Split Images vs Unit Cell Parameters
according to a Commensurate Unit Cell. The Bottom Row Depicts Lattice Parameters As Refined by a MOPAC Simulation
with a Fully Relaxed Structure
A (Å) B (Å) <A, B> <A, a> <B, b>
experiment 19.0 ( 0.5 9.0 ( 0.5 65 ( 2° 24 ( 2° 29 ( 2°
commensurate model 19.21 8.52 63.70° 26.33° 30.00°
MOPAC simulation 19.49 8.64 63.62° 26.30° 30.00°
TABLE 2: Calculated Binding Energies between Different
Types of Hydrogen-Bonded TMA Dimers Using
MOPAC2009 on Graphite
dimera ∆E kcal/mol
1-2 -34.925
2-4 -32.255
3-4/6-1 -9.479
2-5 -9.835
a The numbers refer to Figure 4. The energies of dimers are used
only for comparison, since it is known that the absolute value of
energies are overestimated by the methods used.
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PO is nonpolar and nonprotic, solvophobic effects are likely to
drive TMA adsorption and subsequent monolayer formation.
This has previously been observed for the self-assembly of a
different tricarboxylic acid from PO solutions on graphite8 and
also for other interfacial liquid-solid systems.6 The low
solubility of TMA in PO, as confirmed by UV-vis spectros-
copy, is a strong indication for this hypothesis. Introducing a
pristine graphite surface to the solution offers a possibility to
reduce the free energy. Compared to the “inhospitable” environ-
ment in solution, adsorption of TMA on the surface decreases
the systems’ enthalpy by strong intermolecular binding through
hydrogen bonds and adhesion to the graphite substrate. Although
the zigzag dimer chain structure is not ideal as far as
intermolecular hydrogen bonds are concernedsnot all three
carboxylic groups participate in the energetically favorable cyclic
dimer motifsit might be the best compromise between adsorb-
ing as many TMA molecules as possible on the surface while
still providing reasonable intermolecular stabilization. The
question why the likewise rather dense superflower structure is
not observed, despite its more favorable formation of exclusively
unstrained cyclic trimer motifs, can also be answered by free
energy arguments. First of all, the packing density of the
simulated superflower structure (1.19 molecules/nm2) is slightly
smaller than that of the zigzag dimer chain structure (1.29
molecules/nm2). This means, for full surface coverage, more
molecules are adsorbed in the zigzag dimer chain structure than
in the superflower structure, which provides the strongest
argument in favor of the zigzag dimer chain structure. Because
the hydrogen bond density is larger in the superflower structure
and the exclusive occurrence of cyclic trimers is more favorable,
it is the structure with the highest binding energy per unit area
when only hydrogen bonds are taken into account. Yet, the
Figure 4. (a) Result of a MOPAC2009 semiempirical simulation of the zigzag dimer-chain TMA structure on graphite. Blue arrows indicate
intermolecular hydrogen bonds. R and â sites denote the two nonequivalent C atoms of the topmost graphite layer. (b) Cross-sectional view of Ia,
IIa, and Ib along 6-1/2-5 in which red and black arrows indicate vertical shifts of the hydroxyl oxygen and hydrogen atoms out of the adlayer
plane, respectively. (c) Simulated STM image (Vsample ) +1.6 V, 100 pA); the geometric structure is based on MOPAC results, and the electronic
structure has been evaluated by extended Hu¨ckel calculations. For better comparison, a scaled, mesh-averaged experimental STM topograph has
been overlaid (the square highlights the boundary of the STM image). Black and white rectangles in the images correlate inter-row voids between
MOPAC simulations and STM measurements.
Figure 5. Simulated STM image of a hypothetical superflower structure
where all TMA molecules are equivalent and each carboxylic group
takes part in a cyclic trimer hydrogen-bonding arrangement. The
underlying geometrical structure is obtained by MOPAC simulations.
These are carried out without any constraints neither for the symmetry
nor for the lattice parameter. For clearance, TMA molecules are
overlaid. The structure exhibits p3m1 symmetry and a lattice parameter
of 9.84 Å, which yields a packing density of 1.19 molecules/nm2.
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higher packing density of the zigzag dimer chain structure also
results in increased enthalpy contributions from molecule-
substrate interactions. For the complete picture, entropic con-
tributions have also to be considered for Gibbs’ free energy.
Upon adsorption of a monolayer, the systems’ entropy is
diminished because solute molecules loose translational, con-
formational, and rotational entropy. Again, because of its lower
packing density, the superflower structure seems entropically
favored, although we cannot readily evaluate the entropy of a
TMA molecule in the superflower versus the zigzag chain dimer
structure. To still argue on thermodynamical grounds that the
zigzag dimer chain structure is thermodynamically stabilized,
the additional enthalpy contribution from the increased
molecule-substrate interactionsassociated with the higher
packing densityshas to outweigh the higher entropic cost.
Unfortunately, the problem is too complex and figures for the
enthalpy are not robust enough for a quantitative discussion.
On the other hand, self-assembly of this particular structure
might also be kinetically controlled and the thermodynamic
equilibrium structure might not be attained. Solvophobic effects
can trap TMA molecules on the surface, although vertical
mobility of adsorbed molecules is found in many liquid-solid
systems. If this is the case, a transition toward a monolayer
structure with lower packing density would not be possible.
Compared to solvents endowed with functional groups, such
as fatty acids, that can form hydrogen bonds with the solute,
aprotic solvents, such as PO, exhibit weaker interaction and less
stabilization of the solute. Consequently, the enthalpic gain upon
adsorption of one molecule is much larger for poor solvents
(PO) as compared with good solvents (fatty acids). Because the
enthalpy gain per molecule is large in poor solvents, densely
packed structures can become thermodynamically preferred over
open-pore structures, as observed in fatty acids. We have also
checked for the generality of the observed phenomenon with
other nonsolvents, in this case, dodecane, which is similarly
used as standard STM solvent for aliphatic solutes. Although
the concentration of TMA likewise increases with sonication
time, very unstable structures could only transiently be imaged
with STM (Supporting Information, Figures S3-S5). This
observation can be explained with the substantially lower TMA
concentration in dodecane solutions as compared with PO
solutions. Presumably, aromatic interactions between the PO
solvent and the TMA solute are still favorable for the solubility,
albeit less efficient than hydrogen bonds, as they become
possible through protic solvents, such as fatty acids. In conclu-
sion, we propose that the structure that minimizes Gibbs’ free
energy can depend on the solvent due to the different stabiliza-
tion enthalpies of the solute molecules.
Conclusion
Upon increasing the amount of dissolved TMA in PO by
sonication, we observe an unusual monolayer structure with a high
packing density and atypical hydrogen-bonding pattern. The basic
structural unit is a hydrogen-bonded TMA dimer. Thus, we termed
the monolayer as a hydrogen-bonded zigzag dimer chain structure.
Perpendicular to the dimer chains, the molecules are aligned along
rows. MOPAC simulations are applied to refine the measured
structure and identify possible hydrogen bonds from the minimum
energy structure. Also, the MOPAC results are used for an STM
image simulation that reproduces all essential experimentally
observed contrast features. The existence of this so far unobserved
structure with high packing density is rationalized by solvophobic
effects. The solubility of TMA in nonpolar PO is low, and
adsorption of molecules is a way to minimize the free energy. Still,
the zigzag dimer chain is preferred over a hypothetical superflower
structure with slightly lower packing density. For a full quantitative
discussion of the problem, not only enthalpic gains associated with
intermolecular hydrogen bonds andmolecule-substrate interactions
but also entropic costs have to be known precisely, which is
currently beyond experimental and theoretical possibilities.
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Supporting information 
Figure S1: UV-vis spectra of TMA dissolved in PO, Figure S2: UV-Vis spectra of TMA 
dissolved in hexane, Figure S3: UV-Vis spectra of TMA dissolved in dodecane, Figure S4: 
STM topographs of TMA self-assembled at the dodecane/graphite interface and Figure S5: 
tentative model for the striped TMA-dodecane structure. 
 
Figure S1: UV-Vis spectra of TMA dissolved in phenyloctane (PO) for different sonication 
durations (pure PO was used for baseline) and measured in a 10 mm quartz cuvette. Spectra 
were recorded for 0, 2.0, 3.5, and 5 hours of sonication. Solutions have been centrifuged after 
sonication for two minutes at 2000 rpm. The black spectrum corresponds to a reference 
solution where 0.82 mg of TMA were dissolved in 30.75 ml PO and sonicated. Since no 
visible sediment remained, the concentration corresponds to approximately 127 µM. This 
value is comparable to the concentration after 5 hours sonication time, and is also roughly one 
order of magnitude smaller than concentrations of TMA in previously employed fatty acid 
solvents. Note that in common solvents the main absorption band of TMA lies at much 
shorter wavelength (i.e. below λ = 300 nm, cf. Figures S2 and S3 for a reference spectrum of 
TMA in hexane and dodecane respectively). However, the aromatic systems of the solvent 
(PO) and the solute (TMA) absorb both in the near UV range. Due to this interference only 
the long-wavelength tail of the TMA absorption spectrum could be used to estimate the solute 
concentrations. 
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Figure S2: UV-Vis spectra of TMA dissolved in hexane (saturated solution, cuvette with 1 
mm optical path length). This reference spectrum was obtained in a non-aromatic solvent in 
order to evaluate the actual absorption band of the aromatic TMA solute in the near UV range 
without any interference by solvent absorption. 
 
 
 
Figure S3: UV-Vis spectra of TMA dissolved in dodecane (solvent without any functional 
groups for strong interactions with the solute) at different sonication durations and measured 
in 1 mm quartz cuvette. Sonication times were five minutes, 2.0, 5.0, and 10.75 hours. 
Solutions have been centrifuged after sonication for two minutes at 2000 rpm. Similar to the 
case of TMA in PO, the TMA concentration increases with sonication time. By a comparison 
of the absorbance at a wavelength of ~350 nm, we conclude that the concentration of TMA in 
dodecane is substantially smaller than in PO. This can be attributed to the absence of any 
functional group in dodecane which could possibly interact with TMA, while in PO the 
phenyl group at least facilitates aromatic interactions between solvent and solute, thus 
increasing solubility. 
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Figure S4: STM topographs of TMA self-assembled at the dodecane/graphite interface (IT = 
30 pA, Vbias = 1.2 V) obtained in solutions sonicated for 10.75 hours. The structures are 
extremely unstable and could only be transiently imaged. As shown in Fig. S5 the structure 
can be explained by alternating stripes of TMA and dodecane molecules. 
 
 
  
 
Figure S5: Tentative model for the striped TMA-dodecane structure. The structure consists of 
alternating TMA and dodecane stripes. 
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Abstract: We present a variable-temperature study of monolayer self-assembly at the liquid-solid interface.
By means of in situ scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), reversible phase transitions from a nanoporous
low-temperature phase to a more densely packed high-temperature phase are observed. The occurrence
of the phase transition and the respective transition temperature were found to depend on the type of
solvent and solute concentration. Estimates of the entropic cost and enthalpic gain upon monolayer self-
assembly suggest that coadsorption of solvent molecules within the cavities of the nanoporous structure
renders this polymorph thermodynamically stable at low temperatures. At elevated temperatures, however,
desorption of these relatively weakly bound solvent molecules destabilizes the nanoporous polymorph,
and the densely packed polymorph becomes thermodynamically favored. Interestingly, the structural phase
transition provides external control over the monolayer morphology and, for the system under discussion,
results in an effective opening and closing of supramolecular nanopores in a two-dimensional molecular
monolayer.
Introduction
Self-assembly of ordered monolayers at the liquid-solid
interface has been proven to be well suited for functionalizing
surfaces and, thus, has become a topic of elaborate research.1-5
Especially porous networks, which can be utilized as supramo-
lecular host systems for defined coadsorption of nanoscopic
guests, have received broad interest.6-11Tailoring morphology,
size, and functionalization of porous networks thus remains a
topic of fundamental interest in nanotechnology. The monolayer
morphology is primarily governed by the structure and func-
tional groups of the molecule,12-14 but can also depend on the
type of solvent,15-18 concentration,5,19-21 substrate,22 substrate-
mediated interactions,23 and other factors. Among all important
parameters for self-assembly at the liquid-solid interface,
temperature is probably the one least studied, and only a few
examples are reported in the literature.21,24-30 For instance,
English and Hipps use STM to reveal the progressive desorption
of coronene from Au(111) between room temperature and 55
°C (in situ, up to 105 °C ex-situ).27 However, in many variable-
temperature studies samples are just conditioned at elevated
temperatures, while measurements are still conducted at room
temperature.
Although temperature is a vital parameter for any self-
assembly because it directly affects both thermodynamics and
kinetics, little is known about its influence on physisorbed
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‡ University Siegen.
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monolayers at the liquid-solid interface. For 1,3,5-tris(4-
carboxyphenyl)benzene (BTB, cf. Figure 1a) monolayers, tem-
perature-dependent structural phase transitions were observed
under vacuum conditions on the Ag(111) surface.31 Yet, most
likely driven by a stepwise deprotonation of the carboxylic
groups, these phase transitions are not reversible.
Herein we demonstrate how the morphology of BTB mono-
layers at the carboxylic acid/graphite interface specifically can
be switched bidirectionally by lowering and raising the tem-
perature. As detailed below, interfacial BTB monolayers show
a fully reversible temperature-driven structural phase transition,
changing from an open pore network to a nonporous, densely
packed structure. Accordingly, nanopores can be closed at
slightly elevated temperatures and opened again by cooling the
sample below the transition temperature. Such a reversible
process opens venues for various applications in which guest
coadsorption is controlled by temperature, as a densely packed
structure in contrast to an open-pore structure does not facilitate
coadsorption of molecular guests.
Our experimental findings can be explained and are rational-
ized by thermodynamic considerations, where the free energies
of adsorption of both polymorphs are evaluated from a molecule-
based estimation of enthalpic gains and entropic costs.
Results and Discussion
Solvent Dependence. Three different carboxylic acids served
as solvents, namely heptanoic (7A), octanoic (8A), and nonanoic
acid (9A). At room temperature with 7A as solvent, BTB
furnishes a previously unobserved densely packed row structure
on HOPG with striped appearance (Figure 1b). In 8A, the row
structure is found in coexistence with the chicken-wire structure,
a hexagonal, less dense open-pore network (Figure 1c) that is
quite common for other 3-fold symmetric tricarboxylic acids
as well.14,32 At room temperature, 9A as solvent exclusively
yields the chicken-wire structure (Figure 1d). Models of the
respective polymorphs are presented in Figure 1e,f.
Temperature Dependence. A home-built heatable sample
stage facilitates STM measurements at the liquid-solid interface
from room temperature up to ∼70 °C. Heating the BTB/7A
system to over 60 °C did not result in any change of the
monolayer morphology. At all intermediate temperatures,
exclusively the row structure was observed. In 8A, the coexist-
ence of both phases prevailed up to ∼43 °C. Above this
temperature the sample was entirely covered with the row
structure. Similarly, in 9A the chicken-wire structure was stable
up to ∼55 °C, while at temperatures above only the row
structure could be observed. In order to verify the reversibility
of the BTB phase transition, several heat-cool cycles were
conducted in 8A and 9A, where images were repeatedly acquired
below as well as above the respective transition temperature
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Figure 1. (a) Chemical structure of 1,3,5-tris(4-carboxyphenyl)benzene
(BTB). STM topographs of BTB monolayers at the (b) heptanoic acid/
graphite (Vbias ) 0.80 V, IT ) 77 pA), (c) octanoic acid/graphite (Vbias )
1.10 V, IT ) 92 pA), and (d) nonanoic acid/graphite interface (Vbias ) 1.15
V, IT ) 71 pA). In all cases saturated solutions were used and topographs
were recorded at room temperature. (e) Ball-and-stick model of a chicken-
wire BTB monolayer on graphite; nine unit cells are depicted (cyan: graphite
substrate, gray: carbon, white: hydrogen, red: oxygen). (f) Top view of a
ball-and-stick model of the row structure of BTB on graphite; eight unit
cells are depicted. Adjacent rows are interconnected via hydrogen bonds.
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(cf. Figures 2 and 3). In both solvents, the chicken-wire structure
reappears below the temperature thresholds of ∼43 °C (8A)
and ∼55 °C (9A), respectively. In some cases in 9A small
patches of the row structure emerged after the first cycle.
Concentration Dependence. While all studies described above
were conducted with saturated solutions, further experiments
were carried out with diluted solutions. Solubilities of BTB are
0.77 mM in 7A, 0.75 mM in 8A, and 0.50 mM in 9A; thus all
saturated solutions exhibit comparable concentrations. At BTB
concentrations in 7A of about 50% saturation, the row structure
assembled on the surface coexisting with the chicken-wire
structure. For more diluted solutions, at concentrations around
10% saturation, the chicken-wire structure is the dominating
polymorph, emphasizing the importance of solute concentration
in molecular self-assembly. Concentration-induced polymor-
phism, where the less densely packed polymorphs emerge for
more diluted solutions, was found for various other systems.18,19,33
As concluded from thermodynamic considerations, the observa-
tion of coexistence of both polymorphs over a wide concentra-
tion range can be taken as an indication that their free energies
are very similar.19 As a singular experiment we explored
possible phase transitions in 50% saturated solution of BTB in
9A. However, at temperatures up to ∼70 °C no phase transition
was observable, therefore pointing toward a relation between
concentration and transition temperature.
Discussion
With respect to the adsorption geometry of BTB molecules
and adsorbate-substrate and intermolecular interactions, the row
and chicken-wire polymorphs are entirely different. In the
chicken-wire structure BTB molecules adsorb planar on the
surface and are interconnected by linear double O-H · · ·O
hydrogen bonds between carboxylic groups, as thoroughly
discussed elsewhere.15 The hexagonal unit cell (a ) 3.2 nm)
contains two molecules. Likewise, the unit cell of the row
structure (unit cell parameters: a ) 3.3 nm, b ) 0.7 nm, 82°
angle) contains two molecules, but its relatively small area
readily indicates nonplanar adsorption. The row structure is also
comparable to the monolayer morphology found for a slightly
larger tricarboxylic acid,14 in which molecules are stacked face-
to-face along columns parallel to the substrate. The monolayer
is then comprised of densely packed parallel rows. In the row
structure molecules adsorb nearly upright; thus the molecule-
substrate interaction is diminished as compared to planar
adsorption. However, intermolecular van der Waals and pi-pi
interactions stabilize the structure. BTB molecules adsorb with
two carboxylic groups on the substrate, while the third car-
boxylic group points off the surface into the solution. According
to our structural model, inter-row O-H · · ·O hydrogen bonds
are feasible, yet their unfavorable geometry and the absence of
resonance effects that stabilize cyclic hydrogen bonds render
(33) Meier, C.; Roos, M.; Ku¨nzel, D.; Breitruck, A.; Hoster, H. E.;
Landfester, K.; Gross, A.; Behm, R. J.; Ziener, U. J. Phys. Chem. C
2010, 114 (2), 1268–1277.
Figure 2. STM topographs as acquired during repeated heat-cool cycles of saturated BTB in nonanoic acid solutions demonstrating the reversibility of the
phase transition. The respective temperature is stated in the lower (upper) left corner of each image. The cycle starts at the lower left image (a) at room
temperature (Vbias ) 1.15 V, IT ) 71 pA) and is continued (b) at 55 °C (Vbias ) 1.15 V, IT ) 72 pA) f (c) at 25 °C (Vbias ) 1.15 V, IT ) 65 pA) f (d) at
55 °C (Vbias ) 1.15 V, IT ) 73 pA) f (e) at 25 °C (Vbias ) 1.15 V, IT ) 77 pA) f (f) at 55 °C (Vbias ) 1.15 V, IT ) 79 pA).
Figure 3. STM topographs as obtained from repeated heat-cool cycles of saturated BTB in octanoic acid solutions demonstrating the reversibility of the
phase transition. The respective temperature is stated in the lower left corner of each image. The series starts at the left image (a) at room temperature (Vbias
) 1.10 V, IT ) 92 pA) and is continued (b) at 43 °C (Vbias ) 1.10 V, IT ) 78 pA) f (c) at 25 °C (Vbias ) 1.10 V, IT ) 56 pA) f (d) at 43 °C (Vbias ) 1.10
V, IT ) 85 pA).
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them energetically inferior as compared to the double hydrogen
bonds of the chicken-wire structure. Based on STM-derived unit
cell parameters, the packing densities of the polymorphs amount
to 0.23 molecules nm-2 for the chicken-wire and 0.87 molecules
nm-2 for the row structure, respectively.
Thermodynamics. In the following we discuss whether the
experimentally observed structure always represents the ther-
modynamically most stable polymorph at the respective tem-
perature, i.e., the polymorph that yields the lowest Gibbs free
energy. For monolayer self-assembly at the liquid-solid
interface the whole system including the solution needs to be
considered to evaluate all thermodynamic contributions. From
an entropic point of view, adsorption and self-assembly of
molecules from solution is unfavorable because molecules lose
degrees of freedom and thus entropy upon aggregation. On the
other hand, favorable enthalpic contributions arise from attrac-
tive molecule-substrate and molecule-molecule interactions.
A balance of both contributions (entropy and enthalpy) steers
self-assembly, and renders it a thermodynamically driven
process. In order to gain insight into the thermodynamic
properties of the two BTB polymorphs, the various entropic
contributions were partitioned and estimated according to a
method proposed by Whitesides and co-workers and similarly
employed by Krissinel and Henrick.34,35 When molecules
assemble into supramolecular complexes, the entropic penalty
mainly arises from losses in translational, rotational, confor-
mational, and vibrational entropy, ∆Stot ) ∆Strans + ∆Srot +
∆Sconf + ∆Svib. Since BTB molecules do not possess significant
internal degrees of freedom, conformational entropy losses can
be neglected. Because of their relatively high energy in
comparison to thermal energy, intramolecular vibrations do not
significantly contribute to the entropy and can also be ne-
glected.34 The following equations provide reasonable estimates
for the two relevant entropy terms for soluted molecules:
Here, h is Planck’s constant, kB the Boltzmann constant, R
the gas constant, and T the absolute Temperature, while e is
Euler’s number, m is the solute’s mass, and c is the solute
concentration. Furthermore, γ considers the symmetry of the
molecule, and I1, I2, and I3 are its principle moments of inertia.
In order to avoid overestimation of translational entropy,
concentrations are related to the free volume of the solvent as
proposed by Whitesides and co-workers. The free volume of a
solvent can be estimated by the hard cube approximation34 and
is significantly smaller than the actual volume, e.g., ∼32 mL
for 1 L of heptanoic acid. It is assumed that upon adsorption
molecules entirely lose their translational and rotational entropy,
consequently eqs 1 and 2 allow estimating the entropic loss for
adsorption of a single BTB molecule from solution. In the same
manner, the entropic losses for coadsorbed solvent molecules
can be estimated.
In order to compare the entropic costs for the two polymorphs,
contributions from rotational and translational entropy were
calculated assuming saturated solutions. For all three solvents,
the entropic cost for BTB adsorption has a similar value of
-0.190 kJ mol-1 K-1 for translational and -0.152 kJ mol-1
K-1 for rotational entropy. In order to estimate the entropic cost
per unit area for self-assembly of a pure monolayer of the
respective polymorph, the total entropy loss of -0.342 kJ mol-1
K-1 was then combined with STM-derived molecular packing
densities. Numbers for the entropic contribution to the free
energy at 300 K (room temperature) and 350 K respectively
are provided in Table 1. It can be clearly seen that the row
structure is entropically far less favorable than the chicken-wire
structure, due to its 3.8-fold higher packing density. The entropic
cost becomes even more pronounced at elevated temperatures.
However, the situation is altered when solvent coadsorption
within the cavities of the chicken-wire structure is taken into
account. Although coadsorbed solvent molecules have not been
directly observed in this study, probably due to their low
stabilization energy and short residence times, coadsorption of
guest molecules within open-pore networks was observed
experimentally14,16,18,21 and has been recognized as an important
stabilizing contribution.12,13,19,33,36 For instance, coadsorption
of coronene as molecular guest in the cavities of an open-pore
dehydrobenzoannulene polymorph stabilizes this host-guest
network thermodynamically in comparison to the densely packed
polymorph.36
In the present case, up to eight solvent molecules (8A or 9A)
can be coadsorbed in each cavity of the chicken-wire structure
(34) Mammen, M.; Shakhnovich, E. I.; Deutch, J. M.; Whitesides, G. M.
J. Org. Chem. 1998, 63 (12), 3821–3830.
(35) Krissinel, E.; Henrick, K. J. Mol. Biol. 2007, 372 (3), 774–797.
(36) Furukawa, S.; Tahara, K.; De Schryver, F. C.; Van der Auweraer,
M.; Tobe, Y.; De Feyter, S. Angew. Chem., Int. Ed. 2007, 46 (16),
2831–2834.
Table 1. Comparison of Packing Density, Enthalpic Gain (∆heff), Entropic Cost (-T∆s), and Free Energy of Adsorption (∆g) per Unit Area of
the Two Polymorphs at Two Reference Temperatures of 300 and 350 Ka
packing density
(1014 cm-2) ∆heff (µJ cm
-2)
-T∆s(@300 K)
(µJ cm-2)
-T∆s(@350 K)
(µJ cm-2)
∆g ) ∆heff -
T∆s(@300 K)
(µJ cm-2)
∆g ) ∆heff -
T∆s(@350 K)
(µJ cm-2)
chicken-wire
(without solvent
coadsorption)
0.23 -5.8 +3.9 +4.6 -1.9 -1.2
chicken-wire
(with 8 × 9A
solvent molecules
coadsorbed)
0.23 (BTB)
0.90 (9A)
-23.7 +14.6 +17.1 -9.1 -6.6
row 0.87 -18.5 +14.8 +17.3 -3.7 -1.2
a Stabilizing enthalpic contributions are assumed to be temperature independent. ∆heff refers to values derived from molecular mechanics calculations;
∆s is calculated using eqs 1 and 2.
Strans ) R ln[c-1(2pimkBTe5/3/h2)3/2] (1)
Srot ) R ln[pi1/2/γ(8pi2kBTe/h2)3/2(I1I2I3)1/2] (2)
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(cf. Supporting Information Figure S4). Coadsorbed 9A solvent
molecules cause a translational entropy loss of -0.102 kJ mol-1
K-1 and a rotational entropy loss of -0.132 kJ mol-1 K-1.
Comparison of these values with the entropic losses for BTB
adsorption points out that the total entropic cost increases more
steeply with the number of adsorbed molecules rather than with
the size and molecular weight of adsorbates. Since solvent
coadsorption drastically increases the number of adsorbed
molecules, the associated entropic cost of the chicken-wire
structure becomes significantly enhanced. The relatively large
entropic contributions to Gibbs free energy of both solute and
solvent molecules (cf. Table 1) underline the fact that entropy
considerations have to be taken into account for thermodynamics
of monolayer self-assembly.
A quantitative comparison of the stabilizing enthalpic con-
tributions between the two polymorphs is more difficult because
different types of interactions (i.e., hydrogen bonds vs van der
Waals and pi-pi interactions) need to be compared. Molecular
mechanics (MM) simulations are well suited to evaluate the
energetics of van der Waals interactions. However, standard
force fields seriously underestimate the strength of cyclic
resonance stabilized hydrogen bonds.37 In order to make a valid
comparison of binding enthalpies, MM results using the
Dreiding force field for the chicken-wire polymorph are
combined with the experimentally and theoretically well-
established binding enthalpy of -60 kJ mol-1 for the 2-fold
O-H · · ·O hydrogen bond between two carboxylic groups.38
According to the proposed method, the average binding
enthalpy of BTB molecules in the chicken-wire structure
amounts to -332 kJ mol-1. This value originates from the
combination of a MM-derived molecule-substrate interaction
of -242 kJ mol-1 with the binding enthalpy due to intermo-
lecular hydrogen bonds of -90 kJ mol-1 ) 3 × 0.5 × -60 kJ
mol-1. In the chicken-wire structure all three carboxylic groups
of each molecule form 2-fold intermolecular hydrogen bonds,
while the factor 0.5 corrects for overcounting of pairwise
interactions.
The row structure is predominantly stabilized by van der
Waals interactions, and the average binding enthalpy was
evaluated by MM computations, which yield a value of -308
kJ mol-1 (cf. Supporting Information for details). As anticipated,
the adsorbate-substrate binding is inferior in the row structure
(-176 kJ mol-1), but due to the high packing density and mutual
molecular arrangement the intermolecular van der Waals and
pi-pi interactions are superior.
Last, the stabilizing effect of coadsorbed solvent molecules
within the cavities of the chicken-wire structure is calculated.
Coadsorption of eight 9A solvent molecules in one cavity of
the chicken-wire structure yields an enthalpic contribution of
-940 kJ mol-1 per unit cell (cf. Supporting Information for a
structural model and details of the calculation).
Binding enthalpies obtained from the above methods refer
to isolated, geometry-optimized molecules under vacuum. Yet,
the appropriate reference state for these considerations is
dissolved and solvated solute molecules.39 Solvation enthalpies
lower the effective binding enthalpies significantly. In com-
parison to experiments under ultra-high-vacuum conditions,
desorption barriers are substantially lower at the solid-liquid
interface, which gives rise to an effective adsorption-desorption
equilibrium even for comparatively large compounds.13,18,36
Corrections of the adsorption enthalpy due to solvation were
included by assuming that the interaction of dissolved solute
molecules in solution is governed by intermolecular solvent-
solute or solute-solute hydrogen bonds, where each of the three
carboxylic groups of BTB forms a 2-fold hydrogen bond with
a binding enthalpy of -60 kJ mol-1. Consequently, solvation
lowers the effective binding enthalpy of each molecule by at
least +180 kJ mol-1.
On the basis of the estimates of both entropic cost and
enthalpic gain, the free energies of adsorption of each polymorph
were evaluated for two reference temperatures. Since in all
experiments the surface coverage is close to unity, we will refer
to Gibbs free energy of adsorption per unit area A: ∆g ) ∆G/A
) ∆H/A - T∆S/A ) ∆h - T∆s (note that ∆h and ∆s, i.e.,
enthalpy and entropy changes per unit area upon monolayer
self-assembly, are both negative). The results are summarized
in Table 1. For the chicken-wire polymorph two scenarios were
considered, with and without coadsorption of solvent (9A).
For room temperature the figures in Table 1 indicate that the
row structure is thermodynamically favored over the pure
chicken-wire polymorph, i.e., when solvent coadsorption is
neglected. However, despite its large entropic cost, solvent
coadsorption still stabilizes the chicken-wire polymorph at room
temperature and even renders this bimolecular monolayer the
thermodynamically most stable polymorph in 9A. At elevated
temperature, the free energy gain associated with self-assembly
of a monolayer row structure becomes comparable to the
chicken-wire structure without coadsorbed solvent due to the
increased entropic cost of the more densely packed polymorph.
On the basis of these estimates of ∆g, the following explanation
for the reversible phase transition is proposed: With the aid of
solvent coadsorption, the chicken-wire polymorph is the ther-
modynamically most stable polymorph at room temperature in
9A. Upon increasing the temperature, coadsorbed solvent
molecules start to desorb first, while the chicken-wire network
is still stable. Coadsorbed solvent molecules are less tightly
bound than BTB molecules, as the lattersdue to their sizeshave
increased interaction with the substrate and are additionally
stabilized by six hydrogen bonds. Once the chicken-wire
structure lacks the stabilizing contribution from solvent coad-
sorption, the free energy of adsorption of the row structure
becomes comparable, giving rise to the phase transition. The
proposed model also consistently explains the solvent depen-
dence of the transition temperature. The binding enthalpies of
fatty acid molecules on graphite increase approximately linearly
with their aliphatic chain length. Accordingly, the desorption
temperature of 8A solvent molecules is lower than that of 9A
molecules. In the thermodynamic competition between chicken-
wire and row structure, easier desorption leads to a lower
transition temperature in 8A than in 9A solutions or a transition
temperature even below room temperature as observed for 7A.
Although in the present case a molecule-based evaluation of
thermodynamic quantities yields the correct trends, a word of
caution is appropriate. The Gibbs free energies of adsorption
and the relative thermodynamical stabilities of these polymorphs
sensitively depend on the subtle balance of adsorbate-adsorbate,
adsorbate-substrate, and solute-solvent interactions. A quan-
titative thermodynamic discussion of the complex situation of
monolayer self-assembly at the liquid-solid interface is chal-
lenging primarily because of inaccuracies in the evaluation of
(37) Martsinovich, N.; Troisi, A. J. Phys. Chem. C 2010, 114 (10), 4376-
4388.
(38) Neuheuser, T.; Hess, B. A.; Reutel, C.; Weber, E. J. Phys. Chem.
1994, 98 (26), 6459–6467.
(39) Meier, C.; Landfester, K.; Ku¨nzel, D.; Markert, T.; Gross, A.; Ziener,
U. Angew. Chem., Int. Ed. 2008, 47 (20), 3821–3825.
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both entropic and enthalpic contributions, but also due to
hardly assessable contributions, as for instance from solva-
tion. Also, for solvent coadsorption precise structural data
are not available.
Nevertheless, established methods to estimate entropic
costs and evaluation of binding energies based on molecular
mechanics and experimental values for hydrogen bond
energies allow at least a semiquantitative evaluation of Gibbs
free energies of adsorption of competing monolayer poly-
morphs. Although the exact prediction of crossing points as
a function of concentration or temperature is hardly possible,
at least a qualitative understanding of trends can be obtained.
On the other hand, kinetic effects might also play an
important role for monolayer self-assembly. From basic
considerations, we conclude that the adsorption rate of solute
molecules is proportional to c/η, where c stands for the solute
concentration and η for the solvent viscosity (cf. Supporting
Information). Interestingly, the viscosities of all three solvents
in this study are considerably different at room temperature
and crucially depend on temperature as depicted in Figure
4. Also, the viscosities of 7A, 8A, and 9A, and thus the
adsorption rate, correlate inversely with temperature and vary
appreciably within the relevant temperature interval.
Further interesting aspects are topological and epitaxial
similarities between chicken-wire and row structure: As
illustrated in Figure 5, STM topographs of both coexisting
polymorphs clearly show a structurally well-defined hetero-
interface. Moreover, the direction of the rows is aligned with
the cavities of the chicken-wire polymorph. Both facts
indicate that a morphological transition from chicken-wire
to row polymorph might be initiated by filling of empty
cavities of the chicken-wire structure with excess BTB
molecules. Under conditions where the row structure becomes
thermodynamically favored, this phase transition can also be
understood as a cross nucleation event, i.e., a special case
of heterogeneous nucleation where a thermodynamically more
stable polymorph nucleates on a preexistent metastable
modification.40
De Feyter et al. discussed and modeled the concentration
dependence of bimorphic monolayer self-assembly in detail.19
Similarly, by means of a slightly different model, Meier et
al. conclude that densely packed polymorphs become ther-
modynamically preferred at higher solute concentrations.33
In both cases, at low concentrations, an open-pore structure
is favored over a densely packed structure, just as in the
present case for BTB in 7A. The thermodynamic model
proposed by de Feyter et al. also includes a temperature-
dependent term, which results in a diminished coverage ratio
of open-pore to densely packed polymorph at elevated
temperatures. Consequently, their model seems generally
applicable and can also explain the temperature-dependent
phase transition, provided that the chemical potential of BTB
molecules in the row structure is sufficiently large.
Conclusions and Outlook
By means of STM reversible temperature-driven phase
transitions have been observed for BTB monolayers at the
liquid-solid interface. Carboxylic acids were used as sol-
vents, and transition temperatures were found to depend on
type of solvent and concentration. The two polymorphs differ
significantly in packing density, arrangement of molecules,
and intermolecular interactions. Both morphologies are
known, and analogues have previously been reported for other
tricarboxylic acids.14,15 Estimates of the entropic cost and
enthalpic gain upon monolayer self-assembly of both poly-
morphs suggest that a thermodynamic explanation for the
phase transition in view of Gibbs free energy of adsorption
is only appropriate when solvent coadsorption is taken into
account. Solvent coadsorption within the cavity voids of the
nanoporous chicken-wire structure has a high entropic cost
because the number of adsorbed molecules is large. However,
this entropic cost is still outweighed by the associated
enthalpic gain. In order to explain the phase transition, we
propose that desorption of coadsorbed solvent molecules
(40) Yu, L. CrystEngComm 2007, 9 (10), 847–851.
(41) Landolt-Bo¨rnstein Tabellenwerk Zahlenwerte und Funktionen aus
Physik, Chemie, Astronomie, Geophysik und Technik; Springer: Berlin,
2002; Vol. 18 B.
Figure 4. Viscosities of pure heptanoic (7A), octanoic (8A), and nonanoic
acid (9A) as a function of temperature,41 depicting the inverse dependence
of viscosity on temperature. The dashed line indicates a value of 3.5 cP.
Figure 5. STM topograph of a BTB monolayer in nonanoic acid (9A)
after heating and cooling. Patches of the row structure are observable and
coexist with the chicken-wire structure. The lower left phase boundary
exemplifies a general observation: the rows are aligned with the chicken-
wire structure. Every other row is connected to molecules from the chicken-
wire polymorph; rows in between end in cavities.
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eventually destabilizes the chicken-wire polymorph and leads
to the emergence of the row structure. This purely thermo-
dynamic model inherently explains the reversibility of the
phase transition. However, the kinetics of adsorption and
desorption can also determine the experimental observations.
For instance, the row structure patches that were occasionally
observed in 9A after the first heat-cool cycle might be
attributed to a slow desorption kinetics of BTB molecules
in the row structure. Mostly because of the strong temperature
dependence of solvent viscosity, also the adsorption kinetics
changes significantly with temperature.
There is one particularly intriguing aspect to the phase
transition from chicken-wire to row structure: it closes
supramolecular cavities. This effect may be utilized for the
controlled release of molecular guests with conceivable
medical and life-science applications. With this in mind, it
would be highly interesting to explore whether adsorption
of deliberate molecular guests other than coadsorbed solvent
molecules within the pores of the chicken-wire structure
hampers the phase transition, thus leading to increased
transition temperatures or even suppression of the phase
transition.
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1. Experimental details 
All solvents were used as received from Sigma Aldrich and 1,3,5-tris(4-
carboxyphenyl)benzene was synthesized according to literature-known procedures.1 
Solutions were prepared by dissolving BTB until saturation in the respective carboxylic 
acid. Subsequently, solutions were centrifuged in order to avoid supersaturation effects. 
Droplets of ~2.5 µL saturated solution were applied onto the basal plane of freshly 
cleaved highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG). STM experiments were carried out 
with a home-built STM driven by RHK control electronics. The STM tip was immersed 
into solution during image acquisition. All images were recorded in constant current mode 
and were processed by line wise levelling only, except for some topographs recorded in 
8A where a Gaussian filter was applied. For details on the heatable sample stage and STM 
measurements at elevated temperature cf. Walch et al.2 
BTB solubilities in all solvents were determined by UV-Vis absorption spectroscopy 
conducted with a USB4000 UV-Vis spectrometer from Ocean Optics. 
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2. Kinetic considerations 
Two main kinetic factors influence monolayer formation on surfaces: the adsorption rate of 
molecules on the surface, the flux F, and transport of adsorbates across the surface, i.e. 
surface diffusion as described by the diffusivity D. When the ratio of surface diffusion to 
adsorption rate F/D is small, the resulting surface structure represents the thermodynamic 
equilibrium. On the other hand, when the ratio F/D becomes large, kinetic effects become 
increasingly important.  
According to Fick’s laws of diffusion, the flux F of dissolved molecules impinging on a 
surface is given by: 
F = - d (∂c / ∂z),          (1) 
where d is the bulk diffusivity in solution (not to be confused with the surface diffusivity 
D), c the concentration in solution and z the spatial coordinate perpendicular to the surface. 
The chemical potential µ  of an ideal solution as a function of temperature T and concentration 
c is given by: 
  µ  = µ0 + RT ln c          (2) 
with R being the gas constant and µ0 the chemical potential under standard conditions. 
Accordingly equation (1) can be rewritten as: 
 F = - dc / RT (∂µ  / ∂z).         (3) 
The flux F of molecules impinging on the surface is thus driven by a gradient in the 
chemical potential perpendicular to the surface. This gradient is build up by a difference 
between chemical potential on the surface with respect to the bulk (solution) and is non-zero 
until the monolayer growth has been completed. In thermodynamical equilibrium, when the 
gradient is zero, the net flux F likewise becomes equal to zero. As a coarse approximation, the 
bulk diffusivity d, i.e. the mobility of solute molecules in solution, can be approximated by 
the Stokes-Einstein equation: 
 d = kBT / 6πrη(T).         (4) 
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Consequently, the flux becomes: 
 F ∝ - 
 
c / η(T) (∂µ  / ∂z).         (5) 
In equations (4) and (5), r is the radius of a spherical particle and η(T) the solvent 
viscosity, which in the case of fatty acids strongly depends on temperature in the range 25 
°C to 50 °C. From equation (5), the ratio solute concentration to solvent viscosity c/η is 
identified as the critical parameter for the flux F. 
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3. Additional STM Topographs 
 
Concentration dependence (heptanoic acid): 
 
Fig. S1. Left: Saturated solution of BTB in heptanoic acid (Vbias = 0.80 V, IT = 77 pA). 
Exclusively the row structure is observed. Center: 50% saturated solution (Vbias = 0.84 V, IT = 
90 pA).; row and chickenwire structure coexist. Right: 10% saturated solution (Vbias = 0.96 V, 
IT = 73 pA); almost solely the chickenwire structure is formed. 
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Intermediate temperatures (nonanoic acid)  
 
Fig. S2: STM topographs of BTB in nonanoic acid for intermediate temperatures: (a) at room 
temperature (Vbias = 1.05 V, IT = 90 pA), (b) at ~33 °C (Vbias = 1.05 V, IT = 57 pA), (c) at ~43 
°C (Vbias = 1.05 V, IT = 95 pA), and (d) at ~55 °C (Vbias = 1.04 V, IT = 69 pA). At 
temperatures below the transition temperature only the chickenwire polymorph can be 
observed. 
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4. Details on molecular mechanics + additional results 
Molecular mechanics based on the Dreiding force field as implemented in the Cerius2 
(Version 4.5, MSI) software package was utilized for a structural refinement and estimation of 
binding energies. Periodic boundary conditions were employed with the experimental unit 
cells as constraints. The graphite substrate was approximated by two layers and atomic 
positions in the second layer were fixed. Values for the unit cell parameters were deduced 
from split images,3 where one part of the image depicts the adsorbate layer and in the other 
part the graphite substrate was atomically resolved. Molecules were arranged on the surface 
without further constraints. An energy difference of < 0.001 kcal/mol and a force difference < 
0.5 kcal/mol/Å between single steps served as convergence criteria. For the hexagonal 
structure, nine unit cells were used as the basic building unit (cell parameters in matrix 
notation referring to the graphite lattice vectors: U = (21 45 0) V = (45 24 0)). The basic unit 
for the row structure consisted of eight unit cells (U = (4 12 0) V = (30 10 0)). Binding 
energies were calculated by extracting one molecule from the optimized structure and 
performing a single point energy calculation. 
 
The average binding enthalpy ∆ΗBTB-row of a single BTB molecule in the row structure was 
evaluated in the following way: 
(1) Evaluate energy ∆Etotal to remove a single BTB molecule from the row structure:  
• optimize complete structure (including all BTB molecules on the surface)  E1 
• delete one molecule from the structure and calculate energy (without further geometry 
optimization)  E2 
• calculate energy of a single geometry optimized BTB molecule  E3 
• ∆Etotal = E1 – E2 – E3 
 
(2) Evaluate binding energy of a single BTB molecule in the row structure  
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to graphite ∆Εmol-sub: 
• optimize complete row structure (including all BTB molecules on the surface) 
• delete all molecules from the structure except one and calculate energy (no 
geometry optimization in between)  E1 
• calculate energy of pristine graphite, i.e. without BTB molecules adsorbed  E2 
• calculate energy of a single geometry optimized BTB molecule  E3 
• ∆Emol-sub = E1 – E2 – E3 
 
(3) Average binding enthalpy ∆ΗBTB-row of BTB molecules in the row structure: 
 
• evaluate average intermolecular binding energy ∆Emol-mol: 
∆Emol-mol = (∆Etotal - ∆Emol-sub) / 2 
since pairwise interactions are equally shared by two bonding partners, only 50% count 
for the average intermolecular binding energy per molecule 
• ∆ΗBTB-row  = ∆Emol-mol  + ∆Emol-sub  
 
 
Binding enthalpy ∆Hsolv of coadsorbed solvent molecules ∆Ηcoads: 
 
• optimize full BTB network with one cavity filled with eight 9A molecules  E1 
• calculate energy of empty, geometry optimized BTB network  E2 
• calculate energy of one single optimized 9A molecule  E3 
• ∆Hsolv = E1 – E2 – 8 × E3 
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Fig. S3: Inclined view of a ball-and-stick model of the row structure, eight unit cells are 
depicted. Adjacent rows are tilted in opposite directions. (cyan: graphite substrate, grey: 
carbon, white: hydrogen, red: oxygen) 
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Fig. S4: Ball-and-stick model of the chickenwire structure with coadsorbed nonanoic acid 
molecules. 8 solvent molecules fit within one cavity; 
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Adsorption of the brominated aromatic molecule 1,3,5-tris(4-bromophenyl)benzene on different metallic
substrates, namely Cu(111), Ag(111), and Ag(110), has been studied by variable-temperature scanning tunneling
microscopy (STM). Depending on substrate temperature, material, and crystallographic orientation, a surface-
catalyzed dehalogenation reaction is observed. Deposition onto the catalytically more active substrates Cu(111)
and Ag(110) held at room temperature leads to cleavage of carbon-bromine bonds and subsequent formation
of protopolymers, i.e., radical metal coordination complexes and networks. However, upon deposition on
Ag(111) no such reaction has been observed. Instead, various self-assembled ordered structures emerged, all
based on intact molecules. Also sublimation onto either substrate held at ∼80 K did not result in any
dehalogenation, thereby exemplifying the necessity of thermal activation. The observed differences in catalytic
activity are explained by a combination of electronic and geometric effects. A mechanism is proposed, where
initial charge transfer from substrate to adsorbate, followed by subsequent intramolecular charge transfer,
facilitates C-Br bond homolysis.
Introduction
Heterogeneous catalysis provides the basis for the economic
synthesis of the majority of compounds produced worldwide
and is thus of utmost importance for the chemical industry. In
relation to its importance, however, the atomistic understanding
of the underlying processes lags behind. The “surface science
approach”, which was introduced by Ertl, i.e., the use of
atomically flat and clean single crystal surfaces under ultrahigh
vacuum (UHV) conditions as model catalysts,1,2 has stimulated
a lot of effort in this field. Among other techniques, scanning
tunneling microscopy (STM) has been taking a major role as a
tool to reveal catalytic phenomena by high-resolution real space
imaging,3–6 in particular for the dissociative adsorption of
molecules.7,8
Here we report on the heterogeneously catalyzed dehaloge-
nation of the comparatively large aromatic compound 1,3,5-
tris(4-bromophenyl)benzene (TBB, cf. Fig. 1 for structure) on
coinage metal surfaces. TBB is also a well-suited candidate
monomer for the synthesis of surface supported two-dimensional
polymers. For the synthesis of two-dimensional polymers,
different strategies are proposed to cleave the C-Br σ-bonds,
an activation step which creates free radicals that can subse-
quently form covalent bonds through addition reactions. Re-
cently, we could show that for the on-surface polymerization
the substrate does not merely serve as support, but takes a vital
chemical role.9 An inert substrate like graphite(001) does not
catalyze the surface-mediated homolysis and hence leaves the
molecules intact upon physisorption, whereas on Cu(111) and
Ag(110) the dehalogenation reaction readily occurs. Yet, instead
of directly forming covalent intermolecular bonds, the on-surface
generated radicals coordinate to surface supplied metal atoms
in an intermediate reaction step. Thereby coordination com-
plexes introduced as “protopolymers” by Weiss and co-workers
are formed10 through a surface-mediated reaction that has
meanwhile also been observed for other systems.11–13 The first
reaction step is dissociative adsorption of halogenated aromatic
species on a copper catalyst, a reaction scheme that resembles
the coupling chemistry described by Ullmann in 1901.14
Cleavage of carbon-halogen bonds followed by the formation
of comparatively strong bonds15 of the resulting radicals to
copper atoms is also an intermediate step in the Ullmann
coupling reaction. In the original Ullmann reaction the bidentate
radical-copper complex is a short-lived reaction intermediate,
while for the surface variant the radical-copper complexes are
metastable at room temperature. Subsequent thermal annealing
releases the coordinating copper atoms and induces covalent
C-C coupling of the aromatic species. The initially split-off
bromine species binds to the surface and thermally activated
diffusion results in island formation at ∼600 K,16 whereas
desorption takes place at about 950 K.17 In STM topographs
adsorbed bromine atoms appear as depressions on Cu(111),
which was explained by quenching of the surface state.17 In
accordance with these findings we also occasionally observe
these depressions in the vicinity of protopolymers (see yellow
arrow in Figure 1a), which we attribute to split-off bromine
atoms, although we cannot unambiguously prove it.
In order to study the role of the metal support in more detail
and shed light on the homolysis mechanism, further experiments
were conducted on Ag(111), Ag(110), and Cu(111). The
substrate temperature during deposition was introduced as an
additional parameter. In this study, TBB was deposited on each
substrate held at either room temperature or cooled down to
∼80 K. Subsequently, STM was applied to study the intermo-
lecular bonding schemes and to identify products of a possible
dehalogenation reaction.
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Results and Discussion
Cu(111). Deposition of TBB onto Cu(111) at room temper-
ature leads to the spontaneous formation of protopolymers, in
accordance with previous experiments on brominated aromatic
molecules.11,12,17 Coordinating copper atoms are either extracted
from terraces18 or supplied by the free adatom gas that originates
from a temperature-dependent condensation/evaporation equi-
libriumat stepedges.19 AnSTMtopographofTBB-protopolymer
networks on Cu(111), i.e., radical-metal coordination com-
plexes, is depicted in Figure 1a. Bright circular protrusions midst
the triangular molecular units are clearly discernible, and readily
identified as copper atoms. However, an unambiguous experi-
mental indication for protopolymer formation is the center-to-
center distance between interlinked molecules. In full agreement
with the anticipated value for protopolymers, a distance of ∼1.50
nm was found. The irregularity and high defect density of these
networks is owed to both the pronounced reactivity of phenyl
radicals and the low directionality of coordination bonds. By
virtue of a postannealing step (up to 300 °C), it was possible to
release the copper atoms and eventually convert metal-coordina-
tion bonds into covalent C-C interlinks. This is accompanied
and proven by a ∼0.25 nm decrease of the center-to-center
distance of adjacent interconnected TBB molecules from ∼1.50
nm to ∼1.25 nm.9,12
In order to gain deeper insight into the dissociation mecha-
nism, the present study also takes the influence of the substrate
temperature during deposition into account. In the case of
Cu(111), a prominent difference arises depending on the
substrate temperature: Deposition of TBB onto Cu(111) held
at ∼80 K leads to the formation of highly ordered, virtually
defect-free self-assembled structures which are comprised of
intact molecules. A representative STM topograph and the
corresponding structural model are depicted in Figure 1b,c.
Single molecules are clearly resolved and appear as 3-fold
symmetric features in accordance with the molecular structure.
The structure is based on a hexagonal lattice with a ) 2.05 (
0.06 nm and contains one molecule per unit cell. Both, the high
degree of ordering and the unit cell dimensions substantiate the
conclusion that molecules remain intact and self-assemble due
to relatively weak noncovalent interactions. The halogen sub-
stituents cannot be distinguished from the aromatic backbone
in the submolecular STM contrast, because the frontier molec-
ular orbitals equally have contributions from the aromatic system
and the peripheral halogen substituents, respectively. A com-
parable cyclic bonding pattern among three halogen atoms has
previously been observed in bulk crystals of halogenated
phenyls.20 The underlying interaction is of electrostatic origin
and attributed to a nonspherical charge distribution around the
bromine substituents. Calculations of the electrostatic potential
at the halogen atoms propose a positive cap opposite to the
C-Br bond and a ring of negative potential around the bond
axis.21 A cyclic intermolecular arrangement as shown in Figure
1c thus optimizes electrostatic interactions and can be described
as Coulombic “donor-acceptor” attraction.20
Warming up the well-ordered TBB layer on Cu(111) to room
temperature also induces the formation of protopolymers, similar
to those observed for room-temperature deposition. These
experimental findings illustrate that dissociation of C-Br bonds
on Cu(111) requires thermal activation and that the thermal
energy supplied at 300 K is sufficient.
Ag(110). Regarding the dissociation of C-Br bonds upon
room temperature deposition, Ag(110) shows a qualitatively
similar behavior as Cu(111): formation of protopolymers was
readily observed (Figure 2a). For low-temperature deposition,
however, TBB molecules do not form ordered structures;
instead, adsorption of isolated, apparently immobile single
molecules has been observed, as illustrated in Figure 2b. This
result is explained by a more corrugated surface potential on
Ag(110) as compared to Cu(111). For face-centered cubic (fcc)
metals, the potential energy landscape for adsorbates exhibits
higher corrugation on (110) than on (111) surfaces. Conse-
quently, thermally activated surface diffusion is more easily
suppressed at lower temperatures on (110) surfaces. In addition,
surface diffusion is more anisotropic on (110) surfaces than on
densely packed (111). In many cases this results in quasi-one-
dimensional diffusion, which also hampers self-assembly of two-
dimensional islands. Similar to Cu(111), warming up the low-
temperature deposited Ag(110) sample to room temperature
results in dehalogenation and spontaneous formation of
protopolymers.
In summary, only at room temperature are Cu(111) and
Ag(110) sufficiently reactive to catalyze homolysis of C-Br
bonds in TBB. For low-temperature deposition, differences
concerning the mutual arrangement arose: on the densely packed
Figure 1. STM topographs of TBB deposited onto Cu(111) with the substrate held at (a) room temperature and (b) ∼80 K, respectively. (a)
Room-temperature deposition readily induces the dehalogenation reaction and subsequent formation of protopolymers (UT ) 1.50 V, IT ) 85 pA;
inset, reaction scheme). (b) Deposition onto Cu(111) at ∼80 K leads to noncovalent self-assembly of a highly ordered structure (UT ) -1.98 V,
IT ) 90 pA). Due to their size and symmetry, the 3-fold bright features are assigned to single intact TBB molecules as shown in the overlay. (c)
Tentative model of the intermolecular arrangement based on STM data. As a consequence of a nonspherical charge distribution around the halogen
substituents an electrostatic stabilization known as a halogen-halogen bond becomes feasible.
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Cu(111) surface the lateral mobility of TBB is sufficient to
facilitate self-assembly into ordered monolayers, while on
Ag(110) the lack of surface mobility leads to adsorption of
isolated molecules.
Ag(111). In order to gain deeper insight into the relevant
parameters for the catalytic activity of coinage metal surfaces
for this particular homolysis reaction, further experiments were
conducted on Ag(111). Low-temperature deposition onto Ag(111)
results in self-assembly of a monolayer structure similar to the
Cu(111) case. The arrangement of molecules, the symmetry of
the monolayer, and within the experimental error, the lattice
parameter are identical for low-temperature deposition on
Cu(111) and Ag(111). Most importantly, similar to the afore-
mentioned cases, for low-temperature deposition TBB molecules
also stay intact upon adsorption on Ag(111). Yet, qualitatively
different observations in comparison to Cu(111) were made
when TBB was evaporated onto Ag(111) at room temperature.
Instead of protopolymerssa clear indication of dehalogenationsa
variety of distinct self-assembled phases based on intact
molecules was observed. All structures are stabilized by weak
noncovalent interactions between intact molecules. Representa-
tive STM topographs of the various phases on Ag(111) are
presented in Figure 3.22 It is noteworthy that low-temperature
deposition followed by warming up the sample resulted in the
same morphologies as deposition directly at room temperature.
In the overview image of Figure 3a, two coexisting phases,
namely, a hexagonal and a row structure with oblique unit-cell,
can be distinguished. Furthermore, in the lower part of the image
molecules that are “frozen” in a disordered state can be
identified. We attribute the emergence of this phase to rapid
surface diffusion at room temperature, which kinetically traps
molecules in the disorder state.
A detailed analysis of the intermolecular distances in the
disordered phase does not indicate any formation of protopoly-
mers or covalently interlinked aggregates. Close ups of the
ordered phases are presented in Figure 3b,c. Similar to the low-
temperature polymorphs observed on Cu(111) and Ag(111), the
well-ordered structures are likewise stabilized by electrostatic
interactions between nonspherical charge distributions of halo-
gen substituents. Yet, the structures of these polymorphs are
more complex, and in addition to the triple halogen-halogen
bonds, the hexagonal structure also contains six-membered rings
of cyclic halogen bonds, as shown in Figure 3b. Three of those
supramolecular hexamers are interconnected via single TBB
molecules in a triple Br-Br-Br bond pattern similar to those
observed in the low-temperature structure. As illustrated by the
overlaid symbolic representations of the molecules, attractive
halogen-halogen interactions are topologically very versatile
and not restricted to three or six membered rings. Also a slightly
displaced head-to-head geometry enables favorable electrostatic
interactions, as exemplified in Figure 3c, and gives rise to
another polymorph, the row structure. The measured center-to-
center distances of halogen-halogen bond associated dimers
(2.05 nm) is significantly larger than for metal-coordinated (1.50
nm) or covalently interlinked dimers (1.25 nm)9 and clearly
indicates noncovalent interaction. Figure 4 illustrates the three
different types of intermolecular bonding schemes and the
corresponding center-to-center distances. For the halogen-halogen
interaction, the molecules exhibit a slight lateral displacement
and significantly larger center-to-center distance as compared
to the covalent and metal coordination case. The substantial
differences in center-to-center distance allow for a clear distinc-
tion of the interaction type solely based on intermolecular
distances as measured in STM topographs.
A displaced halogen-halogen bonded dimer is also the basic
unit of the structure depicted in Figure 3d, another occasionally
observed polymorph that features a rather high packing density.
The experimentally observed coexistence of all structures in
Figure 3 indicates the relative weakness and topological
versatility of halogen-halogen interactions. In any case, it can
be stated that for Ag(111) different noncovalent self-assembled
structures were observed dependent on the deposition temper-
ature without any indication of dehalogenation either for room
temperature or for low temperature deposition.
In brief, the experiments described above reveal a clear
dependency of the catalytic activity on the material [Cu(111)
vs Ag(111)], but also on the crystallographic surface orientation
[Ag(110) vs Ag(111)].
The experimental findings as summarized in Table 1 give
rise to the question about the origin and the detailed mechanism
of the catalytic activity of the investigated metal surfaces for
the dehalogenation reaction. In particular, we want to address
the question of which parameters influence the TBB dehaloge-
nation on coinage metal surfaces. Irrespective of substrate
material and orientation, for low-temperature deposition we have
never observed dehalogenation, a clear indication of a thermally
Figure 2. STM topographs of TBB deposited on Ag(110) (a) after
warming up the sample to room temperature (UT ) 1.76 V, IT ) 41
pA) and (b) at ∼80 K (UT ) -1.50 V, IT ) 110 pA). Low-temperature
deposition results in disordered arrangements of single molecules
without any indication of ordered self-assembly due to suppressed lateral
mobility on the (110) face; warming up the sample to room temperature
leads to dehalogenation and the formation of protopolymers similar to
the case for Cu(111). Albeit adatoms are not resolved in this case, the
measured center-to-center distances of 1.50 nm between interlinked
molecules clearly indicates formation of protopolymers.
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activated reaction step. TBB molecules do not react and stay
intact on the two densely packed Ag(111) and Cu(111) surfaces,
where ordered structures were observed. In contrast, on Ag(110)
no self-assembly into ordered structures takes place, due to
suppressed surface mobility.
In order to understand the substrate dependency of the room-
temperature dehalogenation, reactivity is discussed in the
framework of heterogeneous catalysis and molecule-metal
interactions. Alternatively, an adatom-based surface chemical
approach can also explain the experimental findings. Yet, a
significant contribution from step edges as active sites for the
dehalogenation can be excluded.
Grounded on DFT results, Christensen and Nørskov state that
for an accurate description of surface reactivity one has to
differentiate between geometrical and electronic effects.23 In the
following, based on their argumentation, we also want to
formally distinguish between electronic and geometric effects,
where the former can explain the material and the latter the
orientation dependency.
The geometrical effect can be explained by means of the
active sites concept, which implies that bond cleavage of
adsorbates occurs preferentially at low-coordinated surface
atoms,24,25 in particular, at vacancies, kinks, step edges, or
dislocations.8 The literature is rich with examples, where
dissociative adsorption favorably occurs at step edges, where
reactions rates can be orders of magnitude enhanced as
compared to terraces.26,27
However, since on Ag(111) dehalogenation has been observed
neither for low-temperature nor for room-temperature deposition,
it is concluded that the (mostly densely packed) step edges on
this surface are not active sites for cleavage of carbon-halogen
bonds. Yet, in general, the reactivity of step edges will depend
on their crystallographic direction, which determines both the
step edge atom coordination and density of kink or ledge sites,
giving rise to substantial differences.
Although overview topographs clearly show that many
protopolymers are anchored at step edges, we nevertheless
exclude a dominant contribution from step edges for the
following reason. If the reaction could exclusively proceed at
step edges, only step-edge decoration would be observable but
not structures extending into terraces. Protopolymers that are
bound to step edges would block these active sites and passivate
them, resulting in a quenching of the reaction. Such a self-
poisoning effect has, for instance, been observed for the
dissociation of ethylene on Ni(111) step edges.28 In conclusion,
a dominant contribution from step edges can be ruled out for
the dehalogenation reaction.
In the following it is argued that the reactivity differences
might originate already in the different atomic arrangement of
ideal surfaces and no special active sites are required. While
the (111) surfaces of fcc metals are densely packed, the (110)
surfaces consist of alternating atomic rows and troughs running
along the [1j10] direction. In some respect the (110) surfaces
can be seen as a dense stringing of step edges, thereby exposing
a large area density of low coordinated surface atoms that
Figure 3. STM topographs of different self-assembled TBB phases on Ag(111). Molecules were deposited at room temperature, while for improved
drift stability STM images were acquired at ∼80 K. (a) Overview image presenting two coexisting ordered phases, namely, a row structure on the
upper center part and a hexagonal flower structure in the upper right part. The lower half depicts a disordered phase (UT ) -1.11 V, IT ) 102 pA).
(b) Close up of the flower structure with overlaid molecular model (UT ) -1.11 V, IT ) 90 pA). (c) Close up of the row structure (UT ) -1.11
V, IT ) 112 pA). (d) Close up of a third, densely packed structure (UT ) 1.77 V, IT ) 94 pA).
Figure 4. Three possible intermolecular bonding schemes and corre-
sponding center-to-center distances of interlinked molecules. (a)
Covalent coupling of TBB molecules leads to the shortest center-to-
center distance of ∼1.25 nm. (b) Metal coordination yields a notably
higher center-to-center distance of ∼1.50 nm. (c) In addition to cyclic
triple halogen-halogen-halogen bonds, also a dimeric arrangement
with a center-to-center distance of ∼2.0 nm was observed.
TABLE 1: Summary of Experimentally Observed
Intermolecular Bonding Schemes Dependent on Both
Substrate Material and Crystallographic Orientation, as
Well as Deposition Temperature
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promote the catalytic activity. For comparison, the coordination
number of a topmost surface atom in an ideal fcc (111) surface
is 9 while for an ideal fcc (110) surface the coordination number
is only 7. The coordination number can directly affect the energy
of the d-band center and thus the reactivity of the respective
sites.29
A more direct electronic aspect of the catalytical activity
comes into play for understanding the observed differences
between Cu(111) and Ag(111). Adsorption of aromatic mol-
ecules on transition-metal surfaces leads to significant changes
in their electronic structure, as concluded for instance from
ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS),30 scanning tun-
neling spectroscopy (STS),31 and density functional theory
(DFT) studies.32–34 Depending on the interaction strength, level
shifts, level broadening, or emergence of new electronic states
due to hybridization are common and most seriously affect
frontier molecular orbitals.35 For instance, Thygesen and Rubio
show that the HOMO-LUMO gap of adsorbed molecules
shrinks with increasing interaction strength.36 For the aromatic
molecule 3,4,9,10-perylenetetracarboxylic acid dianhydride
(PTCDA), it has been shown that fully or partly filled LUMO-
derived interface states are created upon adsorption on Cu(111)
and Ag(111), respectively, rendering the organic layers semi-
conducting or metallic. On Au(111), on the other hand, only
“soft chemisorption” is reported, where energy levels do not
shift significantly because of a relatively weak interaction.37
These findings are in accordance with the proposed trend of
decreasing reactivity for the d10s1 transition metals when
moving down this group in the periodic table of the elements
from Cu over Ag to Au.38 This reactivity order was also
confirmed by UPS measurements of PTCDA37 and pentacene35
on noble metal surfaces. Both compounds serve as model
systems for interaction of large pi-conjugated molecules with
metal surfaces. Since the underlying processes are fundamental
and by no means specific for PTCDA or pentacene, it is
proposed that this reactivity order can be generalized for other
planar pi-conjugated aromatic adsorbates. In both cases the newly
formed hybridized orbitals originate from interaction of the
pi-electrons with the metal s- and d-states, in line with the
Newns-Anderson model.30,39 Adsorption of aromatic molecules
on transition-metal surfaces is also accompanied by charge
transfer between adsorbate and substrate as a consequence of
the aforementioned adjusting of the frontier molecular orbitals.35,37
This can lead to partial filling of mainly the pi* orbital, where
the degree of occupancy increases with increasing interaction
strength and is thus largest on copper surfaces. Since the pi*
orbital is mainly localized at the aromatic system, adsorption
induced charge transfer can still not explain the observed
homolysis of peripheral C-Br bonds. In order to explain the
bond cleavage, we propose that thermally activated charge
transfer from the newly occupied pi* into σ* orbitals, which
are antibonding with respect to the C-Br bond, eventually
destabilizes these bonds and facilitates homolysis. A similar two-
step mechanism for C-X bond dissociation in solution was
found by Kimura and Takamuku, who studied halogen scission
in aryl halides40 and benzyl halides41 by means of low-
temperature pulse radiolysis. First, an additional electron is
captured by the pi* orbital and then in a second step transferred
into the C-halogen σ* orbital. This results in destabilization
and dissociation of the C-Br bond. Moreover, a comparable
two-step mechanism is also discussed for photodissociation of
dibromobenzene and tribromobenzene, where the initially
excited singlet (pi, pi*) state in the phenyl ring decays into the
repulsive triplet (n,σ*) state located at the C-Br bond.42 On
the basis of these findings we conclude that the dehalogenation
of TBB on densely packed noble metal surfaces can only occur
when the interaction strength is sufficiently strong. Evidently,
this criterion is fulfilled for Cu(111), but not for Ag(111). For
higher corrugated (110) surfaces, however, the reactivity of
Ag(110) becomes sufficient to catalyze the dehalogenation
reaction. Along the lines of heterogeneous catalysis research,
the higher reactivity of Ag(110) as compared to Ag(111) is
explained with the higher surface corrugation leading to a lower
coordination and thus higher reactivity of surface atoms. Again,
Zou and co-workers have confirmed this trend for the adsorption
of PTCDA on Ag(111) and Ag(110), where the more corrugated
(110) face exhibits stronger interaction.30
As already stated above, a decisive influence of adatom
chemistry would also be consistent with our experimental
observations and cannot be fully excluded. It is well-known that
for metal surface chemistry adatoms can be important mediators
or reaction partners for various types of reactions.29 Conse-
quently, both the temperature and surface dependent density of
the adatom gas as well as the adatom reactivity can explain
reactivity differences. For instance, a face-specific dependency
for the adsorption geometry of benzoate molecules has been
attributed to the availability of metal adatoms, being significantly
higher on Cu(110) as compared to Cu(111).43 It has also been
reported that the deprotonation of carboxylic groups in trimesic
acid molecules does not take place on pristine Ag(111) at room
temperature but can be triggered by an additional supply of more
reactive copper atoms.19 Especially the latter example exempli-
fies the importance of adatom chemistry for the formation of
metal-coordination complexes on surfaces. In this picture, the
temperature dependence can be explained by suppression of the
adatom gas at lower temperature, while the orientation depen-
dence can be explained by different binding energies of atoms
in step edges. However, since we do not observe any formation
of protopolymers on Ag(111), a dominant contribution from
adatoms for the dehalogenation reaction seems unlikely. Even
though the density of adatoms on fcc(111) surfaces is substan-
tially lower than on (110) surfaces, as rationalized by a model
based on the change of coordination number for the detachment
process,43 at least a few coordination complexes should also be
observable on Ag(111), if the reaction was exclusively driven
by adatoms. However, a plain consideration of merely the
adatom density is not satisfying, and also the adatom reactivity
has to be considered. Since the coordination number of adatoms
is also surface-dependent, it is conceivable that Ag adatoms
behave chemically distinctly on (111) than on (110) surfaces.
In order to obtain a detailed and quantitative understanding of
the dehalogenation reaction, theoretical studies that address the
electronic structure of the chemisorbed molecule-substrate
complex and tackle conceivable reactivity differences of adatoms
are very desirable.
Conclusions
In summary, studies of a heterogeneously catalyzed dehalo-
genation reaction, namely full debromination of the aromatic
compound TBB, on single crystal metal surfaces revealed
interesting reactivity differences. Since the reaction only
proceeds on Cu(111), but not on Ag(111), the catalytic capability
of the substrate for this reaction is clearly material dependent.
On the other hand, the dehalogenation reaction took place on
Ag(110), thereby exemplifying that also the specific surface
orientation can be decisive. Third, in variable-temperature
experiments it was found that the dehalogenation reaction cannot
proceed at low substrate temperatures (∼80 K) irrespective of
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the substrate, thereby proving the necessity of thermal activation.
In order to explain the occurrence of the reaction as a function
of different experimental parameters, we propose a two-step
mechanism, where initial charge transfer upon adsorption
provides the basis for occupation of an antibonding orbital.
Besides the recognized role of active sites, this comparative
series of experiments elucidates that the overall reactivity of a
catalytically active surface originates from a combination of
atomic arrangement and electronic structure.
For future experiments, it would also be enlightening to study
the role of the organic compound and its respective electronic
structure. For instance, the HOMO-LUMO gap can be altered
by means of decreasing or increasing the size of the aromatic
system, thereby also affecting the level alignment and magnitude
of charge transfer. The strength of the carbon-halogen bond is
another accessible parameter worthy of study. This bond can
be weakened by substituting bromine with iodine, but it can
also be strengthened by substituting bromine with chlorine.
Methods
All samples were prepared and characterized in an ultrahigh
vacuum chamber (base pressure <5 × 10-10 mbar) equipped
with a scanning tunneling microscope (STM). Metal single
crystals [Cu(111), Ag(111), and Ag(110)] were prepared by
repeated cycles of Ne+ ion sputtering and annealing. 1,3,5-
Tris(4-bromophenyl)benzene was obtained from a commercial
source (Sigma Aldrich) and vacuum sublimed from a home-
built Knudsen cell with crucible temperatures between 150 and
160 °C.44 Samples were deposited in the microscope, which is
a home-built beetle-type STM mounted on a flow cryostat and
thus able to operate at variable temperatures. During deposition
the STM and the substrates were held either at room temperature
or at ∼80 K. Typically, images were acquired at ∼80 K (also
for room temperature deposition), because of improved drift
stability of the instrument at low temperatures.
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